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Abstract 

Republic V: The Argument of the Three Waves 

In light of its history of interpretation, an interpretive essay on the fifth book of 

Plato's Republic is advanced, on the premiss that existing views of the relation of 

Book V to the rest of the dialogue are inadequate. The metaphor of the "three waves" 

indicates more than a mere formal unity to the argument of Book V, since the logic of 

the first two "waves" (Plato's celebrated proposals for a community of men and 

women, and a community of wives and children) only becomes evident in light of their 

dependence upon the logic of the third "wave" (the proposal for a philosopher-king). 

The "three waves" constitute a single, unified argument, which discloses the 

dependence of justice, as defined in terms of the state and individual in Book IV, upon 

the idea of the good set forth in Book VI. 
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Introduction 

The body of this thesis consists cf two parts: a critical survey of the 

history of interpretation of Republic V. followed by an interpretive essay on the 

same text The critical survey suggests that there has been a general failure to 

attend sufficiently to the philosophic status of Plato's ideal state. It is most 

evident in considerations of Socrates' proposals for a community of men and 

women, a community of wives and children and a philosopher-king. This 

failure is seen to originate with and be sustained by the dogmatic, liberal 

acceptance of Aristotle's critique of Republic V in Politics II. Focussing upon 

Socrates' proposal for a community of wives and children, Aristotle condemns 

Plato's state as an impracticable practical ideal, since it is contrary to the 

institutions of oikos and polis. both in principle and in prac'dce. The 

interpretive essay which follows receives its impetus from the possibility of 

understanding Aristode's critique to suggest further that the obvious 

impracticability of Socrates' proposals demands a less literal, more philosophic 

approach to the text. For, although Aristotle finds that "the scheme [of the 

community of wives and children] taken literally, is impracticable", he also 

admits that, "how we are to interpret it is nowhere precisely stated." 

It is the view of the critical survey that the history of interpretation of 

Republic V embodies various realizations of these mo basic attitudes: on the 

one hand, there has been what may be called the "traditionalist interpretation" 

which, taking Socrates' proposals literally, regards Plato's state as an 

impracticable practical ideal; on the other hand, the history also contains what 

may be called "alternative interpretations", which, in widely different ways, 

interpret Plato's state as something other than a practical ideal. Of these latter, 

the critical survey suggests that there are currently three positions of special 
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interesc: those of Allan Bloom, Hans-Georg Gadamer and J. N. Findlay. The 

interpretation set forta in this work rejects Bloom's view that Book V is simply 

"preposterous", while admitting, the need to recognize the preposterous element 

in it. It generally favours Gadamer's more concrete intepretation of Plato's state 

as "paedogogical" over Findlay's more abstract view that it is an "imaginary 

Pythagorean commune hanging in the pure ether of hypothesis"; yet, it is most 

often nearest in spirit and in matteis of detail to Findlay's exegesis, than any 

other view. It is, however, most directly from a consideration of the import of 

Aristotle's critique, that the alternative interpretation set forth in this thesis is 

derived. The premiss of this exegesis is that Aristotle's critique refers to Plato's 

own reminder that the ideal state is a hypothetical moo'el or paradigm, 

constituted in lexis, not for the purpose of its literal translation into praxis, but 

solely for the purpose of a dialectical inquiry into the truth of justice (V, 472-

473). 

This view is taken to be consistent with a cardinal proposition of Book V, 

that lexis is nearer than praxis to aletheia. which serves as a guiding principle 

for the discussion of the possibility of translating the ideal state from lexis into 

praxis. In effect, this principle corrects the argument to the true form of the 

question: whether states which exist in praxis might not be converted to the 

ideal state of lexis. Once this correction has been made, it may be then 

proposed that such a conversion rests upon the possibility of a philosopher-king; 

the argument for the philosopher-king discloses how this division between 

praxis and lexis is only overcome in discovering their relation to aletheia. 

The argument for a philosopher-king introduces the Platonic hypotheses of 

the many, eide and the good, on which rests the logic of the division between the 

sensible instantial realm of becoming and the intellgible eidetic realm of being. 

The principal contention of the thesis is that the logic of the arguments by which 

* • I 
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Socrates implements the communities of men and women and of wives and 

children, implies these hypothecss, and die real purpose of these proposals is to 

bring these hypotheses to light. Commentators of the late 19th century, taking 

the traditional position that Plato's state was a practical ideal, were forced to 

dissolve the state into its practical and ideal elements. This resolution of the 

difficulty of regarding the state as a practical ideal is rejected in this 

interpretation. The communities of men and women and of wives and children, 

together with the proposal for a philosopher-king, are not interpreted as practical 

measures here. It is not a matter of existing states conforaiing to the ideal state 

in some literal sense, as though the ideal state were literally a practical model; 

rather, it is a matter of conforming to the ideal content of the ideal, i.e. to 

approach the idea of justice which is imaged in the ideal state. 

To regard the ideal state in any sense as a practical model for 

instantiation in the realm of becoming is as erroneous as to regard a beautiful 

statue as a practical instantiation of beauty. The beautiful in the visibly beautiful 

is not what is visible—even the visible harmonies and ratios of its composition; 

rather, what is beautiful is the purely intelligible principle of harmony and ratio, 

the essence of which is never instantiated, but only imaged in the visible. The 

difficulty of holding to this principle is precisely what is expressed in the 

allegory of the cave, which tells of a prisoner whose liberation involves a long 

arduous ascent from the captivating appearance of reality which belongs to the 

sensible, toward the invisible reality of the intelligible. 

From the standpoint of these convictions, it is argued that the purpose of 

these proposals set out in the argument of the "three waves" is to provide a 

concrete content in which the practical necessity of attaining to a philosophic 

standpoint may be disclosed. In other words, the purpose is to convert the 

reader from a practical to a philosophic viewpoint, which can only be undertaken 

a 



from the side of the practical. In terms of the late 19th century commentators, 

the practical is seen to have its ground in the ideal; against their tendency to 

divide the practical and ideal, this interpretation refuses to the "practical" aspect 

of the state any independence from the "ideal" aspect, and contains their 

distinction within this purely philosophic standpoint. 

This conversion is through the logic of utilitarian arguments, which call into 

question dogmatic assumptions about what is beautiful and just, true and good. 

The question which introduces the argument of the "three waves" is two-fold: 

on the one hand, there appears to remain only the practical question of how this 

ideal state may be translated frou lexis into praxis, from ideal theory into 

sensible reality; on the other hand, through the course of the argument it is 

discovered how there is still present in the argument the original question of the 

dialogue—how there can be said to be a true justice in which the good of 

individual and community are reconciled, which is the most complete form of the 

question of the natu<e of human praxis. The ultimate resolution of both 

difficulties lies in the disclosure of the dependence of the sensible and practical 

realm of becoming upon the intelligible reality of the eidetic realm of being, which 

is precisely to have attained to a philosophic or ideal view of the practical and 

sensible. 

The logic of the first wave begins the ascent to this philosophic standpoint, 

arriving at a point from which men and women are regarded as sharing a common 

eideuc nature as rational, which is prior to their instantial, accidental sensible 

difference as male and female. It is not the practical equality of men and women 

which is of concern, except so far as to provide the concrete content in which 

might be discerned the necessity and validity of an eidetic standpoint. Implicit in 

the logic of the argument is that the principle of the state-the idea of justice-

transcends this primary form of natural difference. Where this insight has been 

/ 
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concretely established in the institution of the community of men and women, the 

necessity of regarding such practical matters as the right relation of men and 

women in the human community is seen to depend upon a philosophic perception 

of the truth of human nature, which is not available from a standpoint which is 

ignorant of the logic of intelligible cause and sensible condition, eidos and 

instance. The concrete significance of this logic is seen in the establishment of 

the idea that a rational virtue is the good to be sought in the practical life of 

political community-men and women are to regard one another not in their 

sensible difference as male and female, but in their rational identity as guardians 

of the state. 

The logic of the argument of the second wave discloses further the 

concrete content of the life of reason, so far as this is attainable within the 

practical realm of political life, as the cause of civic harmony, social concord and 

individual happiness. In so doing, it completes the demonstration of the validity 

of ihe eidetic standpoint undertaken in the first wave. By instituting the 

community of wives and children, the priority of a transcendent eidos of justice to 

the sensible conditions of human existence is established. The olikos is 

assumed to be the most primary form of natural unity; it is shown instead to be a 

rational form of unity. The foundation of the family is not the exclusive 

immediacy of blood-ties, but the mediating virtue of religious piety, whose 

content is disclosed to be an ethical reason, capable of ordering the most natural 

aspect of human life, the innate desire for sexual union, to an ethical end. 

The logic of the argument of the second wave discloses that the truly 

effective principle operative at the level of natural difference and unity is an 

universal principle of reason-the idea of justice. What appears is that the life of 

the individual guardian participates, at the level of the sensible and practical, the 

life of the state, the ideal content of justice, so far as this is present in the 
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political good of honour or virtue. The life of the individual guardian and the 

common life of the state are seen as possessing an eidetic identity in their 

mutual participation of the ideal content of justice. 

_ It is precisely the eidetic life of the state and individual which is illustrated 

in the succeeding discussion of the life of the state in times of war and peace, by 

which Socrates completes the transition from the practical to the philosophic, 

from the instantial to the eidetic standpoint. The logic of the third wave, as it 

argues the necessity for political life to be governed by philosophic knowledge, 

shows the dependence of the life of the political community upon the philosophic 

life of the individual soul. The philosopher participates directly in the eidetic life 

of the community of eide. The ideal content of justice is disclosed as finally 

inseparable from the content of the good. The argument looks forward to the 

ultimate disclosure of justice as the logos of the intelligible relation of all things 

to the good, represented in the central images of the Republic: the sun, the line 

and the cave. There, one comes to know the mutual dependence of political upon 

philosophic life, and the philosophic upon the political-the community needs to 

be ruled by the philosopher, and the philosopher is in need of the community, 

which he can only participate in as a ruler. 

The thesis concludes with a brief statement of its findings, setting these in 

relation to other interpretations. It may be that some points of interpretation are 

weak or wrong; nevertheless, Plato's state ought to be regarded, in whole and in 

part, as a philosophic paradigm, constructed only with an eye to the dialectical 

disclosure of the truth of justice, demonstrating the practical necessity of 

converting to a philosophic standpoint, which is only possible where the Platonic 

hypotheses of the many, eide and good come into view. As Aristotle teaches, it 

is not practical in any literal sense. 

u 



A Critical Survey of the History of Interpretation of Republic V1 

(i) Aristotle. 

There are many difficulties in the community of women. And the 
principle on which Socrates rests the necessity of such an insitution 
evidently is not established by his arguments. Further, as a means 
to the end which he ascribes to the state, the scheme, taken literally, 
is impracticable, and how we are to interpret it is nowhere precisely 
stated. I am speaking of the supposition from which the argument 
of Socrates proceeds, that it is best for the whole state to be as 
unified as possible.^ 

The "posthumous life" of Plato's Republic falls beneath the long shadow of 

Aristotle's critique in Politics n, which targets the community of wives and 

children in Republic V as the flawed cornerstone of Plato's ideal state. He 

argues that such an institution is demonstrably impracticable as a nrcans to its 

proposed end of unifying the state, which is itself demonstrably undesirable. 

His critique is well-aimed, since it is precisely upon demonstrating the 

possibility and utility of the community of wives and children that Socrates rests 

the possibility of the stated Whether Aristode altogether hits the mark is the 

aporia taken up in the further history of interpretation of Republic V; we simply 

observe at the outset how his aim is clearly not amiss. 

Generally instructive about Aristotle's critique are four points: (1) he 

interprets the Platonic state of the Republic as a practical ideal; (2) the argument 

for the community of wives and children is targeted as the crux of Plato's 

argument, since it is taken to declare the principle of ths state; (3) this 

institution (together with the abolition of private property) exemplifies the 

impracticability of Plato's state as a practical ideal; (4) although Aristotle finds 

that "the scheme [ of the community of wives and children], taken literally, is 

impracticable", he admits that, "how we are to interpret it is nowhere precisely 
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stated." Despite, or, perhaps even in light of his own critique, Aristode 

concluded that the interpretation of the community of wives and children in 

Republic V was problematic. From his conclusion, we may infer a more general 

statement-that Plato's ideal state, taken literally as a practical ideal, is 

impracticable; but, since how we are to interpret it is nowhere precisely stated, 

its interpretation remains problematic. 

Aristotle's critique is based upon his objection that Plato proceeds from a 

false notion of unity. Plato is said to predicate unity out of "similars", whereas 

"the elements out of which a unity is to be formed differ in kind.'"+ The 

conception of unity as simple self-identity is illogical; the self-identical cannot be 

the unity of anything. Unity presupposes, not uniformity, but the plurality of 

difference in kind. The simple self-identity of the unit or "one" is the abstraction 

of the identical in the numerically different, i.e., the "one" of many "ones". For 

Aristotle, "unity" as understood by Plato is an empty abstraction of what is 

identical in the same.̂  

The ground, then, of Aristotle's critique of the principle that unity is the 

good of the state** is his criticism of the Platonic concept of unity as self-identity 

and as principle. For it is this view of unity which he takes to underlie Plato's 

concept of state, family and individual as larger and smaller forms of unity, the 

larger (state) being less of an unity than the smaller (individual). Unity is 

conceived as this single principle of all three forms of unity, which may differ 

quantitatively in number and qualitatively in degree, but are substantially 

several instances of the self-identical eidos of unity itself. It is this logic which 

Aristotle takes to underlie Plato's intention to seek for the state the unity of the 

individual, by way of instituting the community of wives and children.^ 

. . . in tending to greater unity, from being a state, it [the state] 
becomes a family, and from being a family, an individual; for the family 



may be said to be more one than the state, and the individual than the 
family. 8 

It is also understood as the ground of the impracticability of the community of 

wives and children as a means to the end of unity. 

The life which they [the guardians] are to lead appears to be 
quite impracticable. The error of Socrates must be attributed to the 
false notion of unity from which he starts.^ 

From his own inquiry into the nature of the state in Politics I, Aristotle 

concluded that the state is, like other forms of finite ousia. a syntheton or 

"composite" whose irreducible elements are independent oikoi. which are 

themselves ousiai. whose irreducible elements are individuals. ̂  Therefore, 

Aristode's objection is that Plato's concept of unity is contrary to the actual 

nature of the state. 

Unity there should be, L/oth of the family and of the state, but in some 
respects only. For there is a point at which a state may attain such a 
degree of unity as to be no longer a state, or at which, without 
actually ceasing to exist, it will become an inferior state, like harmony 
passing into unison, or rhythm which has been reduced to a single 
foot.11 

The premiss that unity is the political good also contradicts the principle 

which brings states —including Pbto's state—into existence. The state is 

generated out of the natural insufficency of individuals and its practical good is to 

realize the condition of self-suffficiency. And it is just this practical end of self-

sufficiency which would be negated by the quest fcv unity. If unity is sought as 

the practical good of the state, the state will destroy its own possibility of 

existing within the conditions attendant upon human life. Although Aristotle 

goes on to a detailed analysis of how the community of men and women would 

fail as a means to this proposed end, its intention seems more as an illustration 

of his primary objection, than a separate, more pragmatic consideration. The 



final word of Aristode's critique is that the Platonic principle of unity is contrary 

both to the natural origin and intelligible end of the Hellenic institutions of polis 

and oikos. 

Hence it is evident that a city is not by nature one in that sense 
which some persons affirm; and that what is said to be the greatest 
good of cities is in reality their destruction; but surely the good of 
things must be that which preserves them. Again, from another point 
of view, this extreme unification of the state is clearly not good; for a 
family is more self-sufficing than an individual, and a city than a 
family, and a city only comes info being when the community is large 
enough to be self-sufficing. If the i self-sufficiency is to be desired, 
the lesser degree of unity is more desirable than the greater.12 

Aristotie was, of course, Plato's own most astute critic and pupil, for which 

reason alone his critique should be regarded as most instructive. His basic 

criticism was that Plato's state was contrary to the very notion of the polis and 

oikos as these institutions had been actualized in the history of Greek political 

life. The community of wives and children is singled out as clearly illustrating 

this contrariety, not only to the traditional practice of Greek states, but to the 

very principles both of polis and oikos. How one is to understand Plato's state 

of the Republic. Aristotle argues, depends on what sense one is to make of this 

proposal for the community of wives and children. 

But since this institution contradicts both practical experience in existent 

states and ideal theory in its principle, how is one to understand that Plato 

conceived it? How did Plato intend his own students to interpret the proposal 

for the community of wives and children? It is as though Aristotle simply leaves 

these questions to future students of the Republic, knowing full well that these 

are precisely the questions Plato has Socrates raise against the community of 

wives and children as the very means of introducing it into the logos of the state. 

The conclusion reached in this work is that, one must draw from Aristotle 

the inference that the whole business is intended to be problematic, that it 



belongs to the dialectical nature of Plato's inquiry into the nature of justice to 

present proposals whose most obvious purpose is to awaken a philosophic 

reflection upon the underlieing principle both of poljs and oikos- This principle is 

discovered to be the Idea of the Good. Without knowledge of the Good, all 

other knowledge is most impracticable and entirely useless, and even these 

most fundamental institutions of human life, oikos and polis. are without 

meaning and value. Plato's interest, therefore, in the state must not be taken as 

practical in some literal sense, but in a philosophic sense. His state is a 

hypothetical ideal which exists in, and for the sake of, lexis. It is a philosophic 

state, one which emerges out of and exists for a dialectical reflection upon the 

existence and meaning of the foundation of Hellenic life-Justice. 

In this view, Aristotle's critique points back clearly to his master's own 

teaching concerning the business of philosophy; if we wish to understand his 

teacher's meaning, we must keep in mind always both the method and intention 

of the inquiry. Perhaps Aristode left to his own students to recall that the 

quarry pursued in the Republic is justice, and that the way to it is dialectic. 

There seems no other way to interpret the community of wives and children 

properly except in light of such a design.13 Only where one is recalled by its 

practical absurdity to the primary philosophical interest of the dialogue, may one 

safely swim through the sea of arguments necessary to bring one to the shore 

of reason. Yet, one finds most often in the posthumous life of the Republic, just 

this tendency toward pragmatism, which is avoided by both Plato and Aristotle. 

(ii) Middle Ages and Modernity 

For the two millenia between Aristotle in the 4th century b.c. and Hegel in 

the 19th century a.d., there is no substantial commentary upon the Republic , 



which remains of interest to the contemporary study of Plato. ̂  (A commentary 

by the 5th century Neo-Platonist, Proclus, has had little impact upon the life of 

the Republic.) The Middle Ages in the Latin West is defined by the loss of the 

Platonic corpus, save the Timaeus. with the closure of the Academy in 529 a.d., 

and its recovery through the Renaissance Academy of 14th century Florence. 

A vague knowledge of the Republic passed into the Middle Ages indirecdy, 

mainly via a Latin Timaeus. Cicero's Somnium Scipionis. the writings of St. 

Augustine, and Boethius' Consolation of Philosophy. The re-introduction of the 

Republic to the Latin West from the Greek East in the 14th century was 

preceded by the recovery of Aristotle's Politics in the 13th century. It was 

Aristotle's critique which became the authority upon and chief source of 

knowledge about the Republic for late Medieval Scholastics, beginning with 

Albertus Magnus.1^ 

The Florentine Academy revived Plato in a spirit of mystical enthusiasm, 

consciously overthrowing Aristode's reign over antiquity in Medieval 

Scholasticism.16 Nevertheless, Plato's state of the Republic could only be 

apologetically defended against Christian objections (by Cardinal Bessarion in 

the 14th century).17^ A general interest in Plato's state was generated by 

Ficino in the late 15th century;1** however his Neo-Platonic "symbolic 

interpretations" (influenced by Proclus?) were rejected in the 16th century (by a 

certain Muretus, who sought to illumine Ficino.)19 The 16th century fell under 

the influence of Erasmus, who took an unfavourable view of Plato's state in his 

Praise of Folly, as "an imaginary place".20 The verdict of Erasmus would lend 

support to the Reformed view, expressed in Luther, that Plato's state was 

"pure phantasy".21 

However, religious and political strife in 16th century Reformation 

England, together with the social upheaval of the emergent market economy, did 
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inspire Thomas More with a remarkable new interest in the Republic.22 Utopia 

offers both a critique and reformed vision of Plato's ideal state; it proposes to 

translate Plato's "myth in prose" into a practical reality, and the keystone of this 

"new republic" is none other than a reformed vision of Plato's communal society. 

By the grace of Christian baptism, the "new republic" of More is re-generated 

out of the death of the "old republic "of Plato. 

The main philosophical movements of modernity in the 16th, 17th and 18th 

centuries-rationalism and empiricism- tended to neglect Plato. However, 

Rousseau, in the revolutionary conditions of 18th century France, while rejecting 

the Republic as a political treatise, held it in high esteem as a treatise on 

education.2^ 

(iii) Origins of Contemporary Scholarship in the 19th century. 

Contemporary scholarship on the Republic has its origins in 19th century 

Germany, with the rise of classical philology,2^ which effected a revolution in 

Platonic studies heralded by Schleiermacher's "general introduction" to his 

translation of the Platonic corpus [1804-1862; Republic. 1828] 2 5 On the basis 

of this new science of literary-textual criticism, Schleiermacher introduced a 

'systematic' approach to the Platonic corpus, which involved a critical re-

evaluation of both the authenticity of individual works and their sequential 

arrangement. 

Schleiermacher maintains that the corpus of Plato's writings forms a 
single systematic work written in a definite order upon a scientific 
plan laid down in advance. The single dialogues form a coherent 
sequence, of which each successive part presupposes the effect 
which the previous one is intended to produce upon the reader. Their 
content and form are indivisible. This natural sequence must be 
established.2^ 

Within this new science, there immediately appeared the 'Platonic question', of 
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'system' or 'development', as Hermann2? "tried to prove the gradual 

development of Plato's philosophy by dividing his dialogues into three groups, 

the Socratic, the dialectic and the constructive."2^ The 'Platonic question' 

remains the context of contemporary studies on Plato. 

'System' or 'development' were, however, antithetical theses within a 

single school.2^ Philology was rejected by philosophy in Hegel's outright 

rejection of Schleiermacher, and a rift was bom between these two approaches 

to the study of antiquity, which also remains.^O 

. . . it is quite superfluous for Philosophy, and belongs to the 
hyperciiticism of our times, to treat Plato from a literary point of view, 
as Schliermacher does, critically examining whether one or another of 
the minor dialogues is genuine or not. Regarding the more important 
of the dialogues, we may mention that the testimony of the ancients 
leaves not the slightest doubt. . . . 
. . . We have to spes^ :n the first place, of the direct mode in which 
Plato's philosophy has come down to us; it is found in those of his 
writings which we possess; . . . . His philosophy is not, however, 
properly speaking, presented there in systematic form, and to 
construct it from such writings is difficult, not so much from anything 
in itself, as because this philosophy has been differently understood 
in different periods of time; and, more than all, because it has been 
much and roughly handled in modern times by those who have either 
read into it their own crude notions, being unable to conceive the 
spiritual spiritually, or have regarded as the essential and most 
significant element in Plato's philosophy that which in reality does not 
belong to Philosophy at all, but only to the mode of presentation; in 
truth, however, it is only ignorance of Philosophy that renders it 
difficult to grasp the philosophy of Plato.^1 

Even anti-Hegelians should appreciate Hegel's contribution to the contemporary 

study of Plato in his introduction of a philosophic-historical perspective, 

necessary to a scientific evaluation of antiquity. 3 2 

In Hegel's view, the community of wives and children must be understood 

within a philosophic-historical context. 

The want of subjectivity is really the want of the Greek moral idea . . . 
By the exclusion of private property and of family life, by the 
suspension of freedom in the choice of the class, i.e. by the exclusion 



of all the determinations which relate to the principle of subjective 
freedom, Piato believes he has barred the door to all the passions; he 
knew very well that the ruin of Greek life proceeded from this, that 
individuals, as such, began to assert their aims, inclinations, and 
interests, and made them dominate over the common mind. But since 
this principle is necessary through the Christian religiOn-in which the 
soul of the individual is an absolute end, and thus has entered info 
the world as necessary in the Notion of the mind-it is seen that the 
Platonic state-constitution cannot fulfill what the higher demands of a 
moral organism require. Plato has not recognized the knowledge, 
wishes, and resolutions of the individual, nor his self-reliance, and 
has not succeeded in combining them with his Idea; but justice 
demands its rights for this just as much as it requires the higher 
resolution of the same, and its harmony with the universal. The 
opposite to Plato's principle is the principle of the conscious free will 
of individuals, which in later times was by Rousseau more especially 
raised to prominence: the theory that the arbitrary choice of the 
individual, the outward expression of the individual, is necessary.->3 

His critique, though proceeding from the modern standpoint, which presupposes 

a rational subjectivity as the basis of a free personality, finds agreement with 

Aristotle. They agree that the impracticability of Plato's state proceeds from an 

abstract idea of unity as its principle, which is contrary to the concrete nature of 

family and state. 

These are the main features of the Platonic Republic, which has as its 
essential the suppression of the principle of individuality; and it would 
appear as though the Idea demanded this, and as if this were the very 
point on which Philosophy is opposed to the ordinary wav of looking 
at things, which gives importance to the individual, and thus in the 
state, as also in actualized mind, looks on the rights of property, and 
the protection of persons and their possessions, as the basis of 
everything that is. Therein, however, lies the very limit of the 
Platonic Idea-to emerge only as abstract idea. But, in fact, the true 
Idea is nothing else than this, that every moment should perfectly 
realize and embody itself, and make itself independent, while at the 
same time, in its independence, it is for mind a thing sublated. In 
conformity with this Idea, individuality must fully realize itself, must 
have its sphere and domain in the state, and yet be resolved in it. 
The element of the state is the family, that is. the family is the natural 
unreasoning of the state: this element must, as such, be present.^4 

Hegel's agreement with Aristotle's critique of the Republic would effect the 
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renewal of Aristotle's view that, taken literally, Plato's state is an impracticable 

practical ideal. However, while Hegel approached the Republic in the same 

philosophic spirit as did Aristode, the divergent paths of philology and 

philosophy in the 20th century, along with the rejection of Hegel, would mislead 

many to often cite the authority of a more "literal minded" Aristode, forgetful 

that his critique rested upon the qualification, "taken literally". 

(iv) Early Contemporary Scholarship in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. 

The immediate task of Platonic scholars, after Hegel and Schleiermacher, 

was to incorporate these two approaches of philology and philosophy, despite 

their self-proclaimed mutual exclusivity, into a single method of critic i analysis. 

Such a task was undertaken by the great commentators on :he Republic, whose 

work was published at the turn of the century- Zeller, Bosanquet, Nettleship, 

Gomperz, Adam and Jowett. (Grote published a bit earlier, ignoring the 

controversy.) Of these, especially Bosanquet, Nettleship and Adam 

established a new criterion for Platonic studies, which has become standard~a 

close analysis of the relation of dialogic form to dialectical content. 

By 1920, a philological dissertation from the University of Chicago 

proclaimed that, 

The philosophic and structural unity of the Republic, attacked by 
Hermann, Krohn, Pfleiderer, Rohde, and other German scholars has 
been established beyond a doubt by the arguments of Hirmer, Zeller, 
and Campbell.35 

Properly speaking, it was not the "philosophic and structural unity of the 

Republic" which had been substantiated by the outbreak of WWI, but the 

integrity of its composition. The great commentaries published at the turn of 

the century, while vigorously defending the unity of the Republic, only 

guaranteed that the text would pass on as a single work of one weave. What 
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would remain problematic in the 20th century was precisely this issue of the 

"philosophic and structural unity" of the Republic. Lacking in their defence of its 

unity was sufficient recognition of the aporetic character of Plato's dialectic 

underlieing the problematic aspects of its dramatic design. Nevertheless, it was 

the positive achievement of these scholars to establish the framework for further 

discussion of the "philosophic and structural unity" of ihe Republic in the 20th 

century, by their common agreement upon its structural design . 

It has become standard to regard die Republic as commonly divided into 

five parts, expressed in terms tending to preserve its traditional division into ten 

books: 

I—II 367. Introductory prologue—historical setting for the ethical inquiry 

into justice. 

II368-IV. The State-definition of justice by way of the analogy of state 

and soul, but primarily the "political" aspect of the ethical inquiry. 

V-VII. The Ideas-the education of the philosopher-king, but primarily 

the "metaphysical" aspect of the ethical inquiry into justice. 

VIU--DC. The Soul-decline of ideal state and soul, concluding in the 

comparison of just and unjust lives, but primarily the "pyschological" aspect of 

the ethical inquiry. 

X. Concluding epilogue-mythical account of the afterlife, sometimes read 

as the "theological" aspect of the ethical inquiry. 

The unity of the Republic was argued to reside in the way these separate 

spheres of history, politics, metaphysics, psychology and theology were taken to 

be inseparable parts of Plato's ethical inquiry into the nature of justice.36 

However, it should be noted how this common agreement upon the basic 

structural design of the dialogue tended to suppress, rather than explain, its 

discontinuity in defence of its unity. It is a tendency especially evident in their 
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expositions of the relation between II368-IV and V-VII; specifically, in the 

relation between the two main proposals of V. V, as a whole, belongs to VI

VE; yet, in its parts, belongs also to II-IV. The argument for the community of 

wives and children completes the political discussion of II-IV; the argument for a 

philosopher-king begins the metaphysical discussion of VI-VII. Evident in the 

defence of the compositional integrity of the Republic , as how the argument of 

the three waves in V was a focal point of tension between the elements of 

structural design and philosophic unity; for this reason, V was the central focus 

of the argument concerning the integrity of the Republic's composition. 

What is problematic about Republic V comes to light in the various 

attempts by these early contemporary scholars a Plato to reach a satisfactory 

understanding of his state as a practical ideal. The common view is to 

distinguish between practical and ideal; the practical governs the state in II-IV; 

the ideal governs the state in V-VII. But there are two opposed attitudes 

within this common view: either to emphasize the practical of II-IV; or, to 

emphasize the ideal of V-VII. Those who emphasize the practical tend to 

emphasize the distinction between the practical and ideal, on the side of the 

practical; those who emphasize the ideal tend to emphasize the unity of the 

practical and ideal, on the side of the ideal. Extreme positions tend to dissolve 

one side into the other. 

Nevertheless, these late 19th century and early 20th century 

commentators fall principally within a single position, that of seeking to 

translate the Aristotelian view—as restored by Hegel—into terms amenable to 

contemporary social, political, and philosophical currents, especially that of 

utilitarian liberalism, as had been advocated by Mill, and what is often referred 

to as "neo-Kantian" Idealism. One can hardly distinguish (even with respect to 

interpretations of the Platonic eide") these differences, for what is characteristic 
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of the period is a pragmatic approach to idealism, which is easily read into a 

practical idealism of the Republic, except in certain matters. One notes the 

recurrent favourable assent toward Plato's community of men and women; it 

contrasts sharply with the recurrent reproach of disgust cast upon the 

community of wives and children. 

The Aristotelian interpretation of Plato's state as an impracticable 

practical ideal is affirmed by both Grote" and Zeller,™ who both stress its 

practicality. The community of wives and children is considered as a practical 

institution, whose purpose is to secure the stability and unity of the state by 

way of purging the individual guardian of private interests, grounded in the 

family, which might oppose the common good of the state. As in the 

Aristotelian view, when the institution is examined from within the logic of 

Plato's argument, it is found a positive institution, which secures the unity of 

state and individual in a common good; however, when it is examined from an 

unPlatcnic Aristotelian standpoint, it is criticized as negative institution, which 

denies the good of the individual in favour of that of the state. There is, 

however, a tendency for Zeller to emphasise the former position, Grote the 

latter. 

From the objective standpoint of "true morality" or justice, Zeller lays 

emphasis upon the community of wives and children as a positive means of 

purging the individual of a naturalism, which is a hindrance to the inculcation of 

virtue.39 

. . . the ultimate basis [of communism] lies in the fact that the whole 
character of his system prevents the philosopher from seeing in the 
sensual and individual side of human exktenci anything more than a 
hindrance to true morality, and from regarding it as the means of 
realising the idea.4^ 

Grote, regarding the relation of state and individual from the subjective 



standpoint of the individual, stresses how the community of wives and children 

negates the basis of personal moral responsibility.41 

There is no point of the Platonic system in which individual choice is 
more decidedly eliminated, and the intervention of the Rulers made 
more constantly 'paramount than this, respecting the marriages.... 
42 

Grote and Zeller do not address the dialogic aspect of the Republic: like 

Hegel, they treat Plato's argument as a whole. In the commentaries of 

Bosanquet4^ and Nettleship,44 the more problematic aspects of regarding the 

Platonic state as a practical ideal come to light through their analysis of the 

structural and philosophic design of the Republic. 

In Bosanquet, the practical is distinctly set apart from the ideal; in 

Nettleship, the practical is wholly taken up into the ideal. Bosanquet proposes 

that II 368-IV constructs a practical "Hellenic" city; V-VII an ideal "Philosophic" 

city.4^ Nettleship proposes that the practical community of II 368-IV both 

implies and demands the ideal foundation of V-VII4^ Both offer ambiguous 

interpretations of the community of wives and children. On the one hand, the 

community of wives and children is understood to complete the construction of 

the practical state in II-IV as a practical measure taken to ensure political unity; 

therefore, they exclude the proposal from the ideal community of V-VII, which 

begins with the philosopher-king. On the other hand, when they address the 

apparent impracticability of the community of wives and children, they tend to 

associate it more closely with the ideal community of V-VII. 

For Bosanquet, the proposal has the effect of dissolving the distinction 

between the practical Hellenic city and the ideal Philosophic city; 

It is noteworthy that the conditions which most distinctly remove the 
Republic from the province of literal realization are first introduced by 
Plato as the conditions of its possibility, Le.., of its hypothetical 
reality. This surely amounts to directing the interpreter neither to 
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look for literal fulfillment nor again to lay the conception aside as ideal 
in the sense of chimerical, but to expect the verification of its 
essential points in proportion as the awakened intelligence-this is 
the root condition insisted on~shall assume the control of human 
affairs.4^ 

For Netdeship, it has the effect of emphasising the practical aspect of the ideal 

community. The ideal community of wives and children has the practical effect 

of unifying a political, community. 

The ideal community would be one which was literally and indeed a 
community (koinonia). and every member of it would be absolutely a 
partaker in it (koinonios); he would have nothing private (idion); 
[Plato] would be content with doing certain external acts of a 
common life, but would literally feel that he was one with other men. 
In fixing upon this point, the community of wives, as deserving further 
discussion, Plato is forcing himself to carry out his fundamental 
principle in detail and to the fullest consequences which, he thinks, 
can be drawn from it.4** 

The ideal knowledge of the philosopher-king has the practical end of governing 

an ideal political community. 

. . . in Plato's mind is an idea that if society were governed by real 
knowledge and if men saw clearly what their real interest is, they 
would see that they could only live at their best by living a perfectly 
common life. He finds in the constitution of human nature something 
which makes common life possible to man; and this is the highest 
thing in man, that which makes him human and that also in which he 
partakes of the divine, the philosophic element. The more it 
predominates the better; its complete predominance over the lower 
elements in man would involve a perfecdy common life, and, 
conversely, perfect community would only be possible through its 
complete predominance.... Thus communism and the soverignty of 
philosophy, which together form the subject of this Book, appear 
together to Plato as the ultimate consequences of the principle upon 
which his ideal state is based.4^ 

What is particularly unclear in Nettleship's account is whether the community of 

wives and children and the philosopher-king are necessary to actualize an ideal 

community, or to idealize an actual community. For, on the one hand, he speaks 

of these as consequences of the principle of justice; on the other, as conditions of 



the realization of justice.^ 

Bosanquet and Nettleship express the contrary tendencies in the 

interpretation of the Platonic state as a practical ideal. Other well-known 

commentators, such as Jowett and Gomperz, really do not develop the position, 

as much as bespeak a certain discomfort with it. For instance, while Jowett 

tends to follow Bosanquet's thesis of the historical "Hellenic" city, he conclc Jes 

that Plato never intended a historical realization of his ideal state:"Nothing 

actually existing in the world at all resembles Plato's ideal State; nor does he 

himself imagine that such a State is possible."^1 The basis for this viow is 

found in Jowett's condemnation of the community of wives and children, 

especially for its eugenic marriages. 

The most important transaction of social life, he who is the idealist 
philosopher converts into the most brutal That the greatest of 
ancient philosophers should in his regulations about marriage have 
fallen into the error of separating body and mind, does indeed appear 
surprising. Yet the wonder is not so much that Plato should have 
entertained ideas of morality which to o>v own age are revolting, but 
that he should have contradicted himself to an extent which is hardly 
credible, falling in an instant from the heaven of idealism into the 
crudest animalism. Rejoicing in the newly found gift of reflection, he 
appears to have thought out a subject about which he had better have 
followed the enlightened feeling of his own age. The general 
sentiment of Hellas was opposed to his monstrous fancy. 5 2 

In Jowett, the community of wives and children manifests the contradiction of the 

practical and ideal elements in the Platonic state. Gomperz tends to follow 

Netdeship, but fails to discover the same degree of unity in the Republic. 

No doubt it was impossible to attain perfect smoothness and 
continuity in the composition of a work whose purpose, apart from its 
numerous subsidiary subjects, was to weld together into a single 
whole three main themes whose internal connexion was but slight-
moral philosophy, political philosophy, and the philosophy of 
history." 

J. Adam stated the problem and solution of the interpretation of Republic V 

so far as it had been obtained by the dawn of the 20th century. 



Consid( v in its merely formal aspect, the portion of die Republic 
contain' i Books V-VII may be described as a digression 
(dyauvt)' JUCV uddev Scupo ^€Tpairdu€8a VUJ 543 C). In reality, 
these books fulfil the hopes held out in sundry parts of UJ and IV . . . 
and complete the picture of the perfect city and the perfect man by 
giying us Plato's third or crowning effort-the Philosophic City aud the 
PhMosopher-King In the first two divisions (V 451C-466D), the 
dominating principle is still fyvais or Nature... but from 474D 
onwards the psychological standpoint is gradually superseded by the 
metaphysical, until in Book VII the Idea of the Good becomes the 
supreme inspiring force~at once the formal, the efficient, and the final 
cause~of Plato's City.^4 

The division between Hellenic and Philosophic is Bosanquet, although the 

emphasis upon the idealism underlieing the Hellenic city may be Nettleship, 

since Adam would temper Bosanquet's emphasis upon V 470E--otiic 'EXXnvls1 

eoTai; 

Plato speaks hopefully, as if his perfect city were but one Greek city 
among many-a living example to the brotherhood of Hellas. It may 
be admitted that the city of II-IV has not a few claims to be called 
Hellenic. But the 'third city' -- that of the philosopher-king- is not 
Hellenic, nor even, in any proper sense, an earthly city at all: it is an 
ideal, an ensample in the heavens—kv oiipavto TrctpdSayua T<3 
PouXoucvw opav Kca 6pd5vTi edtiTov KaTonci£«v (IX 592 B).*5 

Adam's view of the Platonic state is made clear when he addresses the 

question "what is phusis?" in the Republic. 

The City of II-IV is a icaTa (jrwuv okiaoeiaa TTOXIS. Not organic 
Nature, but the 'nature' of a irdXi? or aggregate of ITOXITCU, i.e. (as 
the unit in a city is the man) human nature, in other words, fre nature 
of the human soul, which, according to Plato and Socrates, constitutes 
a man's true and proper individuality. It is not however human nature 
as it is. but as it ought to be. which is the foundation on which the 
Platonic State is built: so that, although the doctrine of transcendent 
Ideas is excluded from the first four books... Idealism at all events 
is present.56 

All these 19th century commentators found common philosophic ground in liberal 

doctrines of moral progress, which they commonly "discover" in Plato, especially 

with respect to the content of the Ideal knowledge of the philosophcr-king-as 



though the actual content of these Ideas were somehow a matter of indifference 

to the fact of their existence. A relative, subjective idealism of this sort is 

clearly revealed in these authors, one to which the Republic is altogether 

opposed. 

The ehiding truth of Plato's suggestion is "that somehow or other the 
best and deepest ideas about life and the world must be brought to 
bear on the conduct of social and political administration if any real 
progress is to take place in society" (Bosanquet). But it was a 
paradox in the Athenian democracy, or so at least Plato, like 
Socrates, thought: hence iroXu irapd Sdfav pitfifasTai 47 3E. 

Barker reviews and summarizes contemporary scholarship on the 

Republic and gives it the final form in which it was translated across the breach 

of WWI into the remainder of the 20th century.^7 He offers some criticism of 

Nettleship and Adam, and stands more to the side of Bosanquet; however, he 

insists on only one state in the Republic. 

Adam, in his edition of the Republic, folli ws the view that a 
distinction is to be drawn between the Greek or earthly city of Books 
II-IV (which contain the first sketch of education and the suggestion 
of communism), and the heavenly city, meant for humanity at large, of 
Books V-VII, in which the suggestion of the rule of philosophers and 
the second sketch of education occur. The view seems subjective. 
The rule of philosophers, duly trained by science and philosophy, is an 
essential part of Plato's first (and only) city, which always remains 
specifically Greek (cf. the preceding note [This passage(540 E) is 
important as showing that Plato has in mind some actual Greek city, 
and the actual reform of that city. The passage, it should be noticed, 
comes at the end of Book VII, after the description of those higher 
studies which are to train the philosopher-kings.])." 

The Platonic State is a practical ideal, designed for practical political reform , 

though it might fall short of detailed realisation-one of the least realisable, and 

least acceptable reforms, is the community of wives and children. Barker is 

simultaneously more practical about the practical aspect and more ideal about 

the ideal aspect of Plato's State, than his predecessors; he understands the 

community of wives and children as a most straightforward pragmatic 
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consideration necessary both to inculcate civic virtue in the individual, and in 

order to guarantee political unity in the state. Most often, Barker corrects and 

emends preceding commentators from a Hegelian standpoint; of greater interest, 

is how he supports Plato's defence against the primary objections of Aristotle-

as had Grote, Bosanquet and Adam-especially on Aristotie's critique of the 

principle of unity. The question is whether Aristode is understood by Barker 

(and others) who posit that the Platonic state is not an abstract unity but is 

composed out of the irreducible elements of the three classes. Obviously, 

Aristotle would not consider the three classes within the state as the kind of 

elements out of which a state is composed by nature. What this defence of 

Plato amounts to in these commentators is a tendency toward the kind of 

pragmatic thinking which marks 19th century liberalism, and is represented 

elsewhere in ideas of moral progress. In Barker, Plato's state becomes a 

pragmatic practical ideal, a platform for political and social change of an 

enlightened liberalism. 

(v) Current State of Contemporary Scholarship in the 20th Century. 

The current state of scholarship on Plato is most clearly characterized by 

the fragmentation of contemporary studies. Foremost, is the separation 

between the stricdy philological interests of classicists, which attempt to 

exclude philosophical bias, and more philosophical interests, which incorporate 

the methods of philology into distinct philosophical approaches. Among these 

latter, there are three prominent figures: Leo Strauss in America, J. N. Findlay 

in England and Hans-Georg Gadamer in Germany. These scholars have in 

common a genuine philosophic interest in Plato, which arose for each (in quite 

distinct ways) from philosophical positions worked out in relation to the collapse 

of Idealism and the twin rise of Phenomenology and Analytical Philosophy in the 



first half of the 20th century. With respect to the Republic. Findlay, a self-

proclaimed Platonist, is the strongest advocate for recognizing the significance 

of Plato's "Unwritten Doctrines"; Gadamer, to a considerable degree influenced 

by Heidegger, has most often drawn on the evidence of the 7th Letter. Strauss 

stands somewhat apart, and has created something of his own school of 

thought, which has produced its own translations and interpretations of the 

Republic. Laws, and other dialogues. However, he appears to regard Politics II 

as a reliable critique. 

These philosophic Platonic scholars offer "alternative interpretations" to 

the "traditionalist" interpretation, which holds to Aristode's Politics as an 

authority over the Republic. For, while German Idealism (both Hegelian and 

neo-Kantian) might be rejected in the 20th century, Hegel's restoration of 

Aristode's critique was preserved. The great majority of 20th century Platonic 

scholars have accepted from the 19th century a literal interpretation of 

Aristotle's view of the Republic as setting forth a practical ideal, which 

(especially in a literal interpretation of its abolition of private property and 

community of wives and children) is clearly impracticable. 

(a) Continuance of Aristotle's critique: Traditionalist interpretation. 

Except on minor points of emphasis, the position summarized in Barker 

has become a standard (basically Aristotelian) view of Plato's state in the 

Republic as an impracticable practical ideal, which many post-WWI 

commentators reiterate, though they might tend more toward Nettleship's 

spiritualism or Bosanquet's Hellenism. Usually, they do not share the idealism 

or utilitarian liberalism of the pre-WWI commentators, but neither are they so 

strictly opposed to it either. Their continuity with the earlier school is based on 

the separation of classical philology and philosophy, and a continuity within the 
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classical philological tradition. The following survey of opinions is designed to 

show that, while the view developed among the pre-WWI commentators has 

been often challenged, it remains, sometimes with dogmatic insistency, the 

common opinion in contemporary scholarship.^^ (For sake of convenience, the 

date of a particular publication or available translation will follow the scholar's 

name.) 

A. E. Taylor (1927) argues, like Nettieship, that Plato's state has an 

"otherworldly" ethical or spiritual end, since it has 

all through for its central theme a question more intimate than that of 
the best form of government or the most eugenic system of 
propagation; its question is, How does a man attain or forfeit eternal 
salvation?^® 

Nevertheless, the community of wives and children loses its idealism to the 

pragmatic political function of "the elimination of the conflict between public duty 

and personal interest."**1 

R. Chance (1928) expresses, with Jowett, a common indignation. 

Plato's proposals for political regulation of the relations of the sexes 
are even more startling . . . .What a nightmare of some eugenist and 
co-educational Utopia! The verdict of posterity is almost unanimous 
in condemning these proposals, in so far as they can be considered 
seriously (and Plato, with Sparta in his mind, thought they were 
practicable). Yet they cannot be dismissed as entirely absurd . . . .62 

R. C. Lodge (1928) would restore an underlieing idealism to the conflict of 

private and public spirit, seeing in the proposals of V, 

a more rational and enlightened attitude which, in the spirit of service 
and co-operation with the deepest forces in the universe, seeks to 
utilize the opportunities which life brings so as to raise the whole of 
human living gradually towards a higher, freer, and more ideal 
level.63 

Leon Robin (1928), an early promoter of the "unwritten doctrines" in A/astotle, 

seems to follow Aristotle's critique closely. 
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. . . the just state is that which achieves the greatest possible unity, 
and. . . that result can only be obtained if the government is in the 
hands of true philosophers. So Books V, VI, and VII, the keystone of 
Plato's philosophy, are intimately connected with the subject [the 
nature and effects of justice.] 
. . . We know how Plato hoped to ensure this unity by a generalized, 
stricdy regulated communism.... In this way, the undivided family 
seems to Plato realize the most beautiful unity in the service of the 
general good and among those whose duty is to ensure it.64 

C. Ritter (1933) would have liked to have defended Plato from the objection that, 

The Platonic state violates human nature; its noblest impulses are 
bound by the legislation of the state concerning artistic creation, and 
above all by the abolition of the freedom of choice in the selection of a 
wife and by the abolition of permanent marriage for the guardians. 

But he finds such regulation a political necessity. 

It necessarily follows from the fundamental principle that the 
guardians may not possess any property. . . . since it alone can 
remove the temptations of the soldiers, temptations inherent in the 
possession of power. Otherwise they would misuse family life by 
exploiting the helpless masses; they would form parties among 
themselves by whose wrangling the whole state would be disrupted. 

In Ritter's account, the usual assertion of an underlieing practical idealism 

appears as a sort of deus ex machina from this inherent conflict of private and 

public interest within the Platonic state. 

The appeal to the celestial prototype indicates that Plato is not 
presenting chimerical dreams, that knowledge of man's place in the 
scheme of nature is to serve as the prerequisite for the state which 
corresponds to human nature.6^ 

P. Shorey (1933) re-presents the old argument for the compositional 

integrity of V-VII as the "keystone of the arch in the completed structure". He 

does so without mention of the communal proposals of V—the connection 

between II-IV and V-VII is found in the philosopher-king, with only a formal 

connection to the community of wives and children, which is reckoned really as 

part of the ideal state of II-IV.66 

In F. H. Andersson (1934) appeared a more reflective attitude, which 



might relate back to Aristode's critique, in so far as he thought the community of 

wives and children had an other than literal function; namely, to indicate their 

principle by their obvious impracticability. 

Socrates proposes for consideration an ordinance or two, in 
order to throw into sharp relief certain aims of a good city. The 
impracticability of these regulations and their incredible departure 
from accepted practices will serve to accentuate their ends.6^ 

G.M.A. Grube (1935), however, takes up the same element of impracticability, 

again from within the Platonic position, and restores its literal practical function. 

Almost any reader of the Republic will feel that such a scheme is both 
impracticable and undesirable: impracticable because of the unnatural 
continence required, the faked ballot, the fact that physical 
resemblances will betray the parental relation in most cases; 
undesirable because it does violence to the deepest human emotions, 
entirely ignores the love element between the 'married pair', and 
deprives the individual of the security of his family circle. Why then 
did Plato desire it, even in his ideal state? . . . the chief reason is that 
he realized that the family is the point at which private property and 
all the evils that go with it are centered. . . . 
. . . Truly, the philosopher... is the only true practioner of political 
science. Harmony and community of interest can only be attained 
among the guardians by destroying those two causes of self-interest, 
private property and the family.6** 

M. B. Foster (1935) sought to restore from Hegel a more philosophical interest 

to the question of Plato's failure to grasp the true nature of a state. 

. . . a city which is the product of merely a philosophical speculation, 
can possess no more than an ideal being. It must necessarily lack 
reality; and it is the recognition of this consequence, thrust forcibly 
upon him by Glaucon [V.471c], which induces Socrates to break off 
abrupdy from any further particularization of the constitution of the 
ideal Polis,.. . . Plato surrenders the idea that his rulers can do more 
than preserve a constitution already founded, accepts the 
consequence that his Polis cannot be real... . 

Almost every confusion in which Plato is involved may be 
reduced to a failure to distinguish universal from irc'lviduals. Thus he 
identifies beauty with usefulness [V.457b], and fails to distinguish 
the fine from the useful arts, because he does not see that beauty 
depends upon perfection bf individual form, but usefulness upon 
perfection of specific form; so that the perfection of a tool, for example, 



is unlike that of a statue in that it depends upon the realization of an 
essence common to all others of the same kind, not something unique 
to itself as an individual. Thus again, he confuses the work of 
eugenics with that of education because he does not see that the end 
of breeding is the production of a perfect specimen of a type, but that 
of education the production of an individual excellence. And it may be 
even suggested that the Platonic identification of philosophical 
knowledge (Episteme) with love of the object known depends upon 
his failure to recognize tiiat while the proper object of philosophical 
knowledge is universal, the object of love is individual.6^ 

Unfortunately, philosophical speculations within the traditional position tend to 

be met with some degree of silence, since the general continuity is more along 

such strict philological lines as the summary analysis of Grube. 

In the field of political theory, G. H. Sabine's textbook summary of the 

Republic, published just before the outbreak of WWII (1937) would 

acknowledge its debt to Barker's summary, which indicates the kind of dogmatic 

slumber into which the analysis of the Republic had fallen—although, it should be 

mentioned that, among political theorists, Plato became more of a political 

theorist than a practical reformer. 

To Plato when he wrote the Republic this determination to be 
scientific implied that his theory must sketch an ideal state and not 
merely describe an existing state. Though it may seem paradoxical, 
it is literally true that the Republic pictures a Utopia not because it is 
a "romance",... but because Plato intended it to be the start of a 
scientific attack upon the "idea of the good.". . . Plato's state must be 
a "state as such", a type or model of all states. No merely 
descriptive account of existing states would serve his purpose, and 
no merely utilitarian argument would vindicate the philosopher's right. 
. . . This procedure accounts for die rather cavalier way in which Plato 
treats of questions of practicability,... the question whether his ideal 
state could be produced really was irrelevant. He was trying to show 
what in principle a state must be; if the facts are not like the principle, 
so much the worse for the facts. 
. . . [Plato] carries out a line of thought relentlessly and with little 
regard for difficulties that are manifest to feeling even when they are 
not explicidy stated. The unity of the state is to be secured; property 
and family stand in the way; therefore property and marriage must 
go70 

In 1941, F. M. Cornford published his popular translation of the Republic. 
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which seems to have initiated a new sort of structuring of the dialogue, which he 

divided into large "parts" and smaller "chapters". Obviously, this structural 

design was intended to remove the popular reader as far as possible from the 

traditional division of the Republic into ten "books", which had always been 

known to be an invention of copyists, and not originating with the author. Other 

popular translations of this century might either carry this principle of externally 

structuring the dialogue according to its perceived inner logical structure; or, 

they might well resist this development as imposing upon the original text a 

design which reflected more the understanding of the translator than the author. 

For example, Desmond Lee and Raymond Larson would produce new 

translations structured similar to Cornford; G. M. A. Grube and, especially, Alan 

Bloom would resist this movement altogether, preferring the traditional division 

into ten books as imposing less upon the text, and thus interfering less with the 

reader's direct relation to Plato. The argument between the two approaches of 

traditional and innovative design reflects something of the diversity which 

begins to appear within the study of Plato after WWII. 

Cornford simply caused the outer design of the dialogue to reflect the 

common view of its internal logical structure, which had been developed in the 

late 19th century; however, it brings sharply into focus the unresolved ambiguity 

of the status of V-VII, and especially of the community of wives and children in 

V, which remains present in these 20th century interpretations. According to 

his divisions, the first two 'waves' of V are really an "Appendix" to "Part II", 

which covers the argument of II-IV, designed to provide an "interlude"~or, what 

others would call a bit of comic relief- before going on to "Part III", which begins 

with the philosopher-king. 

Justice being now defined and admitted to be more profitable than 
injustice, Socrates seems to have answered the challenge of Glaucon 



and Adeimantus. But Plato more than once hints that the argument 
so far has been carried on at a superficial level. Virtue is, direcdy or 
indirecdy, dependent upon that wisdom the love of which is 
'philosophy'; we have yet to learn what wisdom is and how it can be 
attained. This will be the subject of Part HI, which will also answer 
the question whether the ideal state, however desirable, can be 
realized on earth. 

Meanwhile, the next three chapters form an interlude, 
supplementing the institutions described above and only formally 
connected by the metaphor of the three 'waves' with the account of 
the philosophic statesman which follows in Part III J 1 

The general design may be traditional, but the reduction of the first two 

proposals of V to the status of "interlude" marks a clear departure in post-

WWII scholarship from the pre-WWI view that the community of wives and 

children were the very foundation of Plato's ideal state. Whereas the early 

contemporary view emphasised that the dramatic indications which set these 

proposals outside the main argument were mere formalities, Cornford has 

inverted the emphasis, so that the community of men and women and that of 

wives and children are only formally connected with the main argument~as 

though Plato's argument would have been better off without them. 

It is not as though Cornford has departed from the basic position 

developed between Hegel and Barker, which tends to recognize the validity of 

Aristotle's critique; rather, it is a radical shift in emphasis away from Aristotle's 

shadow, so as to put Plato in a more favourable light of his own. Thus, rather 

than quote Aristotle's objections-as nearly every commentator mentioned here 

would do—Cornford makes reference to Aristophanes' Ecclesiazusae. thereby 

giving new life an old thesis that had been dismissed by Adam. 

Before proceeding to the central paradox, the rule of the philosopher-
king, Socrates explains how the Guardians are to 'have wives and 
children in common', as he hinted earlier (424A, p. 115). The common 
life of the Guardians, it now appears, involves that men and women 
shall receive the same education and share equally in all public 
duties: women with the right natural gifts are not to be debarred by 
the difference of sex from fulfilling the highest functions. So when the 
best Guardians are selected for training as Rulers, the choice may fall 
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upon a woman. At Athens, where women lived in seclusion and took 
no part in politics, this proposal would appear revolutionary, it is the 
theme of one of Aristophanes' later comedies, Women in Parliament 
(Ecclesiazusae^. which shows that the question of women's rights 
was in the air as early as 393 B.C. This topic is introduced as if it 
were a digression. Socrates is interrupted as he starts upon a 
description of the degenerate types of constitution and human 
character, which is not resumed till Chapter XXDC 7 2 

Cornford did not argue -as Alan Bloom would -for a historical connection 

between Aristophanes' comedy and Plato's dialogue, which Adam would not 

allow; rather, it was simply a way of removing Plato's communal proposals as 

far as possible from the grim struggles within 20th century political life fought 

out on the fields of war during WWII. To do so, it was clearly necessary to 

disassociate Plato from the seriousness imported by Aristotle to these 

proposals, and set them in a more congenial, playful context, far removed from 

the battlegrounds of 20th cenury political life during WWII. By mere association 

with Aristophanes, Plato could be more favourably viewed within the general 

climate of freedom and enlightenment associated with intellectual life in 5th 

century Athens, than if he were regarded as a participant in current ideological 

struggles of the 20th century. (As mentioned above, but to be considered later, 

this association of Plato with Aristophanes in Republic V would be given a 

more serious consideration in America, by Bloom, which might not be unrelated 

to that country's controversial involvement in the Vietnam War.) 

The impact of WWII would cause some to seek to remove the Republic 

from the realm of "realpolitik", as is evidenced in the remark of A. Koyre (1945) 

Notwithstanding whatever may be said on the subject, especially by 
German critics, Plato is totally free from worship of the State, that 
curse of modern thought, at least of a certain modern trend of thought. 
What preoccupies Plato is not the State, but the man; not the city, as 
such, but the just city, that is, a city in which a just man, a Socrates, 
can live without fear of being condemned to banishment or to death.73 

Neverthleess, Koyre affirms the traditional view that Plato is concerned with 



constructing an ideal city, though he would emphasize (with Nettleship and 

Gomperz) that it is "hence unreal,, almost as unreal, basically, as the genesis of 

a geometric figure". Still, it has the function to "help us understand its nature as 

well as to discover the place and role of justice in the State."74 Within this 

view, the communal life of the guardians regains both its traditional priority, 

which it lost in Cornford, and pragmatic function of ensuring political stability 

through the purgation of self-interest in the ruling class-"power should be 

entrusted only to those who are free from all special, egotistical self-interests. 

Otherwise, abuse and corruption will always and necessarily exist. "75 

G. C. Field (1949) wrote one of what becomes a diminishing number of 

major works on Plato's thought, which sought to restore to the discussion of the 

Republic the larger, ethical context, which the early commentators had agreed 

upon as the unifying theme of the work. 

The Republic, like all the dialogues, is written with a limited purpose. 
And that purpose has been achieved when we have been shown the 
ideal for the individual character, as we know it in this life, the ideal 
organization of a community, and the right relation between the two. 
But in the end Plato makes it clear tiiat this is not the whole story. 
Our understanding of individual and society alike is imperfect until we 
have seen them in relation to the whole of reality, and understood 
their purpose in the light of the ultimate purpose of all things.76 

The pragmatic function of ensuring political stability is assigned to the 

community of wives and children, although there is mention of a philosophic 

aspect to life in the ruling class, which would connect the community of wives 

and children to the philosopher-king, and the practical state to the realm of 

philosophic speculation. 

In general, the whole scheme is aimed at the removal of any personal 
rival claims either on the attention or loyalty of the guardians. They 
must live wholly for the service of the community, and must have no 
selfish or particular interests which could possibly set them against 
either each other or the rest of their fellow-citizens. 

There is, however, one interest. . . And that is the pursuit of 
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truth for its own sake by philosophical thinking. 

N. R. Murphy (1951) wrote one of an even fewer number of postWWI -let 

alone postWWII-commentaries on the Republic. However, it is limited to a 

kind of philological interest in purging philosophical bias from contemporary 

scholarship, which is an interest he shares with his predecessor, P. Shorey. 

The prime object of this work is to try to get the interpretation of the 
Republic on what seems to me to be the right lines. It is hard not to 
think that views ascribed to Plato, whether they swing towards 
Neoplatonism, or towards Aristotelianism, or towards Nineteenth-
century Idealism, have sometimes had little to do with the text and 
would have been quite unfamiliar to Plato himself. Professor Shorey 
has written an excellent work called What Plato Said, thus stating 
his intention to give an exposition of Plato as contrasted with an 
examination of the truth of his doctrine. But there is a prior question: 
'what Plato said', as contrasted with what he is sometimes supposed 
to have said; and it is with that question that I am chiefly concerned 
here, i.e. with the mere paraphrase or precis of the Republic.77 

That Murphy attained his goal of "mere paraphrase" is somewhat doubtful. 

Certainly, his comments upon V, which consider the details of the organization 

of the guardians' manner of life as "irrelevant to the main issue", are more 

interpretative than a mere precis would demand or allow—indeed, one could 

argue that Murphy's precis seems to be more direcdy of Cornford's analysis than 

of Plato's text. 

There are cases where the political study is pursued beyond what the 
analogy [of state and soul] requires, for example in the investigation 
of marriage and the education of women in Book V. That is a political 
or social problem and has no obvious analogy in the relation between 
the parts of the soul. But Plato expresses his sense that it is 
irrelevant to the main issue by making Socrates reluctant to 
undertake the main inquiry until he is prompted to do so by the 
curiosity of Polemarchus and Adeimantus (449); this is not the only 
occasion where Plato marks-and excuses a digression by ascribing it 
to the initiative of one of the speakers other than Socrates.7 8 

Publishing a year after Murphy, K. Freeman (1952) echoes a more cold

blooded literalism, assumed by Popper's attack on Plato (1950) and against 

which Plato would be vigorously defended for the next two decades-that is, of 



the presence of racism in the practice of eugenics: "The famous Fifth Book lays 

down rules for the production of a healthy and intelligent race", which she 

believed Plato thought necessary to bring the ideal state into existence.7^ By 

1960, the "Popper controversy" -which we are leaving to a separate 

consideration-was dying out, and future philological studies published over the 

next thirty years, would tend to reiterate the traditional Aristotelian view, 

customarily emended and defended against Aristode himself. The most 

significant of these studies are several full commentaries on the Republic: but 

worthy of mention are some lesser, general studies of Plato.80 

W. Boyd (1964) reasserts, with dogmatic certainty, the practical intention 

of the Republic, not as a political ideal to be realized in the world, but to inspire 

and guide political reform. 

We commonly think of the Platonic city as a Utopia, too ideal ever to 
become real, and Plato himself when he despaired of its realization 
gave warrant for this view by speaking of it as a pattern in the 
heavens. But that does less than justice to the practical intention of 
his proposals. It was not the dream state of a man who had given up 
hope but a working plan made in an effort to show how the city-states 
of Greece and Athens in particular might be made more stable. &1 

The community of wives and children is thus assigned its familiar pragmatic 

function of ensuring politcal stability, and thus as one of the conditions of the 

realization of the ideal city-or ideal reform of existing cities.**2 

D. Kagan's (1965) dogmatic, general survey of Greek political theory, 

acknowledges (like Sabine) its debt to Barker . 

The Republic belongs to the genre of political writings which we call 
Utopian . . . . It is not bound by practical considerations and is 
therefore free to seek the ideal without compromise. It is. moreover, 
a general approach to the entire question of society and not a treatise 
on a limited special problem.**3 

Plato's communism is distinguished from modern versions~as had been done in 
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nearly every treatment since Bosanquet, Netdeship, and Barker~and the 

community of wives and children assigned its role of ensuring political stability 

against the divisive influence of "family loyalties".**4 

J. Moreau (1967) emphasized the moral, more than political, function of 

the community of wives and children. Rather than seeing it as simply the 

corollary of the abolition of private property, it is seen more direcdy as 

supporting the moral educative function of the state. 

Tout le programme d' education decrit au livre HI de la Republique a 
pour but de former cette opinion droit; et le systeme d' institutions 
etabli au livre V, 1' abolition, dans la classe des gardiens, de la 
famille et de la propriete, a pour but de la preserver. **5 

Moreau finds in Plato an unSocratic, proto-Aristotelian doctrine of moral virtue— 

where virtue can be inculcated by discipline rather than by scientific knowledge; 

Ainsi, au-dessous de 1' education rationelle, qui implique la 
connaissance du bien et qui ne s' accomplit que dans la reflexion 
philosophique, il y a place pour une activite educatrice qui fait usage 
de la suggestion esthetique et de toutes les ressources de 1' art pour 
produire une opinion morale conforme au vrai, mais separee de ses 
raisons, un jugement droit et spontane concernant les valeurs, un 
veritable sens moral.**6 

If Moreau's distinction is that between practical and ideal virtue, then it would 

seem that V suffers here the usual division between the practical necessity of 

the community of wives and children and the ideal knowledge of the philosopher-

king. (Of course, one may wish to raise the question of why a communal society 

is necessary to preserve orthodoxy, and whether its principle does not offend 

orthodoxy.) 

There are short introductions to Plato like the ones by W. S. and M. L. 

Sahakion (1977) and by R. M. Hare (1982). The Sahakion's are able to 

dogmatically assert the purpose of the community of wives and children, as "to 

eliminate the causes of political corruption."**7 Hare may modestly observe 



that, "The Republic contains [Plato's] first full-scale design for an ideal state, 

though it is concerned with much else besides, and is, on this as on other 

questions, a bit sketchy and programmatic."**** 

There have been several significant translations-with introductions- of 

the Republic into English since that of Cornford, by: H. D. P. (Desmond) Lee 

(1955; substantially revised for 2nd edition in 1974); Alan Bloom (1968); G. M. 

A. (George) Grube (1974); R. Larson and E. Brann (1979). Bloom's edition, 

which contains an "Interpretive Essay", will be considered later as a 

"Straussian interpretation". But, as mentioned above, like Grube, he presents 

the Republic in its traditional division into ten bocks. Grube's edition, however, 

offers a similar view of the structure of the dialogue as that of Cornford. 

Corresponding to Cornford's assignment of the first part of V to an "Appendix" 

to IV, Grube holds, with customary pragamatism, that 

The fifth book is transitional. The first two-thirds deal with subjects 
which have been omitted or but lighdy touched upon in founding the 
city, while the last third begins the description of the Platonic 
philosopher, his wisdom and his methods, which continues through 

the next two books.**̂  

Lee's edition, and that of Larson and Brann, follow Cornford in presenting 

the text to the reader by way of their own interpretive divisions. The edition by 

Larson and Brann offers an innovative structure; Brann's introduction presents 

an interpretive viewpoint which falls outside the traditionalist Aristotelian, and 

so it will be discussed later °0 Whereas Cornford organized 40 "Chapters" 

into 6 "Parts", Lee divides the text into 11 "Parts", subdividing each part into 

smaller sections.^1 Cornford's divisions are a straightforward commentary on 

the logical order of the text; Lee's divisions indicate "topic headings". For 

instance, whereas Cornford assigned the first part of V to an "Appendix" to IV, 

Lee simply makes it a separate division. As "Part VI: Women and the Family" 
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[V, 449 -470], it is set apart from both the preceding "Part V: Justice in State 

and Individual" [IV, 427-end], and the subsequent "Part VII: The Philosopher 

Ruler" [V, 471-VII,520]. Nevertheless, to distinguish "Women and the Family" 

from "Justice in State and Individual" on the one hand, and, on the other, "The 

Philosopher Ruler", is not simply a topical division, but, in light of the history of 

interpretation, a comment upon how the text is to be read. By his arrangement 

of the text, Lee suggests that Plato's proposals for a communal society of 

Guardians is a consideration significantiy independent of what precedes-the 

practical life of the state -and what follows—the ideal knowledge of the 

philosopher-king. 

Lee's edition includes a substantial introductory essay, "Translator's 

Introduction", which discusses the diversity of topics and underlieing unity of 

purpose in the Republic , against expectations of a modern political treatise. 

There is of course a good deal of discussion of social and political 
matters; for example the discussion of contemporary forms of society 
. . . which occupies most of Books VIU and K (Part IX). And Parts II 
[n 367-375], IV [III 412-IV 426]and VI [V 449-470] deal largely 
with political and social topics. But even in these parts of the book 
Plato is more interested in principles than in details, and we find 
moral considerations constantly coming in. And the rest of the work 
is largely devoted to what we should regard as ethics (Parts I [I-II 
366] and V [IV 427-end]), education . . . theory of knowledge . . .and 
religion.... The Republic . . . was written in the years after the 
founding of the Academy: the Academy's aim was to train 
philosopher statesmen, and the Republic, as a statement of that aim, 
was bound to deal at length with education 92 piato had decided that 
the world's ills would not be cured till philosophers ruled; the 
education of philosophers therefore becomes die most important of 
political activities. . . . For all these reasons,^3 the Republic was 
bound to deal at length with education, and with the moral principles 
underlieing the organization of society, as well as with the general 
lines on which it should, ideally, be organized; which leaves little 
room for more practical details, much as we should often like to have 
them. We have therefore a book which is as much about ethics and 
education and philosophy as about politics in the strict sensed4 

Under the single topic heading "Society and Politics", Lee says that, 



"What Plato has to say on these topics can conveniendy be considered under 

three headings: the Class System, Property and the Family, and the 

Philosopher Ruler."95 Here, then, "Women and the Family" and "The 

Philosopher Ruler" (Parts VI and VII) are brought together with "Part IV: 

Guardians and Auxiliaries" [IV,412-426], where the Guardians' way of life was 

outlined. In this discussion, the proposals of V would seem to be united within 

the practical life of the state, where the philosopher-king is regarded from a 

practical rather than ideal standpoint--but, then, Lee has also spoken of "the 

general lines on which [society] should, idealiy, be organized; which leaves little 

room for more practical details", which suggests V is to be regarded from an 

ideal standpoint. In other words, Lee's interpretation suffers the ambiguity 

concerning V, which characterizes the traditionalist Aristotleian view. Indeed, 

Lee's commentary on the communal society of the Guardians is governed, with 

dogmatic literalism, by Aristotle's critique. So, when Lee cites Aristotle's 

objection that Plato was unable "to distinguish between unity and uniformity", 

the principle of a philosophic critique is actually lost in a pragmatic 

understanding of it. 

[Plato] assumes that family affections and loyalties can only be a 
source of weakness: that the good family man must be a worse 
citizen. Family loyalties can, of course, be distracting. But the 
assumption is an absurd one, though typical of Plato's love of 
uniformity. He could not see that the greater loyalty draws strength 
and force from the lesser which it contains, or that his attempt to 
diffuse family and other loyalities and affections through the 
community . . . could only lead, as Aristode pointed out, to their 
dilution and weakening. He was unable, as Aristotle again said, to 
distinguish between unity and uniformity.96 

Lee's also includes a "Final Assessment" of the Republic, which 

addresses the contemporary critique of Plato-especially by Popper and 

Crossman (where Lee betrays a certain sympathy for the anti-Hegelian spirit of 
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Popper's critique; Popper saw in Plato the source of Hegel, and in Hegel the 

source of Hider.) Lee's own "final assessment" is that 
The Philosopher Ruler is a mirage, a product of the kind of idealism 
which asks too much of human nature and is then disappointed by 
what it finds; but he does stand for a set of problems which are real, 
and to which every society must find its answer.97 

The commentaries by Cross and Woozley, Guthrie, White and Annas are 

not the only in-depth studies on the Republic in the last thirty years. They are 

considered here by themselves for a couple of reasons: they generally intend to 

represent the current state of philological interpretation of the Republic . rather 

than new or alternative interpretations of philosophical bias; they have attained 

the status of some authority, since they are now cited favourably in any "select" 

bibliography on the Republic. A less favourable opinion might be that they tend 

to reiterate, dogmatically, the traditional Aristotelian "literal" interpretation, 

with the aim of bringing it up-to-date in relation to recent "issues", which have 

been debated in leading classical philological journals. 

Cross and Woozly (1964) claimed to offer a "philosophical commentary" 

on the Republic, but it is really quite unphilosophical, and completely within the 

philological tradition. With respect to their interpretation of V, it is quite 

disappointing to be offered no more than a mere paraphrase of the argument. At 

best, they fulfilled the ambition of Shorey and Murphy to simply state "what 

Plato said", apart from anything he might be "supposed to have said." 

By the end of Book IV the ideal state has been constructed and 
justice examined both in the state and in the individual soul... . 
There now follow the three "waves"~a metaphor ?ased by Plato at 
457b to describe the three contentious points with which he is now 
engaged and which the argument has to breast.... Plato's aim is to 
secure unity in the state. In this latter connection, it is perhaps 
sufficient to notice two points. First, the passage from 462a-466d 
deserves the closest attention, since here we have the language of 
organic theories of the state.... Secondly, Aristotle's criticisms in 
the Politics. Book II, Chapters 1-5, of this way of attempting to attain 
unity should also be studied.... The second wave is followed by a 



digression on war (466d-471c) in which certain rules are laid down to 
humanize the strife of Greek against Greek, and then (471c-474b) 
Socrates faces the third and greatest wave, the question of the 
practicability of the ideal state.9** 

Had Cross and Woozly themselves discussed the matters their commentary 

indicates to be of importance, £,&. Aristode's critique of Plato's concept of unity 

as the good of die state, their work would have better filled what has obviously 

become a real neeu~a truly "philosophical commentary"on the Republic. 

W. K. C. Guthrie (1975) has published the (philologically) authoritative 

edition of the history of Greek philosophy for the 20th century.99 The great 

merit of his work is to have undertaken a modest assessment of contemporary 

scholarship. Guthrie wisely observes the philological limitations of his history. 

Indeed, what distinguishes it as a "20th century" history of Greek philosophy is 

just this self-imposed limit of classical philology. 

Guthrie devotes an entire section to a survey of the history of opinion on 

the issue, "Is the Platonic City Intended as a Practical Possibility", but he tends 

to trust himself on this and other matters, to F. M. Cornford, who "was right to 

say that Plato takes human nature as it is and tries to construct a social order 

that will make the best of i t ."1^ of the proposals in V, he adds, 

This insistence on returning to discuss the why and how of a radical 
social reform perhaps suggests that Plato did think of his state as 
within the realm of practical politics; but if so, he might have done 
better to leave it in the air like other proposals.1^1 

What Guthrie was doing for the history of Greek philosophy, N. P. White 

decided to accomplish for the Republic, and so published a 20th century 

"companion" to the Republic, a kind of up-date of Bosanquet's 19th century 

version. Again, 19th century philosophical idealism is replaced with 20th 

century philological scholarship. Nevertheless, White's commentary is more 

"philosophical" than that of Cross and Woozly. In comparison with the more 
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recent commentary of J. Annas (1981) it is much more focussed. Annas' 

"Introduction" wears a familiar feature of late 20th century works of classical 

philology, which often seek to replace particular philosopliical bias with a kind of 

empirical scholarly rectitude. 

In his emphasis upon the "principle of the natural division of labour" as, 

when applied to the city "precisely what Plato says justice is", White's 

philosophical commentary bears some similarities to the thesis of M. B. Foster. 

However, he stays within the common view of Republic V. and also with the 

division between the practical state of II-IV and the ideality of V-VII; despite 

his emphasis upon the underlieing seriousness of the proposals in V, the 

community of men and women, and the community of wives and children, are of 

secondary concern, final practical measures which depend upon philosophic 

knowledge to be realised, and on whose realisation rests that of the state. 

Having given an account of what justice is both in the city and in the 
soul, and described what he takes to be a good city and a good man, 
Plato feigns readiness at the beginning of Book V to consider cities 
and men less just and less good. He eventually does precisely this in 
Books VIII-IX, but in Books V-VII he occupies himself instead with a 
further elaboration of his description of his city and its rulers. With 
tongue in cheek he presents this part of the work as a digression, and 
with tongue further in cheek he presents it as merely a response to 
pressure from Socrates' interlocutors to explain his statement in 
Book IV that the guardians will hold "wives and children in common". 
In fact, however, Books V-VII supply a foundation that has been 
missing from Plato's description of his his city and its rulers in the 
preceding books. 

The basic fact is that Books V-VII lead up to and present a 
discussion of the notion of the Good that is essential, according to 
Plato, to a clear understanding of justice and its role. The obvious 
connection between the Good and the earlier material on the city is 
the use of the notion of goodness that Plato has, we have seen, 
already made in his effort to identify justice. The city was said to be 
good, like the corresponding sort of man who ruled in it, and justice 
was one of the things that made them both good. But another 
connection, not yet plain in Book IV, has to do with the motivation of 
the rulers to rule the city as Plato says they must. In Books VI-VII it 
emerges that this motivation is their effort to see that the Good is 



exemplified in the city, in a way that explains their efforts to adhere, 
and to see that the city adheres, to the principle of the natural 
division of labour, and likewise their efforts to keep the city cohesive 
and stable. 

Along with problems concerning the Good, Plato also treats 
another problem in Books V-VJJ, the question whether it is possible 
for a city such as he has described to be established on earth. . . [It] 
is an effort to show that the principle of the natural division of labour 
is true and has been correctiy applied (472e-473b).... To show that 
the establishment of the city is possible is to show that the kind of 
unity advocated in Books II-IV can in fact be attained. 

It is the third part of Plato's discussion in Books V-VII (his 
response to the "third wave") that provides the most important 
connection between his views on the Good and the construction of his 
city. For he holds that, appearances not withstanding, the only way 
in which his city could be established would be for philosophers to 
become rulers, or rulers to become philosophers.. . . What a 
knowledge of the Good must give to the rulers, accordingly, is an 
understanding of how adherence to that principle, and the justice that 
emerges from it, is truly good for the city and a virtue of it (505a-
b).i02 

With respect to her interpretation of Republic V, Annas follows Guthrie's 

lead in submitting to Cornford's thesis, which is, for the most part, consistent 

with the Aristotelian view of the 19th century. 

. . . the conclusion of Book 4 gave an account of justice in the 
individual, and that there Plato is concerned with human nature as it 
is; he wants his proposed account to be such as plausibly to have 
application in people's lives; whereas in Book 5, in talking of the 
state, he feels free to talk of idealized conditions where human nature 
is likewise idealized. He is not interested in 'partial compliance 
theory1 or in adjusting actual difficulties and conflicts of interest. 
Several times in Book 5 he makes clear that in discussing various 
proposals he is simply skipping the matter of their practicability. He 
assumes that what is for the best is possible, this being the ideal 
state; and then considers all in one go the question of whether such a 
state is feasible at all (at 471c ff.) 

Plato's political proposals are often misunderstood through 
being inflated. He is not trying to put forward a whole 'political 
philosophy* dealing with all matters important for the relation of 
individual and state. We have only a sketch of the ideally just city, 
presented in an unsystematic way; the bitty passage from 412b-427d 
gives us a basis for the account of the virtues, and the Book 5 
passage (449a-471e) takes up only some of the points in it. Plato 
says so little about the city except in so far as concerns its justice, 
that we know virtually nothing about the citizens' way of life (a lack 
that has been filled in by different scholars in very different ways).. . . 



Plato's ideally just state is not a full detailed picture of a Perfect City, 
but an implementation of what would be needed, in his view, to make 
existing cities just. 

If we are cautious, and avoid the romantic and polemical 
embellishments that often mark discussions of 'Plato's political 
philosophy', the Republic can be seen to contain seminal (and very 
controversial) opening moves in many important political debates. ^ 3 

In this most recent commentary on the Republic, the traditional Aristotelian 

view of the Republic , recovered from the 19th century, is established once again 

near the end of the 20th century. 

(b) Alternative Interpretations of Republic V. 

After World War I, certain new possibilities of interpretation also began to 

appear.^4 These new possibilities of interpretation have arisen out of two 

tendencies in 20th century scholarship: (1) the various ways philological 

studies have been incorporated into, or separated from, contemporary 

philosophical developments; (2) the replacement of Aristode's Politics ,with 

Plato's 7th Letter and the "Unwritten Doctrines" located in Aristotle's 

Metaphysics, as keys to Plato's intention in composing the Republic. To some 

degree, the motivation for replacing the Politics with the 7th Letter and 

"Unwritten Doctrines" as interpretative keys to the Republic was increasing 

discontent with the dogmatic, literal acceptance of Aristotle's critique. 

However, this dogmatic literalism in the traditional view was more easily 

converted into a controversial attack upon its principle. In this way was born 

the "revolutionist" interpretation of Plato, which expressed itself in terms of 

"20th century realism" versus "19th century idealism", 

(a) "Revolutionist" Interpretation. 

In 1937, it seemed to R. H. S.Crossman that, 

Before the First World War, the Republic was often treated as the 
'Ideal State' which Plato never intended to put into practice . . . . 



World war has changed all that. Plato's so-called 'idealism' is now 
seen for what it is—a grimly realistic estimate of the moral and 
intellectual capacities of the masses . . . . Our modern objection to 
Plato is that he is much too 'realistic' in his analysis of human 
nature.1^5 

On the one hand, Crossman's "realistic" Plato is but the most extreme literal 

and pragmatic interpretation of the practical ideal state. On the other hand, 

what is truly "revolutionary" is the clear inversion of elements. For the 

traditionalists, the practical element, however strongly emphasised, is 

understood as finally subordinate to and subsumed by the ideal element; in the 

revolutionary view, the ideal is subordinate to and subsumed by the practical. 

The Republic contains Plato's plan for the building of a perfect state in 
which every citizen is really happy.... But if you are going to build a 
perfect society, you can only do so by reconstructing existing 
institutions; and so Plato was forced to ask himself what was wrong 
with Athens. When he had discovered this, he could construct a city 
free from the evils of Athenian society. ^ 6 

In this view, Plato becomes a secular saviour, who "imagines himself invested 

with supreme power and asks how he would use it to save humanity from its 

miseries".1^ However, one should not see the revolutionist as a meie 

reactionary; there is a genuine interest in grasping the truth of Plato's teaching; 

although, whether this spirit is not simply a dogmatism of another kind, would 

be difficult to deny. 

This revolutionist interpretation of Plato's intention is most clearly 

evidenced in Crossman's account of the community of wives and children-where 

one sees the familiar conversion of the Platonic state into a Medieval 

monastery, converted instead into a modern technological state. 

When Plato abolished marriage and the family he was not preaching a 
doctrine of free love and easy morals. He was demanding a more 
rigid self-control for his ruling class than the ordinary man can 
achieve. His ideal was not unlike that of the monk or priest who 
takes vows of celibacy and tries to sublimate his earthly emotions 
and his human love into love of God and service to the community. 
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But the Platonic ruler differs from the monk in two particulars. 
Firstly, he considers the future: he sees that if none marries there 
will be no children;... So Plato advocated not celibacy for his rulers, 
but eugenics . . . . In the second place, Plato did not believe that 
human love or physical passion were in themselves wicked as some 
religious people are inclined to believe . . . if [human passion] was 
treated as a passing pleasure, like a glass of good wine, Plato would 
have found it wholescme: but if it meant falling in love with someone, 
wanting to be with her always, missing her when she was away, 
worrying whether she cared for you, and so on—then Plato would 
have said it had become a distraction and must be forbidden to the 
man whose work was ruling. Plato would have welcomed the 
invention of contraceptives . . . . ^** 

Besides a healthy antidote to medievalising tendencies (e.g. Nettieship),the 

revolutionist interpretation attempts, on this point, to identify an underlieing~as 

opposed to merely formal or corollorary-connection between the abolition of 

private property and the community of wives and children in Plato's 

utilitarianism. 

This brings us to Plato's second reason for forbidding marriage 
and the family to his ruling class. Falling in love, he argued, and 
wanting a lamily are really expressions of the acquisitive instinct. He 
had forbidden his ruling class any form of property whatsoever, and 
so he argued that marriage and the family, which are really a sort of 
property, must be forbidden to them too. The love of man for woman 
is based on a longing for ownership and pride of possession . . . . 

Plato thought this exclusive sense of property was an 
inevitable accompaniment to marriage, and that for this reason 
marriage was just as dangerous to the ruler as property. It would 
corrupt his loyalty to the State and give him a private interest which 
would distract him from his job. For Plato was a revolutionary; he 
wanted his pupils to be men who could work miracles and change the 
world: and he thought that the only people that really change the 
world are the people who have no feeling for private property as such, 
even wives and children. Four hundred and fifty years later Jesus 
was to urge the same thing to His chosen apostles. ^ 9 

A. D. Winspear (1940) continued the revolutionist interpretation, though 

his claim that Plato was the first socialist seems more like socialist propaganda, 

than historical observation. 
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It is a great historical moment when a philosopher realizes that the 
things which divide mankind are largely based on economics, or 
possessions. . . . It is tremendously significant that for the first time 
an analyst of society should see clearly and express firmly the idea 
that social divisions are a result of private and individual property.. . . 
It is, moreover, of great interest to observe that it was just this 
aspect of Platonism which drew the heaviest fire of criticism from 
Aristotle and others.110 

However, Winspear seems more critically aware of Plato's underlieing irbalism, 

which is where Plato falls short of socialist science. 

The problem that Plato faced of putting forward a program in purely 
political terms was not a simple one. The Republic, we ought by now 
to be convinced, was not a monument of abstract thinking, but in a 
very real sense a "tract for the times." . . . At the stage of the 
Republic he introverts the argument, as it were, and, in default of a 
political manifesto, takes refuge in psychological analysis and 
sociological typography.111 

Neither Crossman nor Winspear would cause the furor of Karl Popper's (1950) 

post-WWII interpretation of Plato as a totalitarian. 

What did Plato mean by "justice"? I assert that in the Republic he 
used the term "just" as a synonym for "that which is in the interest of 
the best state." And what is in the interest of the best state? To 
arrest all change, by the maintenance of a rigid class division and 
class rule . . . . Plato's demand for justice leaves his political program 
at the level of totalitarianism . . . . 

. . . We know from Plato's sociological theories that the state, 
once established, will continue to be stable as long as there is no 
split in the unity of the master class. The bringing up of that class is, 
therefore, the great preserving function of the sovereign, and a 
function which must continue as long as the state exists.112 

Plato had, of course, his defenders, and the whole controversy forms a distinct 

chapter within contemporary Platonic scholarship. What is to be observed in it, 

is both the absurdity which results from taking a literal interpretation of the 

Republic to the extreme, as well as the need to recall certain poetic elements in 

the dialogue, which suggest a less practical intention than social and political 

reform.113 The "defenders" of Plato attempted to rescue the Republic from 

this dogmatic literalism, equally present among the "traditionalists" and 



"revolutionists", by arguing for a more philosophic interpretation of an imaginary 

Utopia or poetic city. J. Wild (1953) stated precisely this new development. 

The Republic is an imagined ideal commumty which in Plato's 
conception demands the discovery of actual truths, especially 
concerning the most important and basic matters of a moral and 
philosophic nature. Grossman and Popper claim that there are no 
such truths. Therefore they cannot distinguish between the claim to 
possess such truth and undiluted dogmatism and tyranny.114 

As R. S. Brumbaugh (1962) pointed out, there was need to recall that the 

Republic was primarily a philosophical inquiry into the nature of justice. 

Following the discussion of social classes and psychological 
excellence, Socrates spends some time illustrating what he means 
his ideal rulers to be . . . . the account is not a practical program but a 
fascinating description of family and education in an imaginary 
community of these guardians. It is primarily intended to show in 
more detail what sort of rulers his abstract aristocrats are. They 
must never put personal interest ahead of the welfare of the 
community as a whole.... The way to insure that there will be no 
conflicts of interest is to give the rulers no personal ties that could 
interfere. This means no private property; it also means no private 
families. Women and children will be held in common, so that the 
rulers form a single family. To judge from later reactions of its 
readers, one might think the main intention of the whole Republic was 
to advocate such communism, rather than to define justice. . . . This 
community, like the earlier discussion of society is really to define an 
idea; it is not a program that is recommended for actual operation.115 

Two more recent contributions to the "revolutionist" vs. "traditionalist" 

debate are Barrow's defence of Plato's utilitarianism against the liberal-

democratic critique of Popper, Crossman and Bertrand Russell, and a Marxist 

critique, inspired by Winspear, by Wood and Wood. 

While Barrow (1975) suggests that "the importance of Plato, today, lies 

in his principles and not in his detailed proposals", the two are not always 

distinguished in his account.116 For instance, on the one hand, the argument for 

the state might be reduced generally to the view that, "Plato claims (not proves) 



that a community constituted on the principle of relating a man's activity to his 

needs is a just one, " 1 1 7 On the other hand, the account of the "detailed 

proposals" of V are not reduced to some such general principle, but retain the 

usual pragmatic utility. 

. . . The need to foster unity amongst the auxiliaries and rulers, and 
the need to prevent them from acquiring acquisitive possessive 
instincts, led to a decree that they should lead a communal life (416); 
it follows as a matter of course that the same regulation will apply to 
women who, on grounds of aptitude and ability, are being trained for 
either of these two groups. To preserve the institution of marriage 
amongst these groups would be to foster private interests and would 
lead on occasion to disharmony (via jealousy, for instance). 
Therefore, 'wives and children will be held in common' (457C).11** 

The critique by Wood and Wood (1978) declares its possibility on grounds 

of its irrelevancy to classical studies, by its own philosophical bias. Obviously, 

it is the product of the divorce of philosophy and philology, as well as philosophy 

and political science. 

This book has been written primarily from the standpoint of political 
theory rather than as a work of classical scholarship. . . . as a study of 
the founding texts in the long tradition of Western political thought, 
and as a statement on the nature of political theory. Our view is that 
the classics of political theory are fundamentally ideological, and that 
to be understood and appreciated as fully as possible, they must be 
much more closely and systematically related to their social contexts 
than they often have been in the past. . . . A. D. Winspear's ground
breaking studies have certainly helped to place Plato . . . in socio-
historical perspective... . 1 1 9 

It is most interesting for its dependence upon a historical understanding of the 

Greek polis as the rule against which the "Socratics" (including Plato and 

Aristotle) are unfavourably measured. 

If democracy is the essence, the 'final cause', of telos of the 
polis, it is not in the works of Plato and Aristotle, or in the ideas of 
Socrates which inspired them, that the nature of the polis is to be 
found. On the contrary, their doctrines must be understood as a 
negation of the polis. 
. . . The essence, the telos. of the Socratic polis is aristocracy and 
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hierarchy, not democracy and equality;... 
The Socratic polis, as described for example by Plato in the 

Republic and concretely in the Laws, assumes the existence of a fully 
developed civic community and the virtual disappearance of tribal 
institutions, even a weakening of kinship ties~to a greater extent 
than even in the most advanced polis; but in Plato's polis the whole 
elaborate civic apparatus is used to reinforce, not to weaken, 
hierarchy, and to establish and enforce inequality and social 
immobility more rigidly than the historical oligarchies could ever have 
done. The Socratic polis . . . runs counter to the historical experience. 
. . . [It] is deliberately antithetical to the principles and values of the 
polis . . . . [It] violates the historical reality of the polis and deprives 
it of its significance in the evolution of human social organization.1^ 

This thesis, applied to the Republic, argues that Plato is the "architiect of the 

anti-polis". 

. . . Plato's genius lies in his attempt to 'aristocratize' the polis and 
politicize the aristocracy, to transform the notion of the polis in such a 
way as to synthesize two essentially and historically antithetical 
principles, the political and the aristocratic.... In [the Republic] 
Plato systematically reconstructs the polis so that its very essence 
becomes the subordination of the community to a ruling class that 
personifies the values of the Athenian aristocracy. At the same time, 
he formulates the modern aristocratic code in such a way that it does 
not entail rejection of the polis.... In the Republic he does not yet 
[as later in the Laws] oudine a complete transformation of the 
economic and social infrastructure of the polis. Instead, he simply 
imagines the superimposition of a new aristocratic ruling class upon 
the existing social structure, and addresses himself primarily to the 
problem of philosophically justifying its rule.121 

((3) "7th Letter" Interpretation. 

According to H-G. Gadamer, 

. . . classicists in Germany came to emphasize the so-called political 
Plato . . . [which] began with the Plato studies of Wilamowitz. 
Wilamowitz made his point of departure the political content of the 
Seventh Letter, which by that time was again considered to be 
authentic, and he was followed in his approach by many . . . . 1 2 2 

Certainly, non-German classical philologists knew the work of Wilamowitz and 

his followers, who had replaced Aristode's Politics with Plato's 7th Letter as the 

interpretative key to the Republic.12-1 Nevertheless, the "Popper ys Plato" 



debate in England and North America inspired a more widespread, sympathetic 

interest among English Platonic scholars in the German school.I24 

The most significant representatives of this German school in the English-

speaking world are Paul Friedlander and H-G. Gadamer, whose works, 

originating in the 1920's, have been undergoing translation (and revision) at 

least since the 1960's. It is not just the precedence given to the 7th Letter, 

which makes of these scholars a single school, but their interpretation of Plato 

as a "political" philosopher. In his 1934 essay, later translated as "Plato and 

the Poets", Gadamer argued that 

. . . Socrates erects a state in words, the possibility of which is given 
only in philosophy.... 

. . . Thus the exposition of this ideal state in the Republic 
serves in educating the political human being, but the Republic is not 
meant as a manual on educational methods and materials, and it does 
not point out the goal of the educational process to the educator. 

. . . Plato's critique of the poets is thus to be interpreted in 
terms of the two faces which the Republic presents: on the one hand, 
the strict Utopian constitution of the state and, on the other, a 
satirical criticism of existing states. The very immoderation of this 
critique of the poets gives us tangible evidence of the purpose which 
Plato has in mind. It is his aim to bring about the possible, i.e., the 
actual, education of the political human being by providing a picture of 
the impossible, i.e., an organized paideia whose unlimited capability 
derives entirely from itself and in no way from a given ethos. 

. . . Paideia for Plato . . . . is the shaping of an inner harmony in 
the soul of a person, a harmony of the sharp and mild in him, of the 
willful and the philosophical.... for Plato harmony means the tuning 
of a dissonance which is inherent in man. 

. . . And when communal property, communal living, communal 
women and children aire made the rule for the guardians and for all 
education, musical and gymnastic, and when finally even the 
begetting of proper new generations is to be determined by a number 
calculated in some profound and mystic way (and when the decay of 
the state is said to begin with a mistake in the calculation of the 
calendar of wedlocks)-all this is supposed to make one aware that 
this educational state is not meant as a proposal for some actual new 
ordering of man or the state. Instead it teaches us about human 
existence itself and the basic impulses in the latter which makes it 
possIUe to establish a state: The state is possible only when the 
difficult and delicate tuning, the aforementioned harmonization of the 
schism in man, succeeds.I25 



For Gadamer, then, Plato is "political" in the sense that he is an "educator" of 

the political; the ideal state of the Republic is an "educational state"; the 

communal life of the guardians is not governed by pragmatic political necessity, 

but more universal educational reasons. The school of the 7th Letter 

emphasizes that "political" for Plato is essentially "paideia". In 1942, Gadamer 

published an essay later translated as "Plato's Educational State", which argued 

this underlieing thesis of "Plato and the Poets". 

It is in his capacity as the true political educator that Plato writes his 
Republic, and most certainly this can also be taken to mean that the 
pedagogical state which he develops there refers as well to the 
actual, living community where such education was being practiced in 
the academy.126 

R. F. Cushman (1958) shows the influence of this teaching on English 

Platonic scholars. 

Nineteenth-century Platonic interpretation was so under the spell of 
Hegelian idealism that it gave disproportionate stress to the Platonic 
theory of Forms. It tended to lose sight of the pressing human 
situation in the light of which the rationale of Plato's metaphysics can 
best be understood. . . . It is fitting, then, to draw attention to Plato's 
own statement that he forsook politics for philosophy, not to find an 
irrelevant retreat, but, through right education, to create a moral 
climate from which better politics might come. 
. . . It would be plainly absurd to deny that a main contention of the 
Republic is this: No ruler can be trusted whose vision is not 
"sighted" upon the eternal paradeigma of goodness and whose 
primary affection is not centered upon the city whose home is the 
ideal. In this we come closest to discovering the raison d' etre for 
Plato's so-called ideal state. It is not that he expected its realization; 
and, certainly, its envisionment is no invitation to world-flight. It is, 
rather, that the vision of it and the love of it can alone assure goodwill 
capable of disinterested administration of justice in the affairs of 
men.127 

A. Dies (1932) is representative of its influence upon French scholars.12** His 

commentary on V is particularly enlightening. 

Nous avons done construit la cite et montre qu'en elle, aussi bien que 
dans chacun de ses membres, la justice naltra du fait que leurs 
parties composantes resteront chacune a leur place et joueront leur 
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role propre. Mais, dans cetter appropriation des parties, garantie du 
travail harmonieux de 1'ensemble, a qui revient le role principal? 
Evidemment a la partie dirigeante, a celle qui, voyant 1'ensemble et 
son but, tient orientee vers ce but sa propre action et celle des autres 
parties. Quelle sera done la condition fondamentale pour que se 
realise cette justice parfaite, sinon que la partie dirigeante ne cesse 
de voir et de vouloir la fin generate, de la voir dans une clarte' totale et 
inamissible, de la vouloir et de s'y consacrer sans partage et sans 
retour? Cette clarte inamissible, e'est celle de la science: il faut done 
que nos gardiens cherchent et conquierent la science, il faut, en un 
mot, qu'ils soient pliilosophes. A ce degre, voir, e'est vouloir. et 
l'intuition claire fait Taction infallibile. Mais se consacrer sans 
partage a la fin et, pour cela, monter sans arret vers la vision totale, 
reclame une volonte degage'e de toutes les entraves, purifie'e de 
toutes les attaches etrangeres: aussi, comme nous avons 
precedemment enleve a nos gardiens les passions et les soucis de la 
vie materielle, nous leur enleverons maintenant les passions et les 
soucis de la famille. La communaute des femmes et des enfants est 
la condition negative, la «philosophie» des gardiens est la 
condition positive de realisation de la justice parfaite.129 

Though they have different interpretations, both Dies and Gadamer see 

Republic V as a unified whole, which begins a new division in the argument to 

the end of VII. In Dies' divisions of the text, II-IV concern the definition of 

justice; V-VII, the conditions for the realization of the just state; VII-IX, 

injustice in the state and individual. Likewise, Gadamer sees V as answering 

the question of the possibility of the just state. The "traditionalists" divided the 

Republic in the middle of V: the community of wives and children concluded the 

practical state; the philosopher-king begins the ideal state. The "political" 

Platonists are really transferring the whole of V to the ideal state, where they 

see the three waves as united by the single question of the possibility of the 

just state, as defined in II-IV. It is a more satisfactory division of the text, since 

it agrees with the dramatic structure of the work, whereas the traditional 

division opposed logic and dramatic elements. One reason may be that the 

"political" Platonists are also of the opinion that the dramatic structure of the 

dialogues are inviolable guides to an understanding of the meaning of the 

argument. 



Paul Friedlander (1928 Germany; 1960 America), like Gadamer, pays 

close attention to the dramatic context of the dialectical movement of the 

dialogue-but, like Gomperz before him, the drama of the narrative seems to 

overwhelm the logic of the argument, as is evident in his account of the "three 

waves". 

Three waves break in upon us, each one more powerful than the 
other. With this pictorial metaphor, Plato raises the conversation to 
its highest level. This level is reached~and on it everything that has 
been said before will suddenly be transformed—when we come to the 
core of the whole Republic, the incredible paradox that philosophers 
be kings, and that the ideal state will not be realized unless they are 
(473D). From then on, this new knowledge will stand at the center 
and direct our view to the realm of true being. 

To this realm, then, we are carried by the wave that threatened 
to drown us. Precisely because this wave is so overwhelming, Plato 
does not introduce it by itself, but as the third and last wave long 
kept in the background. Two paradoxes precede it. These paradoxes 
are not of the same overwhelming power, however, but of such a kind 
that they might have been dealt with on the level we are leaving. 130 

It is disappointing for Friedlander to find only a formal unity to V, where 

Gadamer and Dies had discovered a logical unity in the issue of possibility. 

Still, because Friedlander recognizes the dramatic-or poetic-element, he is 

also able to recognize the underlieing dialectical logic. Thus, while he may place 

the first two waves with II-IV, he argues more for a philosophic than pragmatic 

interpretation-a proper antidote to Popper. 

These are paradoxical proposals, and Plato plays with them-
pour e'pater le bourgeois-by having the women exercise naked with 
the men in the gymnasium and by elaborating on the institution of 
communal marriage, with many amusing and even grotesque details. 
Yet, he is deeply serious behind the jest. For here, as everywhere in 
the Republic, it is not the institution that matters to him, but the 
principle represented by it. In principle, the forces that tear the state 
apart are the greatest evil and those that bind it together are the 
greatest good, and the strongest bond is forged by a communion of 
pleasure and pain (462AB). The more striking the paradox, the 
clearer the principle.131 

(y) "Straussian" Interpretation. 



Leo Strauss created his own school, out of his rejection of the 20th divorce 

between science and philosophy, particularly his rejection of the divorce of 

political science from political philosophy. The Straussians share some common 

ground with the school of the 7th Letter-especially in their attention to the 

dialogic character of Plato's writings. However, Straussian interpretations are 

usually recognizable more by agreed criteria, than explicit theses of 

interpretation. Modem interpretators ought be as faithful to the spirit of the text 

as translators to its letter. Ironically, given their platform, the Straussians have 

been the most controversial among Platonic scholars since WWII. With respect 

to the Republic, besides writings by Strauss himself, there is especially the 

translation and interpretation of A. Bloom. 

Strauss' most influential publication on Plato was an entry in the History of 

Political Philosophy. (1963) of which he was co-editor. A central thesis in 

Strauss' view of the Republic is his understanding of the role assigned therein to 

£££&. 

It seems that there is a tension between eros and the city and hence 
between eros and justice: only through the depreciation of eros can 
the city come into its own. Eros obeys its own laws, not the laws of 
the city however good; in the good city, eros is simply subjected to 
what the city requires. The good city requires that all love of one's 
own-all spontaneous love of one's own parents, one's own children, 
one's own friends and beloved-be sacrificed to the common love of 
the common. As far as possible, the love of one's own must be 
abolished except as it is love of the city as this particular city, as 
one's own city. As far as possible, patriotism takes the place of eros. 
and patriotism has a closer kinship to spiritedness, eagerness to 
fight, "waspishness," anger, and indignation than to eros.132 

Bloom (1968) accepted this thesis,133 and built a controversial interpretation of 

Republic V around it134~one which resurrected the "Aristophanes' 

Ecclesiazusae thesis, the historical likelihood of which Adam had long ago 

disproved. I 3 5 
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Now Socrates proceeds to try to make public or common 
everything that remains private. Full communism, from Socrates' 
point of view the only form of just regime, requires not only the 
abolition of private property but also the sharing of women and 
children and the rule of philosophers. Women, family, and philosophy 
are all of the domain of the erotic, which seems to be what is most 
intransigendy private.... The first two waves~the same way of life 
for women as men and the community of wives and children-have 
never existed in reality or in the thoughts of serious men; they are the 
absurd conceits of a comic poet who only suggested them in order to 
ridicule them. And the last wave, the rule of philosophers, is a total 
innovation, beyond the wildest thoughts of that same comic poet who 
had also ridiculed philosophy. 

Book V is preposterous, and Socrates expects it to be ridiculed. 
. . . As such it can only be understood as Socrates' response to his 
most dangerous accuser, Aristotphanes, and his contest with him. In 
the Ecclesiazusae Aristophanes had attacked the public in the name 
of the private, and in the Clouds he had attacked philosophy in the 
name of poetry. Here Socrates suggests that, if philosophy rules, the 
political can triumph over the private life. . . . The Republic is the first 
book of political philosophy, and attempts to show that philosophy 
can shed light on human things as no other discipline can. Socrates is 
the founder of the city in speech and, hence, of political philosophy. In 
Book V he tries to show the superiority of the philosopher to the 
comic poet in deed; he does so by producing a comedy which is more 
fantastic, more innovative, more comic, and more profound than any 
work of Aristophanes.136 

Bloom offers the most radical of alternative interpretations, and one which 

rests upon treating Plato principally as a poet~although, limited to V. Yet, 

Bloom does not represent the furthest extreme of possibility in taking Plato's 

proposals in V in some way other than literally. One might here mention 

Randall (1970) (self-proclaimed protege of Woodbridge137), who has argued 

that "Plato is a philosopher because he is a poet." In Randall, philosophic sense 

tends to be converted into poetic nonsense. 

. . . men have read the Republic, and imagined that Plato is urging a 
practical political program—they have been insensitive enough to 
Plato's irony to think, Socrates is taking the stump for the Perfect 
City Party in Athens! They have judged that Plato was himself eager 
to catch a king, and to train him into becoming a philosopher. It is 
really hard to understand that over the ages readers of the Republic, 
with its layer upon layer of dramatic irony, have assumed, from the 
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literal-minded Aristode on, that Plato himself wanted or that any 
sane man in his senses could want, to live under such institutions as 
Socrates is made to elaborate-institutions so fascinating to talk 
about, but so intolerable to have to endure The Republic is a 

dramatic critique of the Utopian spirit, of social idealism.13** 

If the problem with the "traditionalist" interpretation was the dogmatism of their 

"literal-minded Aristode", here, one goes to the opposite extreme-where what 

is said is no longer any guarantee to what is meant, and Socratic reason 

becomes an unPlatonic slave to dramatic irony. One can see such 

interpretations arising out of the ("anti-systematic") principles guiding David 

Grene (1950), who cites Strauss, in a foomote to the following passage, as his 

source ( Wilamowitz is alleged to have neglected to give "sufficient attention" 

to V). 

. . . it is quite absurd to treat the argument of the Republic in logical 
terms . . . The dialogues are not treatises designed to teach the 
reader by the rigor of logic; they are not exhaustive as Aristotle tried 
to make his treatments of particular subject matters. They are rather 
designed to make the reader understand imaginatively one point of 
view and neglect others. He cannot learn Plato's doctrine from pieces 
of the dialogue; he cannot learn the methods of Plato's philosophic 
pedagogy. But he may be persuaded that one way of seeing politics 
is truer than another.139 

(8) Interpretation through "Unwritten Doctrines". 

Alongside Gadamer and Strauss, then, there remains Findlay (1974), who 

represents for the English-speaking world the third school in modern Platonic 

scholarship-that which is grounded in the "Unwritten Doctrines". 140 

Findlay represents the general structure of the Republic as follows. 

The Republic was very possibly written in sections at various times 
and in progressively extended forms. Of its ten books, the first is an 
ordinary logic-chopping Socratic discourse on Justice, quite possibly 
published as such before the later books were written. Books II, III 
and IV form a fairly self-sufficient unit and supplement to I: they deal 
with the four cardinal virtues of Wisdom, Courage, Self-restraint, and 
Justice. Books V, VI and VII belong together and work out Plato's 
theory of the metapysical foundations of the world, knowledge and 
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society: they are at many points nothing but a fine web of hints and 
pictures, and clearly point to the Unwritten Doctrines with which 
Aristotle and others have made us acquainted, and without which as 
a background these books would be largely unintelligible. Books VIH 
and DC are a study in Political Pathology . . . Book X sums up the 

whole . . . . 1 4 1 

In this view, the practical and political aspect of the Republic, emphasized by the 

7th Letter and Straussian schools, is completely subordinate to an underlieing 

mathematicizing concept of reality Plato learned from the Pythagoreans. 

Plato is not.. . primarily interested in souls or states, but in the 
divine patterns, the 'Numbers', that they instantiate, and which alone 
can give them sense or substance. It is only if we ourselves can 
think in this abstractedly structural manner that we can hope to see 
the point of his extraordinary comparisons and provisions.142 

It is thus a school of thought which most investigates the philosophical ground 

of the concept of unity as principle in the Republic, to which Aristotle had drawn 

attention. 

Plato is best regarded as having constructed an imaginary 
Pythagorean commune hanging in the pure ether of hypothesis, in 
order to show how political life derives from the metaphysical 
Ultimates of the universe, and how the same Unity which everywhere 
disciplines variety into excellence and limit, and which expresses 
itself in cosmic and individual Life, Soul and Mind, is also expressed 
in the mutual regard that different individuals and groups of 
individuals have for one another in an ordered social whole.143 

One finds in Findlay's account both the most sound philosophic analysis of the 

argument of the three waves of V, together with their formal dismissal from 

serious consideration. 

The way Socrates-Plato meets the first two waves does not merit 
very great attention.... The main point [in overcoming the first 
wave] is that it is eidetic insight which alone can decide whether or 
not there is a genuine difference of eidos or phusis-the two are 
deeply associated in the thought of Plato-in the difference between 
men and women: procreative, grammatical and conventionally social 
distinctions do nothing to decide the issue. And logic-chopping or 
eristic is precisely the sort of reasoning that confounds genuine 
distinctions of eidos or phusis with conventional, verbal or 
contingently factual distinctions.... The second wave is the general 



strangeness of the plan to share wives and offspring:.. . But that 
this strange form of contrived sharing maintained by deception is truly 
desirable is argued on the ground that there is an equation between 
unity and goodness: there can be no greater evil in a state than what 
dirempts into many instead of making it one, and no greater good than 
what binds it together and unifies it (462a, b). The community of 
parents and children creates a wider community of joy and grief and a 
more extended sense of what is one's own: it brings a group closer to 
the condition of a single man, who overcomes bodily dispersion 
through the unity of his soul, so that he is as a whole affected by each 
pain or pleasure in each bodily part (462c, d). Just as a man suffers in 
his finger, so will the commune suffere in each insured member.144 

In a later summary, Findlay stressed the importance "in reading of all these 

fantastic arrangements not to take them for a set of practical proposals".145 

(e) Independent Interpretations 

Crombie (1962), like Findlay, addresses V at a philosophical level, where the 

communal proposals are seen as involving a relation between rational principle 

and natural order. 

The way in which the interlude [V-VII] contributes to the theme of 
the dialogue is not made explicit by the parties to the conversation 
(Plato is careful to make the Republic develop after the manner of a 
natural conservation). One purpose of the interlude, as I believe, is 
to suggest that there exists a rational order which is somehow 
reproduced in whatever is ordrely in nature, and to indicate to us how 
we can come to know this rational order. As we have seen, this 
points needs to be made in order that the reader may be convinced 
that the human soul is essentially a pure intelligence. However the 
way in which the interlude is constructed directs attention more 
towards another contribution which it makes, which is the supremacy 
of reason in the third of the senses distinguished above, that in which 
the question how we ought to live depends in the end on 
philosophical insight. The structure is something like this. It 
becomes clear that Socrates' criticisms of ordinary Greek life are 
much more far-reaching than we have yet realised. In particular he 
does not believe in marriage and the family. The drastic nature of his 
proposals makes it necessary to ask how we really know what the 
good for man is. We assume that justice, courage, and so on are 
virtues and therefore goods, but he who proposes radical reforms 
cannot rest on this assumption or tradition or common consent J 4 6 
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Fehl (1962) reminds one of the argument of Nettleship, except he seems 

more Augustinian, so to speak. The Republic is generally thought of as 

concerning the "pilgrimage" of the soul to the divine; within this context, the 

ideal city is the universal city of humanity, governed by reason. On the other 

hand, the communal proposals of V are an afterthought. 

We have now come to the threshold of a new society: the ideal 
republic. This is a city that transcends the simply economic and the 
simply nationalistic city. Primary education is adequate to the former 
and secondary to the latter. But the true republic is something more. 
It is the city of man, of all men, the kosmo-polis. the, world city, the 
Platonopolis. the ideal city of Plato's dream. For this new city, the 
foundations are human nature itself—the ideal of what is possible in 
terms of human nature. Its rulers must be more than police, more 
than soldiers. The general is not enough. The ruler must be a 
philosopher.... 
. . . . Plato digresses! As Eve was an afterthought of Yahweh, so 
women and the family are dealt with in a parenthesis in Plato's dream 
of the ideal society.147 

The Republic as translated by RXarson, received from E. Brann (1979) an 

innovative view of its structure; Brann's view is close to that of Gadamer, in its 

emphasis upon education -but parts company where paideia is altogether 

separated from politics: 

The Republic indeed has a rather large and obvious architecture, a 
symmetry which suggests too much to be a pattern for pattern's sake. 
Let me set it out roughly by books: 

1 and 10: The rewards of justice 
2-5 and 8-9: The construction and corruption of the best city; 
2 and 10: The critique of poetry; 
6 and 7: The philosopher's function and education. 

This arrangement may be imagined as a set of concentric circles with 
the themes lying on a diameter through them. The major themes are 
repeated going into die center and coming out, of course under a 
different light.... 

But what the concentric construction primarily effects is the 
clear definition of a dialogic center, namely Books 6 and 7, in which 
are contained the heights and the depths of the dialogue. . . . In the 
center of the Western tradition's first book on political theory, then, 
politics is replaced by philosophy.. . . Perhaps then it is better to say 
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that Socrates transforms a political question into an educational one. . 

This transformation of politics into pedagogy is necessitated by 
what might be termed the "founding paradox" of the ideal city. For 
suppose such a city has been constructed in argument, how is it to be 
realized? It is under the pressure of this question from Glaucon that 
Socrates gives the absurd, or at least not very common sensical, 
answer already cited: Such a city can come about only if either 
philosophers become kings or kings philosophers. 

the point of the Republic is not a political but a personal 
founding, a self-constituting, which is accomplished both in and by the 
dialogue. Socrates resolves, or rather, bypasses the founder's 
paradox by founding, through conversation, right here and now an 
educational community whose members are all the present and future 
participants in the dialogue. The very development of this community 
"in speech", that is, the course of the argument itself, educates his 
interlocutors "in deed".... The establishment of this dialogic 
community and the conversion and reformation of its philosopher-
citizens is itself die. Socratic accomplishment-not the preparation of 
future philosopher kings, and the choice of of the obscure Glaucon as 
chief interlocutor signifies.14** 

Wolz (1981), like Brann, emphasizes the educational relation of the Republic to 

the reader; like Randall, he finds an underlieing Socratic irony. 

With the expansion of the state and the introduction of luxury, 
the natural harmonious interaction of the citizens which was present 
in the primitive state disappears and manmade safeguards against 
conflicts must be established in the more sophisticated society. This 
raises the problem of education, especially of the warrior class, on 
whose competence the life of the state depends. 

During the rest of the dialogue, Socrates speaks of training 
which, when closely examined, aims not at justice but at efficiency 
and safety. The citizens are carefully conditioned so as to remain 
reliably obedient to their ruler, and the ruler is endowed with infallible 
knowledge, which enables him "to shape the pattern of public and 
private life into conformity with his vision of the ideal" (6. 500). The 
state which emerges from the discussion not only falls short of the 
ideal of justice, but reduces all except the rulers themselves to a 
subhuman level, depriving them of their specifically human function of 
contributing significantiy to the formation of their own lives. Thus, 
submission to the wisest and best intentioned rulers, just as the 
excessive adherence to a fixed rule of conduct, is found to be fatal to 
morality and hence to manhood.149 

The communal proposals of V have the intended effect of drawing attention to 

the impracticability of the ideal state, with the further design of directing the 
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reader's attention toward the underlieing dramatic element of "Socratic irony", 

which suggests that the Republic is acmally an existential tract against the very 

idea of an ideal state in favour of an "authentic" individual. 

What could induce the members of a community, the reader might 
ask, to give their consent to a form of government which [especially 
by the marriage regulations of V] robs them of their integrity as 
human beings? What advantage could offset such a sacrifice? 
. . . . we are dealing here not with a conviction of either Socrates or 
Plato, but with an exercise of Socratic irony. Before the philosophers 
can take control so that "the state and individuals will have rest from 
trouble" (6.500), they must first be transhumanized and acquire an 
unearthly wisdom, which in mm would make them fit only to rule over 
an ideal realm and not the transient situations of the world which we 
inhabit. So far from describing how the ideal city can come about, 
Socrates seems to call attention to the impossible conditions which 
would have to be satisfied, and thus warn the individual that he can 
never hope to escape personal responsibility for his own welfare or 
for that of the state.150 

In his summary of the Republic. Wolz seems to forget how "Plato's way of 

simultaneously concealing and disclosing his thoughts, in order to induce and 

direct the reflections of the reader, makes it all too easy for the interpreter to 

read his own ideas into the dialogue." 

The Republic is not interested in teaching a doctrine, either about 
education or government or human knowledge and aspiration. At the 
center of Plato's concern, however, there is always the free human 
spirit. This spirit is as precious as it is fragile. It is threatened not 
only by lack of education, but also by the wrong use of it, not only by 
the despot bent on self-aggrandizement, but also by the benevolent 
ruler willing to take his subjects' responsibilities upon himself. If we 
now return in thought to the beginning of the dialogue we find that we 
have no answer to the question suggested by the opening scene: 
How far should a man yield to the pressures and demands made upon 
him by his friends, by society, the world at large, and perhaps even 
the gods? Neither custom nor rule of law, nor man in authority, no 
matter how wise and well-intentioned, can be wholly relied upon as 
guides. But it may well be that this is the most significant lesson for 
an individual to learn. For only if he has been made aware of the 
futility of seeking security in a world essentially precarious and full of 
risks, will he be inclined to throw away all crutches and at last stand 
on his own feet. Only then is he ready for the supreme test, the 



choice of a way of life. And how can he be a genuine self, unless he succeeds 
in choosing his own life?150 

One recognizes how, generally, in the accounts of the Republic, since the "ideological" 

attacks on Plato, there is a strong interest to distinguish between "principle" and 

"proposal"~in other words, to arrive at a more philosophically satisfactory account of the 

"practical ideal" state of the Republic, than is obtainable in a more literal reading of the 

dialogue, often ascribed to Aristode. Such an interest is obvious in Rowe (1984). 

. . . we must distinguish here between [Plato's] political proposals as such, and 
what those proposals are designed to achieve. There are many aspects of the 
kind of state outline in the Republic which are quite monstrous: for example, its 
extreme stratification, and the consequent loss of political freedom in the 
ordinary sense; the virtual suppression of creative art and inquiry; the proposals 
for the mating and breeding of citizens. But the broad aim, of securing a just 
and virtuous society, is hardly in itself objectionable.151 

Clay (1988) shows a similar concern. 

This inner polity is the foundation of Kallipolis, and its development is perhaps 
the overriding purpose of the Republic. Without the third wave of paradox that 
Socrates confronts in Republic 5, and without the deep sense of pessimism 
about the possibility of founding Kallipolis in anything but speech that this 
wave bears with it, the project of the Repulbic would have been very different. 
But the recognition of the antagonism between philosophy and society that 
Socrates voices in Books 5-7, and finally at the end of 9, forces attention away 
from society back to the individual. It is not true that "in the fields of politics, 
the individual is to Plato the Evil One himself [Popper, Open Society, p. 104]. 
In the Republic, the growing pessimism over the possibility of a society 
governed by philosophy is qualified by an emergent hope for the perfection of 

the individual soul.152 

(vi) Conclusion. 

The view taken of die history of interpretation of Republic V in this critical survey is 

that it develops out of Aristotle's critique in Politics II basically two opposed lines of 

interpretation: the "traditionalist" and the "alternative". The survey suggests that both the 

traditionalist acceptance and the alternative rejection of Aristole's critique as an interpretive 

key to the Republic are inadequate. What is taken to be the true import of Aristotle's 
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critique forms the critical standpoint from which the history of interpretation of Republic V 

has been surveyed. 

Disagreements among the traditionalists substantiates what one might infer from 

Aristode: that the interpretation of V is problematic. What is problematic about V is the 

interpretation of the community of wives and children. The problem becomes evident 

within the context of the general view taken of the structure of the dialogue, which divides 

the argument between the practical state constituted in II to IV, and the ideal state of V to 

VII. There is nearly universal agreement that Plato brings before us a practical ideal state; 

however, in nearly every view, the practical and ideal elements are divided and, in some 

instances, even opposed. The community of wives and children is the focal point of this 

dissolution of the state into its elements: on the one hand, it is assigned to the practical 

aspect of the state, and thus associated with the argument of II to IV; on the other hand, it is 

assigned to the ideal aspect of the state, and thus associated with the argument of V to VII. 

In nearly every account, it is recognized as the most impracticable ideal measure of a state 

taken to be a practical ideal-the problem lies with this very determination of the state as a 

practical ideal. 

The conclusion drawn from this survey is that the problem orginates in the 

traditionalist tendency toward a dogmatic and literal acceptance of Aristode's critique of the 

Republic in Politics U. They learn from Aristotle the impracticability of Plato's state taken 

literally as a practical ideal; yet, they fail to recognize the alternative of interpreting it for 

what Socrates is made to say it is~a philosophic paradigm which exists-part and whole-in 

and for lexis, not praxis. Most of all, they pay insufficient attention to the theoretical basis 

of Aristode's critique-that Plato's concept of unity is contrary to the concept of oikos and 

palis; thus, they misinterpret the significance of his critique that, taken literally, the ideal 

state is also contrary to these institutions in practice. Aristode does not simply condemn 

Plato's state, but suggests the need to regard it more as a philosophic than practical model, 

which would seem to encourage the alternative line of interpretation. 



Alternative interpretations, however, have appeared most direcdy as a rejection of the 

traditionalist acceptance of Aristode's critique as an interpretive key, with the result that 

both schools of thought fail to reahze Aristode's directive to consider the dialogue within its 

own philosophic terms. Many express a desire to seek out new interpretations of the 

Republic: to some extent, the survey has attempted to measure these by a critical evaluation 

of their proximity to what is taken to be the main hypotheses of the Platonic philosophy-

the many, eide and good. Few tend to stay within the logic of the dialogue; too many 

obviously read into the argument the common biases of the day. The most interesting of 

these address the dialogue dialogically—especially, within the context of the relation of 

dialogue to reader; however, the most promising of a satisfactory account of the Republic 

are those which address the dialogue philosophically from within a Platonic standpoint. 

The one-sidedness of the most noteworthy alternative accounts of the dialogue-those 

of Findlay, Gadamer and Bloom-are demonstrated by their mutual exclusion of each other. 

Against Gadamer and Bloom, the weakness of Findlay's tendency to reduce the concrete 

matter of the dialogue-the practical life of state and individual—to the abstract principles of 

the "unwritten doctrines" is most evident; against Findlay, Gadamer's tendency to interpret 

the dialogue from an existential standpoint becomes evident, as well as the limitation of 

granting too much weight to the authority of the "seventh letter", so that the philosophic 

content tends to become subject to an existential concern with political life-and in this 

tendency, the Straussian position is not far away; Bloom represents the liability of 

interpreting the dialogue almost on private grounds, where there is no other authority than 

one's own ingenuity. 

In general, the weakness of extant interpretations is the general failure to keep the 

end of the argument in view: the thesis of the following interpretive essay is that the 

Republic is concerned, above all, with the dialectical disclosure of how justice is the right 

relation of all things to an ultimate principle of intelligible causality, the Platonic Good. 
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An Interpretive Essay on Republic V 

I. 449-45 lc3 Introductory Narrative: the new beginning. 

The character of the narrative interlude at the beginning of Republic V is 

aporetic: its purpose is to introduce a "new beginning" in the argument concerning the 

nature of justice, which has so far been established as the principle of the ideal 

PQliteia. 

(i) 449a-450c5 The aporia of the just politeia. 

(a) 449a-bl The just politeia as complete. 

Republic V begins with Socrates' intention to complete the argument for justice 

in the way outlined at the end of Book IV. On the assumption that the argument 

concerning the nature of the constitution of the just politeia is now complete, he 

begins by laying down as already established that the politeia of the state and its 

analogous counterpart, the politeia of the individual, are agathe and orthe. 

'AyaQt)v \i^v roivw rt\v roiaOrr]v TT6XLV re ml iroXireiau ical 
dpdffu KaXai, ml dvSpa rbv TOLOVTOW 

449al-2 

The basic premiss on which the completion of the argument appears to depend 

is that this politeia is a true definition of the idea of politeia. and is in this sense an 

ideal politeia. It is assumed that the definition of justice in Book IV is a true definition 

of what justice is.1 The ideal politeia can now be used as a true measure of other 

kinds of politeiai. By means of the analogy of state and soul, justice can be compared 

to injustice, and it can finally be determined whether a just life is preferable to an 

ii.ijust life. 

75 
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The hypothesis which Socrates now sets out to prove, therefore, is that, 

as measured by the ideal politeia. the other four basic kinds of politeiai are 

degenerate forms of the ideal. 

KCIK&S 8t ras- dXXas1 ml f\aaprrp.ivast elirep aim} dpdij, nepl re 
ndXeuu Sioiiajaeis- ml nepl ISLOJTCJV t/ivxfjs' rpdwov KaraaKev^v, 
ev Tirrapai irovqpLas1 elSeaiv owa?. 

449a2-5 

Socrates is about to explain the process of degeneration when he is interrupted. 

Kal iyd) fj.iv fia rds" etpetrfjs" epciu, <ys* p:oi efativovro Zmcrrai it; 
dXXrfXcoi' iL€TafiaLveiv 

449a7-bl 

The theory of constitutional decline is not resumed until Book VIII, which 

suggests that the intervening books, V to VII, have to do with the relation 

between the one ideal and the many degenerate forms of the state. The 

underlying logic of the relation is here unknown. What V-VII bring to light is the 

logic of the Platonic hypotheses of the Good, the eide and the many. 

(b) 449b-450c5 The just politeia as incomplete. 

That the interruption constitutes a major division in the argument is 

suggested by the re-introduction of Polemarchus and Thrasymachus into the 

narrative, who have been absent from the argument since the beginning of Book 

II. The origin of the interruption is a subversive whisper of discontent, which 

leads to the arrest of Socrates' intention to complete the argument. This 

"rebellion" originates with Polemarchus; its cause is championed by Adeimantus, 

and supported by Thrasymachus and Glaucon.2 

Ironically, Socrates is accused of sinning against philosophy. It seems to 

his interlocutors that he has tried to get away with cheating the argument 

concerning the just politeia of an entire and essential division ~ an explanation of 
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how the maxim "common are the possessions of friends" would apply to the 

family in the community of guardians. 

"Anoppq.BvpL€iv ^puis Sacels', i<f>T), ml elSos1 6Xov ou T6 
tXdxioTov iKKXiirrav rov X6yov Iva //r) SiiXdqs, mi Xfiaav 
olt]Qf]vai elntiv avrd ^auXios; (Its' dpa irepl yuvaiK&v re ml 
TTalSav iraurL 8f\Xov, 5n Koivd rd tplXoiu iorai. 

449c2-5 

It is not the case that the principle koina ta philon estai does not seem applicable 

to the possession of wives and children. 

OVKOVU dpdcos; £<j>r)v, c5 'ASelfmure; Nat, # 8' <5g\ 

449c6-7 

What is unclear is how the principle koina ta philon estai would be "rightly" 

applied to the possession of wives and children. One could imagine a number of 

different ways of organizing a koinonia of wives and children. What is not clear is 

the right way for it to be organized. 
dXXd rd dpfikor TOVTO, dkrrrep T&XXa, Xdyov SetraL rls 6 
rpduos" T77S* Koivuivias' TTOXXOI ydp du yivoivro. 

449c7-8 

They have been expectantly awaiting a more complete account of the koinonia of 

wives and children since its proposal. For they believe the question of how the 

koinonia of wives and children would be righdy or wrongly organized is not only 

important, but essential to the logos of the ideal politeia. 

liiya ydp ri oldpLeda <f>4p€iv ml 8Xou els' iroXirelav dpddjs- fj 
//7) dpOaJS" yiyv6\xevov. 

449d4-6 

The question of how the koinonia of wives and children should be 

organized is raised not for its own sake, but as somehow essential to the logos of 

the ideal state. The necessity of the koinonia of wives and children is not 

questioned, but is the basis of the demand to hear an account of it. They are not 

objecting to the koinonia of wives and children. They are objecting to completing 

the argument for justice without the logos of the koinonia of wives and children. 
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Both Glaucon and Thrasymachus support the objection (450a3-6). 

Socrates argues, however, that the logos of the koinonia of wives and children 

would require such an argument that it would be as though they were to start the 

logos of the just politeia all over again from the beginning. His comparison 

suggests that the logos of the koinonia of wives and children would demand 

nothing less than a "new beginning" in the argument concerning the logos of the 

just or ideal politeia. 

Olou, fy 8' iycii, elpydaaoQe emXaffyievol fiou. 8aov X6yov 
•ndXiv, dkrrrep e£ dpxfjs1, Kivelre irepl rr/s" TroXirelas-

450a7-8 

The completion of the logos of the just politeia was possible so long as the logos 

of the koinonia of wives and children was simply assumed by it. 

f\ (Its' tfSr) 8ieXr]XvG<bs' iywye £xaiP°v> dyairQv el ns edaoi 
ravra diroSejjdpLevos' &? rdre ippijdr). 

450a9-10 

The reason he attempted to simply pass over the matter earlier was to avoid the 

"host of arguments" such a controversial proposal would be certain to stir up. 

d vw i/fiels' TTapaKaXowres OVK lore 6aov eafxdv X6ya)u 
erreyeCpere' 5u bp&v ey<h jrapfjm rdre, fir) napdoxoi TTOXVV 
bxXov. 

450al0-b2 

Socrates' apology fails to satisfy Thrasymachus, by whom he is reproached 

for subjecting the free, inner necessity of reason to the external necessity of 

expediency.3 

Tl 8£; fj 8' 5s" 6 Opaaufiaxos" xPXXTOX0AaoVTa^ °^€L TotiaSe 
vw evQdbe dftxdai, dXX' ov Xdyov dKovoo\L£vovs; 

450b3-4 

Socrates agrees with Thrasymachus, but argues that reason itself necessitates 

the observance of a "measure" in argument. 

Nat, elwou, fierplcov ye. 450b5 



Socrates' agreement is consistent with a cardinal principle of philosophic 

discourse, which demands that an argument not be left incomplete, by way of 

unexamined assumptions.4 His disagreement, however, is consistent with his 

account, in Book rV, of the aporia of completing an argument, when it comes 

against the kind of endless contentious objections that are predicated of a 

(eristic) position, which would, for instance, contest the very basis of rational 

argument, such as the law of non-contradiction.5 The "measure" which would 

determine whether to answer such objections is the difference between an 

argument which necessarily reasons on the basis of certain principles, e.g., the 

principles of reason, and an argument which reasons about those principles One 

should proceed on a hypothetical basis to complete the former kind of argument, 

or, at least take it to the point where it becomes necessary for its assumptions to 

be examined. If the hypothetical ground of the argument is ever proven false, the 

argument will be considered invalid.6 

Given his anticipation of a multitude of arguments concerning the koinonia 

of wives and children, it still seems best to Socrates to let the proposal go 

unexamined. His argument against taking up the logos of the koinonia of wives 

and children is that the argument for justice can be completed without it, so long 

as they themselves agree to the proposal. 

It is Glaucon who finally persuades Socrates to answer their objection. 

For Glaucon argues from the same position as Socrates himself, th?r of a 

philosophos.7 He believes that the argument is at a point which necessitates 

taking up the logos of the koinonia of wives and children. Therefore, it is subject 

to the cardinal mle of philosophic discourse, that the aigument be completed in the 

examination of its assumptions. 
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Mirpov 8i y', i<f>ii, c5 HuKpares', 6 rXai/KOiV, TOLOUTCOV Xdycov 
dmbeiv 6X05 6 (Uos" vow ixovcriv. 

450b6-7 

He now encourages Socrates not to tire in face of the "host of arguments", but to 

take up the argument for the koinonia of wives and children, at their request. 

dXXd T6 [lev y)p.irepov ia- ov 8e nepl &v ep(OT(3fxev fiJiSafiaJs' 
dwoKdp.Tjs' # 001 Sacel Sie&riv, 

450b7-8 

His encouragement is striking in contrast to a parallel instance in Book IV. The 

parallel is his response to Socrates' argument that they not address the plurality 

of contentious arguments which would question the necessary assumptions of 

rational argument. He had encouraged Socrates not to tire himself by answering 

them, but to proceed in the hypothetical manner he had proposed.8 The difference 

in Glaucon's present attitude follows from their agreement that the argument has 

come to a point where it is necessary to give an account of the logos of the 

koinonia of wives and children. 

The most complete form of the objection is now stated by Glaucon as well. 

Adeimantus has already toid us that they want to know about the tropos of the 

koinonia of wives and children, the details of organization. Glaucon's formulation 

of the objection emphasizes that the logos will involve giving an account of that 

period in the life of the guardian, which lies between one's birth and formal 

education in the state. 

rls" T) KOivuvla Tots' <f>uXa£iv i)\ilv nalScov re iripi ml 
ywaucaiv iarai ml rpofifjs' viav in dvrcov, rfjs ev TCO fieraty 
Xpbi^t yiyvofxivqs' yeviaeds' re ml waibelas', 1) 81) 
imirovurdrrj Sotcet elvai. 

450c 1-4 

The nature of the objection appears to be practical. It seems essential to 

the logos of the just politeia to determine whether and how a koinonia of wives 

and children will work. The aporia of the logos of the just politeia appears to be a 

question concerning its practicability. 
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(ii) 450c6-451c3 The aporia of the koinonia of wives and children. 

The aporia of the logos of the koinonia of wives and children is that of a 

certain, yet unspecified, skepticism (apistia) regarding, not only its possibility, 

but also its utility. 

iToXXds' ydp dmorlas" ixei &n ndXXov TCJV gfiirpoadev &v 
SiTJXdofiev. ml ydp <bs Sward Xiyerai, dniarolr' dv, ml el 
5TL fidXtora yivoiro, US' dpiar' dv eh) ravra, ml ravrrj 
dmorijcreTai. 

450c6-9 

Unless the koinonia of wives and children can be proven to be possible and best, 

its logos will be regarded as impractical, or, "idealistic" in the sense of "wishful 

thinking". 

8L6 ST) ml SKVOS1 TLS1 avr&v dnreaQai, fit) evxr) SOKTJ elvai 6 
Xdyos1, & <f>iXe eralpe. 

450dl-2 

Glaucon understands the nature of this skepticism to be of a different sort 

than the reason which demands the logos of the koinonia of wives and children. 

He would straightway amend the aporia by liberating the logos of the koinonia of 

wives and children from having to answer directly to it. He would contain the 

argument, so far as possible, within some sort of rational limit. 

MT]8£V, T) 8' 6S; 6tcver oure yap dyvcttpLoves" oire dmaroi 
oure Sfcrvoi ol dKouadfievot. 

450d3-4 

Glaucon's amendment does not contradict the reason for the demand of a logos. It 

does not remove the demand that the practicality of the koinonia of wives and 

children be shown. His amendment suggests that he distinguishes between an 

ordinary skepticism grounded in Hellenic custom and tradition, a rational 

skepticism, grounded in an enlightened attitude, which assumes a certain freedom 

from custom and tradition, and a more radical (sophistic) skepticism which is 

capable of opposing itself to both reason and custom. Glaucon seems to assume 



that the logos need only justify itself in relation to an enlightened reason, and not 

in relation to either unenlightened assumptions, or radical skepticism. 

Socrates refutes this amendment at a deeper level. The logos of the 

koinonia of wives and children is of such a sort that it can make no allowances. It 

is a dangerous argument, for it must proceed entirely hypothetically, altogether 

without fixed assumptions, yet it will involve a consideration of matters of 

greatest importance. 

ev ydp 4>povlpLOLS' re ml <f>iXoi.s rrepl rcSv fieylaruv re ml 
<pLXoiv rdXi)9fj elSdra Xiyetv da<f>aXis ml dappaXiov, 
dmorovvra 8e ml CrfTovvra d/xa roits Xdyous" iroielaBai, b ST) 
eyd) Sped, 

450dl0-451al 

The measure of such an argument is the truth, not simply an enlightened reason, 

which might easily accomodate its assumptions. Neither is it an unenlightened 

tradition nor sophistic reason, either of which might easily subject it to ridicule. 

Rather, the true ground of skepticism regarding the argument, is Socrates' own 

skepticism of the capacity of human reason to determine the truth.9 

<fio/3ep6v re ml a<paXep6v, o# n yiXmra 64>Xelv~nai8iKbv ydp 
TODT6 ye-dXXd p.i) atpaXels' Tfjs" dX-qOeias' ov [ibvov avrbs dXXd 
ml robs (piXovs1 awemaiiaadp.evos' Ketaofiai irepl d fJKLora Set 
afaLXXeadai. 

451al-4 

The real aporia which must be faced by the logos of the koinonia of wives 

and children is the aporia of trespassing beyond the realm of assumptions. The 

argument will move beyond the nomima of what is just, beautiful, and good, 

toward the aletheia of what is just, beautiful, and good. And it can only do so by 

calling the nomima into question. It is an argument which will call into question 

the fundamental assumptions and principles of human institutions and society; 

even of human life. Socrates prays to Adrasteia, punisher of proud words, lest he 

unknowingly offend the divinities of the just, the beautiful, and the good. 
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wpoaKweS Se 'ASpdoreiav, c5 rXaumv, x^PLV °^ piXXb) Xiyeiv 
eXiri(b} ydp ow iXarrov a\xdprr\na dicouatcos' rtvbs' fovea 
yeviadat fj dirareuva mXuv re ml dyad&v ml Simtav 
vofj.t/jLO)v nipt. 

451a4-7 

The introductory narrative concludes with Socrates' metaphor of the male 

drama and female drama. The metaphor suggests both the continuity of the logos 

of the koinonia of wives and children with the logos of the ideal politeia. and also 

that a "new beginning" is being made in the argument. 
Aiyeiv ST), i<j>i\v iyc6, XP1) dvdiraXiv ad vw, d rdre focos iSei 
i<pe^fjs' Xiyeiv rdxa Si ovrus' dv bpdcSs' ix°l> Herd dvSpelov 
Spdfia navreXus' SianepavBiv rb ywaucetov all irepalveiv, 
dXXtos" re ml iireiSr) oi> ourco irpoKaXtj. 

451b9-c3 

The metaphor of the male and female drama suggests that the relation of the 

logos of koinonia wives and children to the logos of the just politeia is reasonably 

explained by the dialectical method of proceeding on the basis of hypotheses.10 

The logos of the koinonia of wives and children does not fall within the logos of 

the just politeia. but addresses the basic assumptions on which the logos of the 

just politeia as a whole rests. 

The first part of the narrative introduces the demand for a logos of the 

koinonia of wives and children as presenting an aporia to the logos of the just 

politeia. That the logos of the politeia is "good and right" has not been 

questioned. That is, it has not been questioned with respect to lexis. The second 

part of the narrative indicates that the logos of the politeia does appear to be 

questioned with regard to praxis, insofar as it appears to depend upon the 

practicability of the koinonia of wives and children. The aporia would therefore 

apply also to the question concerning the good of justice. Justice has been 

defined, and proven to be the fundamental principle of politeia: as such, it must be 

regarded as a necessary good of human life. The question of practicality, 

however, raises the aporia of whether justice, so defined in lexis, can be obtained 
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in praxis. What is the good of justice if it can only be realized in lexis and not in 

praxis? But Socrates' formulation of the aporia has taken the objection one great 

step further. The whole question of the translation of the politeia from lexis into 

praxis involves uncovering the relation of justice in lexis to justice in aletheia. 

The narrative suggests that the "new beginning" in the argument is one of 

moving from justice as it appears in the realm of human institutions, toward 

justice as it appears in the realm of the divine; from the realm of "true opinion", of 

what is agathe and orthe. to the realm of aletheia. 
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II. 451c4-457b6 The First Wave. 

(i) 451c4-452a9 The proposal for the koinonia of men and women. 

Socrates introduces the female drama by laying down that the domestic life 

of the guardians must be in accordance with their political function, for which they 

have been fitted by nature and education. 

'AvOpdmois* ydp <f>voi ml itatSevQeiaw ds fillets' 8n)X0oiiev, mr' 
ifXi)v 86£av otic iar' dXXij 6p0r) iralScov re ml ywaimv KrqaLs' 
re ml XP^^a $ mr' iicelvjjv rrfv 6pfJLr)v lovaiv, i)vnep rb 
trp&rov cbpiirfoafiev 

451c4-7 

Their political function has required that they live in a koinonia. rather than in 

private households. The koinonia of the guardians has been required by justice. 

The guardians were instituted in the state at the beginning as a community, like a 

herd or flock. Their domestic life is to be in accordance with their communal life. 

iirexeiprjaanev Si irou us* dyiXiTS" <f>i>Xams' rous" dvSpas" 
mfkordvai rqi X6yu. Nat. 'AKoXovdupLev roivw ml rr)v 
yiveoiv ml rpo<f>i)v irapairXijoiav diroStSdvres', ml oKoirQiiev el 
•flfuv irpiirei fj ov. 

451c7-d2 

On the basis of the original analogy between the guardians and guard-

dogs, Socrates proposes the koinonia of men and women in the guardian class. It 

abolishes the traditional basis of division between the political realm of the polis. 

as the prinicipal interest of the male polites. and the domestic realm of the oikos 

as the principal interest of the female polites. Women will not be separated from 

men for the domestic duty of bearing and rearing children. Instead, men and 

women will share the office of guardian. 

rds OnXeCas' rcSv flvXdiccov KWCSV irdrepa aviKpuXdrreiv oldfieda 
Setv direp dv 61 dppeves" foXdrraxn ml owQripeteiv ml rdXXa 
KOLVQ irpdrretv, f} rds" fiiv olicovpetv ivSov cos1 dSwdrovs" Sid 
rbv ruv aKuXdKuv T6KOV re ml rpo4n)v, robs' Si irovetv re ml 
irdaav im\xiXeiav ix€iV ^pl T^ irolnvia; 

451d4-9 



Glaucon agrees that the natural division of male and female would not constitute a 

basis of division in the guardian class. Sexual difference is not taken to 

constitute an essential difference in human nature. It is reduced to a difference of 

physical strength, external to the inner nature of a guardian. 

Koivfj, i<f>i), ndvra- VXT)V US daBevearipais XP^M^^ Tots Si 
cos1 laxvporipois-

451el-2 

If women are to share the office of guardian, they must receive the education of a 

guardian. 

El dpa rats' ywai^iv iirl rairrd xp^biieda ml rots dvSpdoi, 
rairrd ml SiSaicriov aura's. 

451e6-7 

The education of women is the means of instituting the koinonia of men 

and women in the guardian class, which is the first step towards securing the 

koinonia phulakon. on which depends the unity of the political community as a 

whole. 

(ii) 452al0-456c3 The possibility of the koinonia of men and women. 

The proposal that women be educated to serve a political function must be 

defended against the accusation that it will offend the nomima of the just, 

beautiful, and good. The logos of the koinonia of men and women must overcome 

this offence by establishing its possibility and utility. The first part of the logos 

(452al0-456c3) is an elenchus which refutes three objections against the 

possibility of the koinonia of men and women: 

(a) 452a-e3 - that it is against custom: para to ethos: 

(b) 452e4-454e3 - that it is against reason: antilogos: 

(c) 454e4-456c3 - that it is against nature: para phusin. 
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These three objections embody three separate positions. The objection para to 

ethos embodies the unreflective dogmatism of traditional morality; the objection 

antilogos embodies the radical skepticism of sophistry; the objection para phusin 

embodies the philosophic reason of dialectic. 

(a) 452a-e3 The objection para to ethos. 

The objection para to ethos questions the possibility of translating the 

koinonia of men and women from lexis into praxis. 

"laus ST), etirov, irapd rb iOos yeXota dv <f>aLvoiro iroXXd irepl 
rd vw Xeydfieva, el irpd^erat TJ Xiyerai. 

452a7-8 

Socrates begins his elenchus by citing what, kata to ethos, would be most 

ridiculous about the koinonia of men and women. Obviously, it would be women 

exercising in the gymnasium naked alongside men; not only the young, but the old 

as well. 

TL, T)V 8' iyii), yeXoidrarov aurav bpgts; f\ SfjXa ST) 6TL 
yuyLvds rds yvvatms iv rats iraXaCorpais yvfivaCopiias fierd 
rcov dvbpcov, ou fidvov rds vias, dXXd ml T)8TJ rds 
irpeapvripas, 

452al0-b2 

The spectacle of old women in the gymnasium is compared to the burlesque of old 

men whose fondness for frequenting the gymnasium compels them to expose their 

aged and wrinkled bodies to the ridicule of society. These aged philogumnastikoi 

are gelaioi because the mere sight of them exercising in the gymnasium is 

aesthetically unpleasant (me hedeis ten opsin), especially in contrast to the 

beauty of young athletes. 

dknrep robs yipovras iv rots yviivaolois, brav fiuool ml fir) 
ffSets TJ)V btpiv Spats faXoyvfivaordknv; NT) rbv Ala, i<f>r)' 
yeXotov ydp dv, cSs ye iv red irapearOm, (paveLi). 

452b2-5 
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The extreme terms of contrast set out by this burlesque spectacle of naked 

old women exercising alongside young male athletes seems obvious ground for 

rejecting a koinonia of men and women. It is just the obvious in its simple 

immediacy that Socrates seeks to destabilize, the first step toward which has 

already been taken. There are now not one but two instances of ridicule: the one 

based on (a reaction to) the difference of sex, the other based on (a reaction to) 

the difference of age. The point is subde but sure: the basis of the objection para 

to ethos is not the difference of the male and female simply, for that is but one 

occasion for ridicule; the ugliness of the aged beside the beauty of youth is 

another, and more universal. What gives rise to ridicule is what is present in both 

instances: the pleasant and unpleasant. 

The ground of this comic laughter is not the immediacy of phusis. but the 

intermediacy of aisthesis. Phusis would be the ground of an objective ethos. This 

laughter lies not, as its immediacy suggests, in the obviousness of the objects of 

ridicule, but has its hidden origin within the subjects who laugh at them. What is 

concealed in the unreflective standpoint of to ethos is the subjective element of 

relativity which belongs to the realm of the aesthetic. To unearth the presence of 

this subjective relativity in the immediacy of appearances is to initiate the 

destabilization of the certainty which is expressed by this comic laughter at the 

burlesque spectacle imagined in the gymanasium of men and women, young and 

old, beautiful and ugly, pleasant and unpleasant. Only by exposing the origin or 

ground of to ethos will it be possible to overthrow the customary division of men 

and women institutionalized in the division of family and state. 

The establishment of a koinonia of men and women would be a "great 

revolution". 

OVKOW, fjv 8' iyti, iireinep (op/iTJaapiev Xiyeiv, ob <pof3r]riov rd 
ruv xaptivrctiv oKdmxara, baa ml ota dv eliroiev els TT)V 
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roiaun)v fierafioXTJv yevofiivqv ml irepl rd yvfivdo-ia ml irepl 
HovaiKi)v ml OVK iXdxiora irepl rr)v rQv SirXuv oxicnv ml 
lirrruv oxftaciS. 

452b6-c2 

At the level of the ethos itself, and not its aesthetic origin, v/hat is gelaios is this 

apparent contradiction of women acting like men, and the aged acting like youth in 

a situation where the natural differences of male and female, youth and age, have 

been made obvious by the custom of exercising naked. It is just because in the 

gymnasium natural difference is obvious rather than concealed that is gelaios. 

But it is gelaios not kata phusin. but kata ethos, an fithos which Socrates defines 

as a Hellenic nigral aesthetic (452c6). 

The customary view would find the sight of women exercising naked 

gelaios - because it is so obviously aischros. Not only is it so obvious because 

they are naked, but also because they are in contrast with young male gymnasts 

who are customarily viewed as kaloi. It is a moral aesthetic that informs the 

standpoint of to ethos: what is aesthetically kaios is agathos: what is 

aesthetically aischros is kakos. 

If one side of the objection para to ethos is the superficiality of judgement 

whose basis is appearance and custom rather than the objective reality of nature, 

the other side is the possibility that this comic subjectivity which is free to laugh 

might have some objective basis of its own which is independent of the natural, 

and by which it is rather able to determine the natural. What is the basis of 

beauty and ugliness? - it is not the natural distinctions of youth and age, or male 

and female, since a young woman may be more beautiful than an old man. What 

is the hidden cause of this comic laughter that arises from the measure of 12 

ethos? It lies neither simply on the side of given nature nor on the side of reason, 

but underlies the unreflective relation of the two sides. 



Socrates takes up the origin of die present custom of male athletes 

stripping to exercise in the gymnasium. His account is a paradigm instinctive in 

the nature of ethos, habitual, unreflective custom; more generally, it is a paradigm 

instinctive in the essentially rational character of the Hellenic ethical order. 

Socrates recalls how, not long ago, the sight (horasthai) of men naked 

seemed (edokei) to the Greeks both "shameful" and "ridiculous" - as even now it 

seems so to the barbaroi. 

ob iroXbs XP^vos if ol rots "EXXrjmv iSdKei aloxpd elvai ml 
yeXota direp vw rots noXXots rtov f3ap/3dpcov, yvfivobs dvSpas 
bpdoDai, 

452c6-8 

Customs - unlike nature - change; they vary from place to place, and the custom of 

men exercising was actually taken up by the Athenians from Spartans, who took 

it up from the Cietans with whom the custom originated. And so, too, was this 

custom the object of ridicule at the point of its introduction, since it went against 

the established ways and customs, upon which are based the unflective doxa of 

the many. 

ml 6re i)pxovro ruv yvpivaaCcov irpdroi fiiv Kpfjres, iireira 
AaKeSaipLOViot, iffjv rots rdre daretois irdvra raura KUficoSetv. 

452c8-dl 

So, to begin with, the custom of men exercising naked is not an innate 

property of the male animal; it is not an ethos kata phusin. Rather, it is ethos 

kata logon, an ethos of a rational animal. Once it became clear to the Greek mind 

that it was more rational to exercise naked than clad, they gave up the doxa which 

identified the civilized with clothing as against the unclad savage, and accepted 

this new custom for themselves. Their reasoned acceptance of the ethos as 

agathon kata logon, caused them to give up their more primitive view that it was 

kakon because it was alogon and kata phusin. and therefore barbaron: this reason 

overcame their doxa that it was gelaion and established among the Greeks the 
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current doxa that this ethos is ariston. The habituation of the passions in the 

human community in accordance with that doxa finally overcame in them,at the 

level of aisthesis. the unsophisticated reaction to the mere sight of men exercising 

naked as aischros. as they were converted to the current, enlightened aesthetic 

view that it is kalos. 

'AXX' iireiSi) olpai xp^i^vois dfieivov rb diroSbeaQai rou 
avyKaXvuretv irdvra rd rotaOra i<pdvrj, ml rb ev rots 
b<t>QaXp.ots ST) yeXotov ifeppbi) biro rou iv rots Xbyois 
(j.T]vu6ivros dplarov 

452d3-6 

The origin of ethos lies within the reason of man to dttermine for himself, not in 

die giveness of the natural order. Logos is the ground of ethos, ethos is the 

ground of aisthesis. 

The division Socrates draws between the Greeks and barbarians is 

between the civilized view of man as a rational animal who is free to determine 

his own manners and customs according to rational principle, or what he believes 

is right and just, best or good, and the barbarian who is not capable of this rational 

freedom, who has not set apart what is human from what is natural, but lives ever 

in an immediate relation to the natural, and knows no free independence of it. 

Those who adopt an unreflective attitude toward their customs and beliefs, who 

do not seek an understanding of their ground, fall back into a state not far removed 

from barbarism. They are prone once more to confuse what is according to logos 

and what is according to phusis since they assume their connection without 

knowing their difference. That is the nature of the aporia which is generally being 

addressed in these arguments of Books V to VII, and this may most generally be 

said to be the need to make the philosophical distinction between being and 

becoming, or nature and reason. Their confusion is barbaric; their clarification is 

the basis of civilization. The concealed confusion of reason and nature in to ethos 

• i i 



must be stripped away through the clarification of what is according to reason and 

what is according to nature. This enlightenment is the activity of philosophy which 

has for its ground a rational confidence in the primacy of the intelligible good as 

the measure of human activity both in thought and in feeling. 

ml roOro ivSeifaro, Sri fidratos 8s yeXotov dXX.o n i)yetrai 
T) rb KOK6V, ml b yeXuroirwetv imxeipuv irpbs dXXrjv rivd 
bi/fiv dirofiXiiruv us yeXoiov i) n)v rov difipovos re ml KOKOU, 
ml KOXOV ad airouSdCei irpbs dXXov rivd OKoirbv arr)crdpevos T) 
rbv rou dyadou. 

452d6-e2 

Whether there is a rational ground to the objection of para to ethos 

depends upon the question of human nature, which is taken up in the course of the 

next two objections. What is laid down is the principle assumption upon which 

the argument advances, viz., that the measure of ethos and opinions generally is 

the good as known by reason, and not the good assumed in habitual custom which 

may or may not be rational or ortha doxa. This assumption is the principle of the 

dialectical investigation of the nomima of the just, beautiful, and good; or, 

generally, the relation of human activity to divine principles. 

(b) 452e4-454e3 The objection antilogos. 

The objection para to ethos, which was grounded in the confusion of the 

human and the natural, is now followed by an enquiry into the nature of phusis 

anthropine. The logos of the koinonia of men and women seeks to establish that, 

prior to the natural division of male and female, there is an underlying humanity, a 

rational nature peculiar to the human animal, which is common to both sexes. 

The question of the rationality of the koinonia of men and women depends 

upon the question of whether the nature of the female is substantially different 

from the nature of the male. It is necessary to determine whether, or to what 

degree, women are able to share in the work of men. The principal assumption in 

• 



this argument is the correspondence of praxis and phusis: that a particular kind of 

human activity is proper to a corresponding particular kind of natuie. Whether the 

koinonia of men and women is kata logon, then, depends upon whether it is kata 

phusin. The question of possibility i to be answered ?.t the level of determining 

the nature of anthropine phusis. 

TAp 'ow ob irpurov fxiv roOro irepl abruv dvopjoXoyririov, el 
Sward T) ob, irbrepov Swan) <j>bais r) dvdpuirlvri r) Qr\Xeia rfj 
rou dppevos yivous Koivuvipai els diravra rd epya T) obS' els 
iv, T) els rd fiiv SCa re, els Si rd ob, 

452e4-453a3 

Socrates proposes that the best way of proceeding would be through the 

dialectic of an agon logon, setting against their own logos for the koinonia of men 

and women, a heteros logos which raises against it the objection that their logos 

would be antilogos. 

BobXei ow, T)V 8' iyc6, i)fiets irpbs fipds abrobs bnip ruv 
dXXwv d/j.<f>ioftT)TT)auiJ.ev, Xva pr) ipp.a rd rou iripou Xdyov 
iroXiopicfJTai; 

453a7-9 

Although the agon logon of logos and heteros logos is employed dialectically, it is 

a device which suggests that the ground of the aporia is the opposition of sophistic 

to dialectic.11 

The fundamental principle of their own logos - that upon which they had 

founded the state - had been that each citizen ought pursue that activity which 

corresponded to one's own given nature. The justification of the logos of the just 

state is that it is kata phusin. 

Aiyuptev ST) inrip abruv 6n "*0 IkSkparis re ml rXabicuv, 
obSiv Set bpuv dXXous dpufnofryretv abrol ydp iv dpxfj rfjs 
mroudaeus, f)v (tuclCcre wbXiv, cbpioXoyetre Setv mrd <f>baiv 
imorov iva rb abrov irpdrreiv.' 

453b2-5 

The objection antilogos addresses the question whether the koinonia of 

men and women would be logically consistent with the logos of the just politeia. 



It raises the aporia that the principle of political unity, koina ta philon. is opposed 

to the principle of political differentiation, to ta hautou prattein. The koinonia of 

men and women is argued to be impossible on the basis that it contradicts the 

principle of justice on which the logos of the just politeia rests. 

It is obvious that difference in gender is a primary form of natural 

difference. 

"Eoriv olv birus ob irdfiiroXv 8ia<j>ipei ywr) dvSpbs rr)v 
<pbaLV; 

453b7-8 

Therefore, a different activity ought be assigned to men and women according to 

their difference in gender. 

"OVKOW dXXo ml ipyov imripqi irpoarficei irpoardrreiv rb mrd 
rr)v auTou <f>baiv; 

453bl0-cl 

Since the political identity of men and women would appear to contradict 

their natural difference, the heteros logos accuses the logos of koinonia of the 

hamartina of self-contradiction or antilogos. It would be contrary to the logos of 

the just politeia to institute a koinonia of men and women, according to the 

principle of justice. 

"TTus ow obx dfiaprdvere vwl ml rdvavrla tyiiv abrots 
Xiyere <f)daKovres ad robs dvSpas ml rds yuvatms Setv rd 
abrd itpdrreiv, irXetarov Kexcopiojiivriv <f>imv ix°vras; 

453c3-5 

It was this kind of an aporia that Socrates sought to escape when he first 

introduced the proposal for a koinonia of wives and children (453cl0-d3). That is, 

the kind of difficulty which questions the basic assumption of the logos of the just 

politeia that different natures ought perform different works. The aporia is the 

possibility of a contradiction in its logos. The politeia depends upon the koinonia 

of the guardians, which depends upon the koinonia of wives and children, of which 

the koinonia of men and women is part. Yet the principle of politeia appears 



opposed to the principle of koinonia. The politeia appears to be grounded in the 

logos of the natural order, to hold together in virtue of a principle of natural justice 

where different natures have different functions. There appears to be a 

contradiction between a principle of justice grounded in natural necessity, and a 

principle of justice grounded in political necessity. The nature of the opposition is 

the apparent contrariety natural difference and rational unity, the order of nature 

and that of reason. The unity of the koinonia of men and women kata logon, 

appears contrary to the division of the politeia kata phusin. The logos jf the 

politeia is threatened to be destroyed through the apparent contrariety of nature 

and reason. 

The significance of the argument with respect to the logos of politeia is to 

show how natural justice is really grounded in a rational principle, which is shown 

where nature is seen to be determined by the ideas known to reason. In other 

words, the logos of natural justice kata phusin is demonstrated to be a form of 

rational justice kata logon, where the natural order is perceived to be grounded in 

the order and structure of eide. 

Socrates indicates the magnitude of the difficulty, against which they must 

advance an apologia for the koinoniai of the female drama, by use of poetic 

metaphor. It is as though one had to overcome as enormous and dangerous a 

barrier as swimming across the open sea; yet, there is a remarkable philosophic 

calm in his reflection that, whether at sea or in a pool, one must swim all the 

same. 

dXXd 8r) &8' ixei • dvre ns ds KoXufif3r)6pav fiucpdv ifnriar) 
dvre els rb fj.iyi.oTov ireXayos fiiaov, bfius ye vet ouSiv 
T)TTOV. 

453d5-7 

Socrates complements this poetic suggestion of an impossible human task with a 

poetic suggestion of anticipating divine assistance, perhaps in the form of divine 

http://fj.iyi.oTov
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inspiration, which would rescue their proposal from the sea of argument like the 

dolphin which rescued Arion. 

OhcoOv ml fffitv veuariov ml ireipariov a^CeaQai itc rou 
Xdyou, ijroi SeX^ivd nva iXirl(ovrds r)fias uiroXa/3etv dv 7) 
riva dXXrfv diropov aurriplav. 

453d9-ll 

These poetic images of human difficulty and divine assistance suggest that further 

progress in the argument depends upon overcoming the contrariety of reason and 

nature by discovering their relation to a divine principle of unity. 

As though suddenly graced with Apollonian insight, Socrates divines that 

they have been swept asea by the great power of the sophistic art of eristic. 

7/ yewala, T)V S' iyu, c5 FXabicuv, T) Suvafiis rfjs 
dvTiXoyiicfjs vixens. 

454al-2 

Their present aporia is due to having fallen into eristic, which confounds the 

discernment of objective ideas with the subjectivity of language. They have lost 

the firm ground of their logos by being swept away in the tidal flux of words and 

meanings, the sea of language which is the realm of the eristic art of contention. 

They have failed to practice the dialectical method of drawing distinctions 

according to eidetic differences. 
SoKovai fioi els abn)v ml dKovres noXXol ifiirlirreiv ml 
olaeoQai OVK ipLCeiv dXXd b\a\iyeo6ai, Sid rb fir) Swaadai mr 
' elSri Siaipobfievoi nr3 Xeybfievov imoxoiretv, dXXd mr' abrb 
rb dvofia Sidkeiv rou Xexfkvros rr)v ivavrtcoaiv, ipiSi, ob 
SiaXitcru irpbs dXXTJXous xpupevoi. 

454a4-9 

Glaucon does not recognize how they entered into an eristic position 

(454a7-8). This is because the logos of the ideal politeia has not clarified the 

basis of the dialectic reason on which it proceeded. Socrates' intention in raising 

the aporia of the objection antilogos becomes clear. By defining the contradiction 

as belonging to a sophistic position, he has brought before those present the need 



to understand how the principle of justice is not grounded in die immediacy of 

natural necessity, but in the intelligibility of ideas; 

As Socrates has already indicated, what they have failed and now need to 

recognize is how contrary sensible qualities are united in an underlying, rational 

eidos. 

rb fir) SwaaQai mr' elSi} Siaipobfievoi rb Xeydfievov 
imoKoiretv, dXXd mr' abrb rb bvofia rou XexQivros rr)v 
ivavriuoiv, 

454a4-6 

That male and fenu^s are contrary qualities of the sensible individual, of which the 

individual is the subject, and not to which one is subject, is the distinction which 

needs to be made. Human nature is to be distinguished from male and female, as 

uniting male and female, and not rather as subject to their contrariety. The eristic 

position makes no distinction between the qualities of a subject, and the subject 

to which the qualities belong. This is because the erist does not recognize the 

relation of sensible and ideal in the sensible individual. 

Eristic does not recognize that there are different eide of natural 

contrariety, of natural sameness and difference: 

Tb fir) rr)v abrr)v <pbaiv 8ri ob ruv abruv Set 
iirirriSeufidrufiv rvyxdveiv irdvu dvSpelus re ml ipiariKus 
mrd rb bvofia Sitkofiev, 

454b2-6 

The distinction in the kinds of natural difference and identity, discerned by 

dialectic, is the distinction between sensible contraries and the rational eidos in 

which they are united. 

iweaKeifidfieda Si obS' brnjow ri elSos rb rfjs iripas re ml 
rijs abrfjs <f>baeus ml irpbs ri retvov <bpiC6fieda rdre, 5re rd 
iirirrfSevfiara dXXrj <f>baei dXXa, rfj Si abrfi rd aura 
direSiSofiev. 

454b6-7 
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Socrates explains the difference between sensible and eidetic difference by 

use of two examples. The first example is of a hairy and a bald cobbler, which 

illustrates the nature of non-eidetic natural difference. The second example is of 

two doctors, and a doctor and an architect, which illustrates the nature of eidetic 

identity and difference. 

In the first example of the cobblers, one is able to distinguish between the 

essential, eidetic identity of the cobblers ana cobbler, and their accidental 

contrariety qua hairy and bald. One distinguishes the rational universal or eidos 

of cobbler as constituting the essential nature of the sensible individual, and the 

contrary sensible qualities of haimess and baldness as conditions of his sensible 

nature. Although one cobbler might be hairy, another bald, the contrariety of 

these qualities is accidental to their rational identity qua cobbler. Sensible 

qualities do not determine the being or nature of a sensible individual, but are the 

conditions of his being. They are not an instance of a determinate or eidetic 

difference of human nature. The relation of sensible attributes to the inner rational 

nature of humanity is not determinate cf the inner or true nature of the sensible 

individual; rather, their relation is determined by the inner reason of the soul. 

Sensible attributes are categorized according to tfieir utility in relation to the 

rational activity of the soul. Some are conditions of the operation of a rational 

intelligience in sensible externality, others are not. With respect to the cobbler, 

hairiness or baldness are not conditions of the rational art of cobbling. 

"Apa mr' dXXo TL, elirov iydi, yeXotov, t) 6ri rdre ob irdvrus 
rr)v aun)v ml rr)v iripav ipvaiv iri(f>difieda, dXX' iicetvo rb 
eiSos rfjs dXXoickreus re ml bfioutoeus fibvov i<f>vXdrropev, 
rb irpbs abrd retvov rd iirirr]8ebfiara; 

454c5-d 
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In the second example, two doctors are said to have the same nature (phusis), in 

virtue of their eidetic identity gja doctor. On the other hand, the doctor and 

architect would be said to have different natures on the basis of eidetic difference. 

olov larpiKbv fiiv ml larpiKOv rr)v abrr)v <f>baiv ixeiv 
iXiyofiev r) obtc olei; TSyuye. 'larpucbv Si ml retcroviKbu 
dXXr)v; IJdvrus irou. 

454d5-d4 

Socrates concludes that it remains to determine whether sexual difference 

is an essential condition of some particular techne or epitedeuma of the state 

according to which male and female should be assigned different activities (454d5-

7). It is obvious that the sexes differ in respect of the natural procreation of 

children, the female bearing, the male begetting, and that this is therefore an 

essential condition of the sensible nature of humanity (454d7-el). But this 

difference in itself is irrelevant to the political order, as much as hairiness and 

baldness to a doctor or architect. Therefore, if the sexes differ only in their 

respective roles in reproduction, male and female guardians ought be assigned the 

same activities by the state (454el-3). 

(c) 454e6-456c3 The objection para phusin. 

The significance of the logos of the koinonia of men and women is to be 

found in its introduction of the eidetic foundation of dialectic. The argument which 

refutes the objection antilogos clarifies the ground of dialectic or a philosophical 

reason to be the discernment of the eidetic structure of reality. The ideas have 

been discernible to a dialectical reason as determinate of sensible nature. The 

direction of the argument becomes even more clear in the refutation of the 

objection paja phusin. where the dialectical logic of the division and relation of 

sensible condition and rational cause is employed to sort out of the sensible 

individual, a composite nature composed of the rational soul as the essential 



nature of humanity, and a sensible body ?.s the condition of human existence in the 

sensible, and as the instrument of a free or self-determinate intelligence, the 

ground of which is the knowledge of the independence of reason from nature. 

Addressing the position of the heteros logos , Socrates asks whether 

there is any art or activity required by the constitution of the state for which the 

nature of a man and woman are not the same but different (454e6-455a3). The 

question is formed in a way that makes the rational capacity for a techne or 

political epitedeuma the measure of the relevancy of sexual difference. The 

argument is free to proceed direcdy on the dialectical ground established in 

refuting the eristic position (455a5-b2). 

Socrates seeks a definition of what is meant in saying that one does or 

does not have a natural aptitude or innate capacity for something in particular. 

rbv fiiv eu<j>uf) irpbs ri iivai, rbv Si d<f>urj 
455b4-5. 

He begins by establishing that instances demonstrative of euphues and aphues 

are those of learning (manthanein). That one is naturally suited for some art or 

activity is demonstrated by an ability to leam it easily; that one is not so disposed 

is proven by a difficulty in learning it (455b5-6). The one who is euphues in some 

respect, having been taught a little, can leam alot more about it on his own; the 

one who is aphues in this same respect, after much instmction and practice cannot 

even preserve for himself what he has been taught (455b6-8). 

So far Socrates has established that natural capacity is primarily 

intellectual, that the good of human nature is with respect to the rational capacity 

for knowledge, the measure of the knower is that which is known. He turns now 

to the other side of human nature, the bodily or sensible side, and defines the 

euphues and aphues by the capacity of their bodies in some respect to be good or 

bad servants of their intellect. 



ml r$ fiiv rd rou ccifiaros Imuus birnperot rtj Siavola, rq} Si 
ivavrotro; 

455b9-cl 

Thus, through the logic of the relation of rational cause and sensible condition laid 

down in meeting the objection antilogos. Socrates concludes that they have 

obtained a satisfactory definition of euphues. which is essentially a definition of 

the sensible or bodily side of human nature: that it is a "servant of the mind". 

dp' dXXa drra iarlv T) raura, ols rbv eixpvr) irpbs imora 
ml rbv fir) dtpiCou; ObSels, i) 8' 5s, dXXa <f>TJaei. 

455cl-3 

Human nature is defined as this union of rational soul and sensible body, 

in which relation the rational powers and purposes of mind is the measure of the 

sensible powers of body, as master of a servant. The ensouled body is an 

instrument of the embodied soul; the body has no purpose or end independent of 

that required and commanded of it by mind. The purpose of the body is to be an 

effective instrament of the rational soul's pursuit of knowledge. This notion of the 

unity of body and soul is consequent upon the previous analysis of human nature 

in terms of the logical relation of a causal reason and sensible condition as 

discovered in the activity of the technai. 

Socrates proposes that in all human pursuits men excel women (455c4-6), 

and easily secures agreement that those domestic arts in which women excel 

are an inconsequential exemption to their argument (455c6-d5). The only true 

measure of human nature is the state, and with respect to the activities that 

constitute the state, there is none found which a man or woman perform qua male 

or female. Rather, the "natures" (hai phuseis) which perform these activities are 

dispersed alike to both "creatures" (zoon). so that it is by a common essential 

(and rational) nature (kata phusin) that both men and women shfl.re in these 

activities together. There is no eidetic difference made in this essential human 

C 



nature by sexual division, but only a accidental distinction with regard to the 

degree of physical superiority men have to women in strength. 

ObSiv dpa iartv, S> <f>LXe, imrr\Seufia ruy irdXiv SLOIKOUVTUV 
ywaiKbs S\6n ywr), obS' dvSpbs Sidn Avr)p, dXX bfiolus 
Siecnrapfiivai al flbaeis iv dfi<potv rotv (<$oiv, ml wdvruv fiiv 
perixei ywr) iirirrfSevfidruv mrd <f>ucnv, irdvruv Si dvrjp, iirl 
iraai Si dodeviorepov ywr) dvSpos. 

455d6-e2 

On the other hand, there has been established an eidetic difference 

between this essential human nature that is rational and the sensible nature of 

sexual difference in humanity that is equally essential to the human animal, but 

not to the political animal, liuman nature, anthropine phusis. is present in the 

human zoon as reason is present in human activity. The rational nature of 

humanity is its essential cause; the sensible nature of humanity is its necessary 

condition. The most necessary of sensible conditions is sexual differentiation; 

nevertheless, it remains the condition of humanity, not its cause. 

Human nature appears in Socrates' argument as this rational power of the 

soul, wherein lies the capacity of humanity for rational activity which 

distinguishes it from other creatures, which is so far known as the activity that 

constitutes the state. Sexual difference, copulation, and reproduction belong to all 

zooi. and in this respect the humcu differs not from the beast. It is in virtue of this 

capacity for partaking of the rational life of a political community that humanity 

differs from other creatures. Political life essentially requires a rational nature, a 

nature capable, moreover, not only of technai. but also educable in moral virtue, 

the aretai. That the rational nature required by the state is more than that 

capable of productive activity, and is rather principally a moral rationality, is 

already implicit in Socrates' argument, but is made explicit in his conclusion. 

Having shown sensible nature to be conditional to the human animal in 

which a rational nature common to both sexes is essential or definitive, Socrates 



finishes his logos for the institution of a koinonia of men and women by finally 

defeating the objection that it is para phusin. His argument lays down that 

women share with men the same divisions of an embodied rational nature. They 

may be "by nature" suited to study medicine, or mousike: or be naturally 

amousos. Their nature might suit them to study gumnastike. or, the art of war, 

polemike: or, they might be naturally apolemos or not philogumnastike. So far, 

Socrates has moved through the various arts and activities detailed in his account 

of the education of the guardians. 

Socrates now turns from discovering in women the ideal classification of 

human "natures" that are manifest in the various activities that constitute the 

education of the guardians, and looks at how women possess the "natures" of the 

soul which are manifest in these activities, and are, together, the constituent 

elements of the phusis of a guardian: a nature which is both spirited and 

philosophic, and capable of the concrete integration of reason and will obtained in 

complete moral virtue. 

TL Si; </>iX6ao<f)6s re ml fiiabaofos; ml dvfioeiSrfs, T) 8' 
dOvfios; 

456a4-5 

Socrates concludes that some women are naturally suited to be guardians, 

some not, having or not having the phusis of a guardian; also, the nature of a 

female guardian is the very same as that originally described as belonging to the 

male guardian (456a4-6). Therefore, that the essential nature of men and women 

is one and the same, save for an accidental difference in strength, is proven with 

respect to their common nature as guardians of the state: 

Kal ywaiKbs dpa ml dvSpbs T) aim) <f>bais els <f>uXaicr)v 
irbXeus, nXr)v baa daBevearipa r) laxuporipa iariv. 

456al0-ll 



It is considered demonstrated that in virtue of an essential nature, 

humanity is unified as sharing a single common rationality; and, that the sensible 

division of male and female, although a necessary condition of the human animal, 

is no more than an accidental difference of physical strength with regard to the 

sensible conditions and ideal causes necessary to the technai and epitedeumata 

that constitute the state. There is then no ground for objecting to a koinonia of 

men and women who are guardians, since in respect of their essential nature, they 

are the same. Therefore, the females v/ho have the nature of a guardian should be 

elected to share the life and office of the male guardians, since they share already 

the same essential nature. 

,Kal ywatKes dpa al roiaurai rots roiobrois dvSpdaiv 
iKXeicriai awoiKetv re ml avfi<f>uXdrreiv, iirelirep eloiv imval 
ml fuyyevets abrots rr)v <f>boiv. 

456b 1-3 

The reason for proposing a common life and function in the state is nothing less 

fundamental than the founding principle of the state, and their whole logos, that 

the same natures ought pursue the same activities and receive the same 

education, and different natures different activities. 

Td 8' iirirrjSebfiara ob rd abrd diroSoria rats abrats 
(pbaeaiv; Td abrd. "Hmfiev dpa els rd irpdrepa irepi<f>ep6fievoi, 
ml bfioXoyoOfiev fir) rrapd <f>uaiv elvai rats ruv <pvXdKuv 
ywaift fioum/ajv re ml yufivaoriKr)v diroSiSdvai. 

456b5-10 

The proposal for instituting a koinonia of men and women in the guardian 

class of the state is passed as it finally answers all the objections that might be 

brought against it: that it is against custom, but custom is rightiy determined by 

reason; that it is against reason, but reason must be grounded in a true 

knowledge of nature; finally, that it is against nature, but human nature is 



essentially rational, Therefore, the possibility of a koinonia of men and women is 

established on the ground that it is in accord with right custom, right reason, and 

right nature; on the contrary, the prevalent division of society into political and 

non-political according to difference in sex rather than rational nature is perverse. 

ObK dpa dSbvard ye obSi ebxats bfioia ivofioderoOfiev, 
iirelirep mrd <f>baiv iridefiev rbv vbfiov dXXd rd vuv irapd 
raura yiyvdfieva irapd <f>baiv paXXov, us iotKe, yiyverai. 

456bl2-c2 

(iii) 456c4-457a5 The utility of the koinonia of men and women. 

In demonstrating that a koinonia of men and women is in accord with both 

logos politikos and phusis anthropine. Socrates has removed the objection'1 

against its possibility. Now he offers a proof that it is not only possible, but best, 

to demonstrate its utility. This proof, which shows his proposal as resting 

ultimately on the political good, concludes the logos for the koinonia of men and 

women. 

On the one hand, since male and female guardians have the same nature, 

they should receive the same education; on the other hand, there is an essential 

difference in natures between guardians and cobblers, which the state must 

recognize. It is a difference which is measurable by the standard of political good: 

the education of the guardian makes him a better citizen than the cobbler. It is 

agreed that the guardians, both male and female, are the best citizens of the 

state. 

ruv dXXuv iroXiruv obx ouroi dpiaroi; TloXb ye. Tl Si; al 
ywatices ruv ywaiKuv obx aurai iaovrai f3iXriarai; 

456dl2-e4 

And further agreed that it belongs to the good of the state to produce within itself 

the best men and women. 



"Eari Si ri irSXei dfieivov f) yuvaticds re ml dvSpas us 
dptarous iyyiyveaOai; 

456e6-7 

Therefore, given that this political end or good is accomplished through the 

education of the guardians in mousike and gumnastike. the proposal for a 

koinonia of men and women in the guardian class is the best possible institution 

for the state for the purpose of obtaining the political good of producing in itself the 

best possible citizens. On these grounds, the koinonia of men and women is writ 

into the constitution. 

Ob fidvov dpa Swarbv, dXXd ml dpiarov rrdXei vdpifiov 
irlBefiev. 

457a3-4 

(iv) 457a6-b6 The principle of the koinonia of men and women. 

Socrates' proof has an epilogue in which die principle of the koinonia of 

men and women is stated. He returns to the objection para to ethos which mocked 

his proposal for a koinonia as obviously absurd. It has become explicit how the 

institution of a koinonia of men and women is in possession of an explicidy 

rational foundation. It is beyond the standpoint of the unreflective reason of 

ethos, the habitual reason of custom which is ignorant of the distinction between 

the rational and sensible natures of the human animal. But, supposing only that 

liberation, there is the danger of falling into the reflective, pugilistic abuse of 

reason in a self-serving sophistic which destroys the unity of the rational and 

natural aspects of human nature by grounding human reason in a natural 

individualism. Through this koinonia of men and women, it is intended that the 

guardians be habituated in the ethos of an institution whose ground is a 

dialectical reason which sets them beyond the sophistic collapse of rational 

determinations into a supposed natural indeterminacy. As the epilogue of the first 



wave makes clear, thsre is to be assumed present in the guardians , and to be 

encouraged by this institution, a heroic moral virtue, essentially and radically a 

rational virtue, and thus as much the possession of a heroic rationality (but not a 

pure philosophical reason.) This heroic virtue is represented by Socrates in the 

image that the men and women of the guardian class will no longer require 

clothing, since they will be clad in virtue: 

AiroSuriov Sr) rats ruv <f>uXdxuv ywaiftv, iiretirep dperr)v 
d>M IfiarLuv dfi<f>iiaovrai, ml Kotvuvqriov iroXifiou re ml i^s 
dXXris <f>uXaKf)s rfjs irepl rr)v irbXtv, ml oix dXXa npaicriov 

457a6-9 

The man who laughs at women exercising naked in the gymnasium only 

proves his incapacity for a reason which can discern the distinction of sensible and 

rational natures in humanity, and to recognize which is cause and which condition, 

which master and which servant. He proves himself ignorant of the nature of 

human praxis, its assumption of human rationality as its governing principle. The 

man who laughs at this proposal which is founded upon that knowledge is a man 

who knows not what he does: 

obSiv olSev, d>s ioiKev, i<j>' cS yeXg. obS' 8 n irpdrrei. 
457b3 

Socrates had answered the objection para to ethos by laying down that 

the measure of humanity must be the rational good. In accordance with the 

measure of reason, his proposal is proven kalos: the established custom is 

aischros: 

KdXXiara ydp ST) TOUTG ml Xiyerai ml XeXefirai, 5ri rb fiiv 
dxpiXifiov KaXdv, rb Si pXafiepdv alaxpbv. Uavrdiraai fiiv ow. 

457b4-6 

The three waves are the successive steps by which Socrates uncovers the 

good of the state. At the end of this first wave, it is established that the good of 



the state is to educate its citizens, male and female, to a rational freedom and 

virtue which is the foundation of a true humanity. Individuals will regard 

themselves as essentially rational creatures whose sensuous nature must serve 

and be governed by rational virtue. Men and women are to regard one another not 

in their sensible difference, but in their common rationality'. The male and female 

guardians are to regard one another in the very light by which the state regards 

them. They are to be habituated, by their life and education together in the state, 

to regard each other as citizens of the state rather than as natural individuals. The 

good of the state is not to satisfy the sensuous will, but lies in the purgation of 

that sensuousness. This then is so far defined as the good of the state: to 

produce citizens capable of a rational virtue and freedom which is essentially 

heroic, and capable of mling their sensible nature. The good of the state is to 

educate individuals in their essential rationality, that humanity is essentially 

rational. 
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III. 457b7-466d5 The Second Wave. 

The argument of the first wave has established that the. logos of justice 

transcends natural difference; the argument of the second wave will establish 

that the logos of justice transcends natural unity. 

The argument of the second wave addresses more direcdy the aporia of 

how political order is to have an inner unity and stabilty in face of the demand that 

the rulers sacrifice their own private interests, especially as these are taken up 

into the realm of the oikos. The most obvious consequence of a communal 

domestic life would be the abolition of the exclusive basis of a private ancestral 

cult. This difficulty is never addressed in the argument explicidy, partly because 

of the "noble lie" in Book IV, which would identify the natural origin of the 

guardians with the birth of the city. But it is addressed implicitly in the arguments 

which provide the transition from the second wave to the third. On the basis of 

the argument of the second wave, there is established in the place of the familial 

ancestral cult, a civic cult of the guardians. What is addressed, then, in the 

second wave is more than merely the question of the abolition of natural goods. 

It involves most direcdy an enquiry into the spiritual basis of human life. 

Philosophy here treads -or trespasses- the hallowed ground of religion and 

tragedy; it enters directly into relation with the nomima of the beautiful, the just 

and the good. 

A. 457b7- 461e5 The Proposal for a Koinonia of Wives and Children. 

At the point where his proposal for a koinonia of men and women is 

accepted, Socrates introduces the stmctural metaphor of the three waves, which 

had been foreshadowed in the earlier metaphor of swimming in the sea of 

argument. 



Tov ro uiv rolvw iv cSairep KVfia <f>ufiev 8ia<f>euyeiv rou 
ywaixeiov iripi vdfiov Xiyovres, (fore fir) iravrdiraai 
mTajcXvoOfjvai nQivras, us Set KOIVTJ irdvra imrriSeveiv robs 
re <f>bXaKas r)fitv ml rds <f>uXaKl8as, dXXd inj rbv Xbyov abrbv 
abrcj) bfioXoyetaOai us Suvard re ml dtyiXifia Xiyei; 

457b7-c2 

The metaphor of the three waves is employed to connect the foregoing argument 

for the koinonia of men and women with the following argument for the koinonia of 

wives and children. 
iirerai vbfios ml rots ifiirpooQev rots dXXois 

457c7-8 

Socrates warns that the first wave of opposition will seem small in comparison 

with the second wave (457c3-8). The reason for Socrates' warning is given in the 

new details he adds to his proposal for a community of wives and children. They 

introduce its purpose by stating for the first time the immediate benefits a 

common family for the guardian community is intended to obtain. 

7%* yvvatms rabras ruv dvSpuv robruv irdvruv irdaas elvai 
Koivds, ISLqt Si firjSevl prjefilav owoucetv, 
Koivobs, ml fiTJre yovia iicyovov elSivai rbv abrou fir)re 
iratSa yovia. 

457cl0-d3 

The terms of division within the proposal are koine and idia. The communal family 

will establish to koinon and abolish to idion as the basis of the family. Wives will 

be common in order to prevent the private union of individuals in marriages; 

children will be common in order to prevent the private union within families 

between parents and children. The obvious political good of common wives and 

children is to prevent the division of the political community into private 

households in which the singular unity of a common political good would be 

divided by the internecine multiplicity and particularity of domestic oikoi. 

If the koinonia of wives and children is a matter of even greater magnitude 

than the koinonia of men and women, Glaucon greets it with even greater disbelief 

(meizon pro apistian) in its possibility and utility (457d4-5). Ostensibly because 
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he has just given those political benefits he intends to obtain by this koinonia. 

Socrates replies that it is surely self-evident that the koinonia of wives and 

children would be the greatest good (megiston agathon). But Glaucon, looking 

to the abolition of the private oikos which that political good demands, is 

unmoved: it is as necessary to demonstrate the utility or good of this community 

of wives and children as it is to demonstrate its possibility. 

Socrates' claim that the good of the community of wives and children is 

self-evident is a likely use of eironeia. the purpose being to compel Glaucon to 

admit openly that he does not know the principle which causes Socrates to 

propose these koinoniai of the female drama. In this way the present aporia of the 

argument is defined. "You speak", Socrates laments, "of a conspiracy of 

aî u:r>ents" (logon sustasin - 457e2). 

The conclusion of the first wave was that, in the realm of human praxis, the 

possibility of accomplishing some end depends principally upon seeing its utility. 

On this basis, the second wave can begin by dividing utility and possibility. The 

second wave will demonstrate the utility or good of a common family; the third 

wave will demonstrate its feasibility. In order to demonstrate the good of the 

community of wives and children, Socrates asks to be permitted the leisure of idle 

speculation, something akin to the useless, unproductive and therefore 

impracticable activity of daydreamers (hoi argoi ten dianoian). Such activity, he 

admits readily, makes the idle, non-productive mind but more idle: 

dpybv ml dXXus <pvxr)v in dpoyeripav irotowres 

458a7-bl 

Socrates' point is clear enough: so long as the argument for the ideal stat̂  

remains within the division of utility and possibility, it is no more than a 
daydream. But the possibility of realizing a common family depends principally 

upon recognizing its utility. Therefore, Socrates requests a kind of "philosophic" 



license to imagine how the rulers (archontes) would actually arrange this 

community of wives and children in order that its rational good may be made 

obvious, manifesting the good of human life which yet remains obscure to all 

save Socrates himself. 

r]8ri ow ml abrbs fiaXOatdCofiai, ml iKetva fiiv imdufiu 
dvaf3aXio9ai, ml barepov imoKiifraodai, $ Sward, vw Si us 
Swaruv dvruv flels OKiipopai, dv fioi irapCrjs, irus Siard&uaiv 
abrd ol dpxovres yiyvbfieva, ml 6n irdvruv (ufupopcbrar' dv 
elr) irpaxdivra rtj re irbXei ml rots <f>bXa£iv. 

458bl-b6 

The argument of the second wave moves between these two fixed points: 

it begins with the koinonia of wives and children as a kind of daydream; its 

conclusion is at the point where such a politeia which is grounded in this koinonia 

is described as a paradeigma. In that conclusion, the division of utility and 

possibility is overcome. The ideal state is real in its pure ideality.12 The 

argument of the second wave, taking up the argument from the first wave, where 

the eide are disclosed to underly and order sensible reality, moves toward the 

standpoint where the eide, are disclosed as existing in pure ideality. At that point, 

philosophy transcends the realm of religious myth and poetic image to the vision 

of the truth of the beautiful, just, and good. The political life of the state is seen to 

depend upon the philosophic life of reason. 

(i) 458b9-d7 The necessity of the koinonia of wives and children. 

The necessity of the koinonia of women and children is the necessity for 

political koinonia. which depends upon the unity of the mling class, or koinonia 

phulakon. The koinonia of guardians requires that the primary division within the 

phulakai. between the epikouroi who must accept orders and the archontes who 

must give them, be preserved as the condition of unity in the mling class. 
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elirep iaovrai ol dpxovres dfiot TOOTOU rou dvdparos, ol re 
robrois iiriKOupoi mrd rairrd, robs fiiv ideXrjaetv iroietv rd 
iirirarrdfieva, robs Si imrdfeiv 

458b8-c2 

Above the archon is the nomothetes. the author of the constitution of the ideal 

state. The archon will legislate and exercise his authority in accordance with the 

intention of the constitution established by the nomothetes. The role of the 

nomothetes is not of immediate concern here, but it has a certain significance to 

the argument insofar as it indicates that the unity of the mling class of guardians 

depends upon a knowledge beyond that which belongs to the archontes as they 

have been so far educated. The knowledge and power of the nomothetes. whom 

Socrates identifies here with themselves, are later seen to belong to a 

philosopher-king. 

rd fiiv airrobs ireiOofiivovs rots vbfiois, rd Si ml 
fiif'QVfiivovs, baa dv itceivois imrpitpufiev. EIK6S, i<f>r). Zb 
fiiv roLvw, t)v 8' iyu", b vofiodirrjs abrots 

458c2-5 

This unity of the diverse orders within the mling class is the condition of 

the political good: the archontes must legislate, and their epikouroi must faithfully 

execute their commands, an activity which must be carried out within the 

strictures of the constitution, to which the archontes must be faithful. The 

condition of preserving justice in the state is that the spirited element obey the 

laws laid down by the rational element in accordance with its essential 

constitution. If there is to be a right order in the community, then the spirited 

element must act as ally to the rational element, the epikouroi must carry out the 

commands of the archontes. 

The male and female guardians are to be united in accordance with their 

common nature as rational (homophueis). Since an identical rational nature and 

political function is the basis of their social unity, as opposed to natural 



differences, the same commonaJity should be expressed in a completely common 

life, including houses, meals, and relationships, in which natural individuality, to 

idion. is abolished in favour of to koinon. 

robs dvSpas ifiXefas obru ml rds ywatms iicXifys 
napaSuaeis mB' Saov olov re bfio<f>vets' ol Si dre oliclas re 
ml fyaolna Koivd ixovres, ISCq Si obSevbs obSiv roiouro 
KeKTrifiivov, 

458c5-dl 

The political necessity of koinonia for the mlers is already known from the 

argument of Book IV. The proposal for a completely common life of both male and 

female guardians is a result of the combination of the arguments for the abolition 

of private property and for the institution of a koinonia of men and women. The 

necessity for a koinonia of wives and children is more direcdy a result of the the 

aporia of a natural individualism originating in erotic necessity. 

The koinonia of wives and children is first proposed as the means of 

overcoming the apparent, immediate contrariety of eros and justice. Eros is 

introduced into the argument as a natural principle of unity opposed to justice as 

rational principle of unity. Eros is regarded as the principle of to idion: justice is 

the principle of to koinon. 

Socrates takes up the argument from where it left off, where men and 

women exercise together in the gymnasium, naked, as is just and good according 

to custom, reason, and nature. But that argument now appears as one-sided. 

Granted that men and women will now regard each other as identical in their 

rational activity as gutirdians of the state, there falls outside of that how they will 

regard each other naturally, not according to the necessity of reason, but according 

to the necessity of eros. It is obvious that, by necessity of their sensible nature, 

such common activities would awaken in individuals the innate natural desire for 

sexual union. 



bfiou 8r) iaovrai, bfiov Si dvafiefiiyfiivuv ml iv yufivaoiois 
ml iv rfj dXXr) rpoflrj bir' dvayKiys, olfiai, rfjs ifi<f>brou 
dfavrai irpbs rr)v dXXr)Xuv fitjjiv. 

458dl-3 

Socrates' term, hupo anagkes .... tes emphutou. signifies that this sexual 

desire in individuals is a form of necessity that is innate to human nature. The 

first wave has laid dowu that what ought to govern human activity is a rational 

good. Socrates has argued that sexual difference is not determinate of that good. 

Eros is a natural principle which recognizes the sexual difference that political 

justice does not recognize. The immediacy of eros in the form of sexual desire is 

introduced into the argument as the origin of division in the state, compelling the 

guardians to act, net according to the reason of a common politic ».l good, but 

according to an inward natural necessity that has for its end the private good of 

sexual union among individuals. 

Glacuon's reply is an objection which indicates the terms of division in the 

aporia Socrates raises: what moves in the guardians in their desire for sexual 

union is not the abstract reason of geometry, but the concreteness of erotic 

necessity, the immediacy of which, coming from within rather than from without, is 

likely to overcome them.13 

i) obic dvaymtd aoi 8OKU Xiyeiv; Ob yeufierpiKcRs ye, r) 8' 
os, dXX' iptonxats dvdymis, at KivSwebouaiv iiceLvuv 
Spifibrepai elvai irpbs rb ireLBeiv re ml iXiceiv rbv rroXbv 
Xedtv. 

458d3-6 

(ii) 458d7-e5 The principle of the koinonia of wives and children. 

In the argument which establishes the necessity of a koinonia of wives and 

children eros appears in a two-fold relation. On the one side is the relation of eros 

to justice, which is signified by the contrariety of erotic and mathematical 

necessity. On this side, eros appears as a concrete principle of natural unity, 



against justice as a unifying principle of abstract reason. On the other side, eros 

appears in relation to piety, and in this relation it is eros which appears to be 

abstract. In relation to piety, eros appears as the unifying principle of an abstract 

individuality which is without relation to an ethical end. Eros is the origin of 

political lawlessness and religious impiety. 

The burlesque element of the first wave reappears as we are free to 

imagine the guardians throw themselves into a sexual orgy. Such a spectacle of 

licentiousness will not to be permitted. Socrates' argument that it would be 

unjust for the mlers to permit the warriors to engage lawlessly in sexual activity, 

however, is not based on the immediate necessity to prevent disorder in the 

gymnasium. Instead, he argues that this immediate form of natural freedom 

would be unjust because it would be "sacrilegious in the city of the blessed". 

drdfcrus fiiv fityvuabai dXXr)Xois f) dXXo briouv iroietv obre 
daiov iv ebSaifidvuv irdXei obr' idaovaiv 61 dpxovres- Ob 
ydp Slmiov, i<prj. 

458d7-e2 

The ground of the objection is primarily religious, and secondarily political. 

Injustice is a consequence of impiety. His argument grounds justice in holiness, 

human law in divine authority. He argues that sexual license would be "unholy in 

the city of the blessed". The political injustice of sexual license is that it would 

constitute religious impiety against the state. The polis is to be regarded primarily 

as a religious institution, whose laws (nomoi) embody not only the authority of 

human convention, but are consecrated with the authority of divine law. As a 

sacred institution, the polis confers upon the legislative class of archpns a divine 

authority which transcends b^th the immediacy of natural necessity and the 

political necessity of subordinating private desire to public welfare. It is upon 
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such an authority that Socrates proposes that they legislate laws instituting 

sacred marriages, hieroi gamoi. 

AfjXov ST) Sn ydfious rb fierd rouro irotrjoofiev lepobs els 
Sbvafiiv 5 ri fidXiara- elev 8' dv lepol ol (i<peXipc6Taroi. 
JTavrdiraai fiiv obv. 

459e3-5 

The principle of the koinonia of wives and children lies in this identification 

of sanctity and utility: 
elev 8' dv lepol ol dtyeXifitiraroi. 

The koinonia of wives and children is justified on religious grounds. Piety and 

justice are united in the identity of sanctity and utility. The nature of this equation 

is made more explicit in the argument for the utility of the koinonia of wives and 

children. Here, Socrates simply sets it forth as an uncontested hypothesis. 

The identity of sanctity and utility, however, has an early precedent in the 

argument. The principle of the purgation of the poets was the identity of the 

divine with the good.14 But the identity of sanctity and utility' can also be 

regarded as a further development of the principle of the koinonia of men and 

women, which equated the beautiful with the good.15 At this point, the koinonia 

of wives and children begins to call directly into question traditional assumptions 

concerning the nature of the divine principles of beauty, justice, and good. 

Philosophy here treads directly on the ground of religion. 

The principle of the koinonia of wives and children is not a natural unity p£r 

S£, for that is reduced to a material cause of unity. Its principle is the identification 

of the sacred with the rational good. Plato's argument for a communal family 

supposes throughout that the family has its ground in religious piety; that the 

cause of familial unity is religious virtue, not natural affection. It is on this basis 

that he proposes the koinonia of wives and children: the basis of the hieroi gamoi. 

in which eros is governed and sanctified by piety, as interpreted by justice. It is 



in the equation of justice and piety, where they are seen to have the same ethical 

content, to originate from the same principle in which the useful, or human good, 

and sacred, or divine good, are one, that the political unity of the state is 

established. 

(iii) 459-46 le4 The organization of the koinonia of wives and children. 

The trophe of the koinonia of wives and children involves four principal 

laws: 

(a) Eugenic procreation. 

(b) Public adoption of children. 

(c) Exposure of undesirable offspring. 

(d) Prohibitions of intercourse. 

The interest of these laws is in their determination of the relation of reason and 

nature in the family. Nature is reduced to a sensible condition of the family; 

reason is the formal cause. Sexual desire is subordinated to political utility 

through the mediation of religious piety, which is common to both sides. The 

division of natural necessity and political necessity is overcome in an utilitarian 

relation to divine authority. The family, as organized through the koinonia of 

wives and children, is constituted of this unity of eros, piety and justice. 

Straightway, however, there is added to this combination of natural, 

religious, and political elements, a fourth element: time - honour. Honour has a 

crucial place in the argument. The love of honour, philotimon. is taken to be the 

proper object of eros for the spirited soul of the guardian. If, on the one hand, eros 

in the form of sexual desire is completely subordinated to political reason, eros in 

the form of philotimon is promoted by it. From the standpoint of obtaining the 

good of the state, the argument can be characterized thus: through the 

subordination of sexual desire by piety, and the promotion of ambition by justice, 



the erotic elements of the guardians soul are utilized for the sake of achieving the 

desired end of koinonia.16 From the standpoint of obtaining the good of the 

individual, however, the argument can be seen as providing an answer to the 

question, what is the (political) good proper to the guardian? The answer is the 

(political) good of honour.^ Through the koinonia of wives and children, there is 

intended the reconciliation of the subjectivity of personal ambition and the 

objectivity of public honour. In honour, the subjectivity of eros, and the objectivity 

of logos, are to a certain degree reconciled on the side of the individual. Honour 

mediates between, and is the unity of, the justice of the individual and the justice 

of the state. To a large extent, the argument for the koinonia of wives and 

children is concerned with the purgation of thumos of an undesirable naturalism, 

and with its purification in a desirable rationality. Through the purification of 

thumos. there is intended the reconciliation of the good of state and individual, 

where these meet in the personal ambition for, and the public conferring of, 

honour. 

(a) 459-460b6 Eugenic procreation. 

Socrates, asking how the most beneficial marriages might be brought 

about, recalls that Glaucon has in his house a great number of dogs and birds that 

are used for hunting, and asks whether there is not a certain method by which he 

breeds and rears them. He ascertains that the practice employed in order to 

breed a race of thoroughbreds among any kind of animal is to breed in their prime 

the best as often as possible with the best. To prevent the degeneration of the 

race, the worse should be bred as least often as possible with the worse. 

Glaucon agrees that any other method would be absurd fatopon). 



Granted that the same principle of nature applies to the human species of 

animal, Socrates raises the difficulty that it would not, however, be as easy to 

practice, requiring the very best mlers to do so. 

cos dpa a<p68pa T)fitv Set dtcpuv elvai ruv dpxbvruv, elirep ml 
irepl rb ruv dvBpdnruv yivos uaaurus ixet-

459bl0-cl 

The practice of eugenic breeding will require once more the medical art of 

deception. 18 

Upbs rbSe, r)v 8' iyu* ovxv0 r@ <fteb8ei ml rtj dirdrrj 
KivSuvebei f)fitv Serjaeiv xpfjoHai robs dpxovras in' tixfteXLq. 
ruv dpxofiivuv. i<j>afiev 8i irov iv (papfidrnv elSei irdvra rd 
roiaura xprfcrifia elvai. 

459c8-d2 

The difficulty lies not with the natural immediacy of sexual desire, but with the 

element peculiar to the human soul of philotimon. It is the spirited, rather than 

appetitive, form of eros, that is the main concern. 

Socrates argues that the practice of eugenic breeding and exposure of 

undesirable offspring must be carried on without the knowledge of the auxilary 

class of guardians, if dissension is to be avoided. 

Aet fiiv, elirov, iic ruv ufioXoyrifiivuv robs dpiorous 
rats dpiarais ouyylyveoQai dts irXeiardKis, robs Si 
(pauXordrovs rats (pauXordnus robvavrlov, ml ruv fiiv rd 
iKyova rpi<peiv, ruv Si fir], el fiiXXei rb irolfiviov 5ri 
dKp&rarov elmi, ml ravra irdvra yiyvbfieva XavQdveiv irXr)v 
abrobs robs dpxovras, el at r) dyiXr) ruv <f>uXdicuv 8ri 
fidXiara daraalaaros iarai. 

459d7-e3 

Specially devised lots are proposed to determine who unites with whom, so that 

the outcome can be secredy manipulated to ensure the desirable unions of the 

best women and men, and to prevent the unions of iiit worse. In this way, those 



deprived of sexual activity will blame their bad luck on chance, and not the 

rulers.19 

KXfjpoi ST) nves olfiai iroiririoi KOfitpol, dkrre rbv <f>auXov 
iicetvov alnaadai i<f>' iKdarrfs awipteus rbxr\v dXXd fir) robs 
dpxovras. 

460a8-10 

The need for the archontes to deceive the epikouroi through the 

manipulation of the democratic device of lots to prevent stasis in the class of 

guardians testifies to the capacity of eros, in an immediate relation to philptimon. 

to generate a lawless individualism among the lower class of guardians thai is 

potentially destmctive of the common political good. What is to be avoided is the 

affront to personal honour that an open process of selection, which divides the 

epikouroi into better and worse, would inevitably inspire. On the other hand, 

philotimon is to be utilized by justice as a means of bringing about desirable 

unions. The young men who display political and military virtue are to be 

honoured with the licence for more frequent sacred marriages. 

Kal rots dyadots yi irou ruv viuv iv iroXifiu t) dXXodl 
irou yipa Soriov ml &QXa dXXa re Kal d<f>9ovearipa T) ifovaia 
rffs ruv yuvaiKuv avyKoifnjaeus, tva Kal dfia fierd irpo<f>doeus 
us irXetaroi ruv iralSuv iK ruv TOLOVTUV airetpuvrai. 

460bl-5 

Erotike anagke and philotimon are to be brought into a right relation to each other. 

Sexual pleasure is to be sought not primarily for its own sake, but for the sake of 

honour. On the one hand, the spirited pursuit of honour is divided from its 

immediate association with the sexual pursuit of pleasure; on the other, they are 

united through the mediation of an objective reason which determines the 

naturally pleasant by the rational good of utility. In this way the potential 
lawlessness of natural eros is hoped to be overcome, and a greater bond between 

guardian and state to be forged. The natural eros of sexual desire is given a 



rational foundation and purpose through its mediated relation to the spirited eros 

of philotimon. Eros, as the combination of both forms, is made an ally of reason. 

The guardians are seen to be moved here principally by a desire for 

honour, rather than for the family. The device of manipulated lots is to prevent a 

sense of injury to one's honour; the practice of honoring the warrior's virtue with 

marriage subordinates eros as. sexual desire to eros as philotimon. On the one 

side, eros is considered only as seeking sexual pleasure; on the other side, it is 

identified with the desire for honour. Neither form of eros, sexual desire or the 

love of honour, is seen to have its end in the family. Neither form of eros, then, is 

regarded as the principle of the family. Eros is abstracted from its relation to the 

family. The direction of the argument in this aspect is toward the view that the 

communal family is the true form of the family, as opposed to the private oikos. 

which is taken to be the result of the natural individualism in which sexual desire 

and personal amibition are undivided by a mediating reason. 

(b) 460b7-c7 Exposure of undesirable offspring. 

The proposal for eugenic procreation reduces natural necessity to a 

material condition of the communal family. The next proposal, for the exposure of 

undesirable offspring, in principle negates nature altogether as a principle of the 

family. The natural in itself, as determinate of the family, is regarded as nothing; 

it is only as useful, as sanctified by utility, that the natural becomes something, 

timt it receives a determinant reality. The natural individual, (jug. natural, is 

regarded as a non-entity without the sanctification of the state. 

These sacred marriages are to be consecrated with proscribed religious 

ceremony and ritual (heortai tines . . . kai thusiai). and celebrated with hymns 

(humnoi) specially composed by the poets for the occasion; their number is to be 

limited only by a concern to maintain a stable population (459e5-460a6). 



Defective and undesirable offspring of the inferior guardians will be exposed; the 

desired offspring of the superior guradians will be raised by nurses in a sekos in a 

separate part of the city (460c 1-5). Glaucon agrees that these measures are 

necessary to guard the purity of the breed: 

Etirep fiiXXei, ifir), m<f>dapbv rb yivos ruv <f>uXdKuv iaeaQai. 
460c6-7 

(c) 460c8-d8 Public adoption of children. 

Mothers are permitted to nurse the young until their milk has been 

exhausted, but with care taken to prevent them from recognizing their own 

children: 

Oincouv Kal rpoipfjs ouroi imfieXijaovrai rds re firyripas iiri 
rbv orjKbv dyovres brav awapyuai, iraaav fiqxavr)v 
firfxavclifievoi birus fiqSefiLa rb aurrjs aladrperai 

460c8-dl 

The abstraction of the children from these marriages is a strong image of 

the abstraction of eros from its natural end in marriage and family. Natural eros 

as a principle of familial unity, that is accomplished through the private union of 

husband, wife and children, is negated by justice. Instetsd, the begetting of 

children becomes the public duty of begetting and bearing offspring for the state. 

rlicreiv rfj irdXei . . . yewgv rfj irbXei. 
460e4-7 

Natural eros is thus made the servant of justice. The good of natural eros lies 

not in the good of the natural individual, but in the good of the state. The family is 

not to be regarded as a private institution which secures the good of the natural 

individual, but as a public institution which secures the good of the state. Justice 

is thus taken to be the good of eros considered as a principle of natural unity. The 



good of eros, considered as the principle of the family regarded as a natural form of 

unity, is die good determined by justice, the good of political unity. 

(d) 460d8-461e4 Prohibitions against intercourse. 

The state will limit the period during which fertile men and women are to 

beget children within the public hieroi gamoi to the prime age for child-bearing 

(460el-461a2). These restrictions are to be lifted once citizens have passed 

beyond the child-bearing age, except those to prevent incest (461b9-c7). 

Guardians who transgress the laws of the hieroi gamoi are to be pronounced 

guilty of impiety and injustice. 

obre doiov oure Slmiov <f>rfaofiev rb dfidprr)fia 
461a4-5 

Illegal offspring will be condemned as contrary to natural law, human law, and 

divine law.20 

vdGov ydp Kal dviyyvov Kal dvtepov 4>r)aofiev abrbv iratSa rtj 
irbXei KaQiardvai. 

461b6-7 

Natural law determines the metrios chronos for child-bearing to the 

dKfir) ac&fiarbs re Kal <f>povr)aeus. 
461a2 

Human law determines the restriction of child-bearing to the service of the 

common good. 

OUKOUV idvre irpeof3brepos robruv idvre vetirepos ruv els rb 
KOIVOV yevvrjaeuv difirjrai, 

461a3-4 

Sacred law determines the restriction of child-rearing to what is most beneficient 

to the city of the blessed. 
lipetai Kal lepets Kal abfiiraaa r) irbXis if dyaOuv dfieivous Kal 
if (fyeXtfiuv (kpekfiuTipovs del robs iKydvous yiyveadai, 

461a7-bl 



Two of the measures by which the koinonia of women and children is 

established are traditional customs of the Hellenic family: the practice of 

exposure, (though controversial in the fifth century) and the prohibition against 

incest. These customs suggest in themselves that the family was not 

traditionally conceived as principally a natural unity, but as an ethical unity which 

had a religious ground. Exposure suggests that natural relations are ncuiing in 

themselves; that the natural individual is nothing in itself. The prohibition against 

incest suggests that natural relations were given their reality by being invested 

with divine significance. 

The exposure of children negates the assumption of the natural individual 

as something in its own right. The child's substantiality is given to it through its 

association with the family. The child has no status in the human community, or 

in the ethical order of the cosmos as determined by the gods, until it is accepted 

into the family. By nature alone, one is nothing. The family is not grounded in 

eros. The family is not a natural unity; rather, it is the institution in which the 

natural is substantiated. 

The prohibition against incest is not taken to be grounded in nature; incest 

is not looked upon primarily as a crime against nature. It is not eros which 

prohibits incest. Rather, eros must be governed by hosiotes. Eros without 

hosiotes is what produces incest. For the end which eros seeks is natural unity, 

the unity of the natural individual. If eros were the principal cause of the family, 

the family would destroy itself through incest, that is, through the impulse toward 

immediate self-unification that originates in eros. The family originates out of the 

correction and government of eros by hosiotes. 

Hosiotes recognizes incest to be abhorrent to the gods. Incest is not 

thought of principally as an unnatural act, but as the greatest act of impiety and 

sacrilege. It is primarily an act contrary to divine law, not natural law. Plato's 



argument in the Laws against homosexuality is that it is contrary to nature. The 

argument against incest in the Laws is the same as his argument in the 

Republic: that it is contrary to divine ordinance. 

B. 461e5-466d5 The Utility of the MflQDJa of Wives and Children. 

The argument which demonstrates the utility of the koinonia of wives and 

children is one which defines the good of the state, and the good which the 

individual is to seek in the state. In short, it defines the nature of the (human) 

good so far as this is disclosed and is obtainable in the life of political community. 

This good is said to be unity: the unification of the state, the unification of the 

individual, and the unification of state and individual. 

The good of unity is demonstrated in large part through the purgation of 

the assumption that the natural good of the individual is the good of endless 

pleasure and an endless leisure in which to enjoy it, and that as such is simply 

opposed to the political good of the state. The good of to idion is defined as not 

opposed to the good of to koinon. They are taken to be reconciled in the spirited 

good of honour, which embodies both the good of th, laws, and that of the 

individual guardian. 

(i) 461e6-462e3 The political good as unity. 

Socrates declares that the oudine of the koinonia of wives and children to 

be complete. He now proposes a logos to demonstrate that it is good and just. 

us Si iirofiivi] re rfj dXXr) iroXirela Kal fiaKpu fkXrloTT), Set ST) 
rb fierd rouro (3ej3ai(6aaodai irapd rou Xdyou. 

461e6-8 



Socrates' logos is that the megiston kakon of the state would be whatever 

dissolved its identity as a state back into its constituent elements; its megiston 

agathon would be whatever unified its elements into its identity as a state. 

"Exofiev ouv ri fietCov KOK6V irbXei r) iKetvo 8 dv aun)v 
Siaairg. Kal ironj iroXXds dvri fiias; r) fietCov dyadbv rov 5 dv 
OWSTJ re Kal iroifj fiiav; Olx ixofiev. 

462a9-b3 

The state is unified through the koinonia of pleasure and pain. 

ObKouv f) t)8ovf)s re miX Xuirrjs Koivuvia awSet, brav 5n 
fidXiara ndvres ol iroXtrai ruv abruv yiyvoufiivuv re Kal 
diroXXufiivuv irapaTrXrjalus x^P0^1 K(d Xurruvrai; Tlavrdiraai 
fiiv ow, i<f>Tf. 

462b4-7 

The state is divided by the individualization of pleasure and pain. 

7/ Si ye ruv roiouruv iStuois SiaXbei, brav 61 fiiv 
irepiaXyets, 61 Si irepixapets ylyvurai iirl rots aurots 
iradt)fiaai rfjs wdXeus re ml ruv iv rfj irbXei; 

462b8-cl 

The cause of disunity is private individuality. 

fAp' ow iK TovSe rb roibvSt ylyverai, brav fir) dfia 
<f)diyyuvrai iv rfj irbXei rd roidSe f>r)fiara, rb re ifibv Kal rb 
oiiK ifidv; Kal irepl rou dXXorplou mrd rairrd; Ko/iiSfj fiiv 
ow. 

462c3-6 

The cause of unity is corporate unanimity. 

Ev fjrivi Sr) irbXei irXetaroi iirl rb abrb mrd rabrd rouro 
Xiyouai rb ifibv ml rb OUK ifibv, aurrj dpiara SioKetrai; 
TloXb ye. 

462c7-10 

The ideal unity of the state is analogous to the unity of the individual. 

Kal f)ns Sr) iyyurara ivbs dvOptitirov ixei; 
463c11 



The unity of the state \s its corporate identity, which is analogous to the 

corporate identity of the individual, who consists of both a plurality of bodily parts 

and a soul. Whenever any individual part of the body experiences a sensation, it 

is felt by the individual as a whole. In this account of the relation of the sensitive 

limb to the soul, the seat of sensation is reason; the sensitive, animate nature of 

the body originates out of the rational, animating power of the soul. It is the 

power of the living soul which animates the bodily parts and draws them into 

relation to itself. 

olov brav irou r)puv SdicruXos rou irXrfyrj, iraaa r) mivuvta i) 
mrd rb aufia irpbs n)v (ffuxr)v rerafiivrj els filav abvrafiv 
rr)v rou dpxovros iv abrrj fjaderb re Kal iraaa d/ia 
owTJXyriaev fiiirpous irovrjaavros 8Xrj, Kal oirru Sr) Xiyopev 
5ri b dvdpuiros rbv SdicrvXov dXyet. 

462cl0-d3 

The corporate unity of the individual consists of different parts that can be 

distinguished from each other as the constituent elements of its corporate 

identity. What unifies the constituent parts of the body with one another is not 

any one part of the body itself. The body is not by itself a corporate unity: the 

individual is not the external union of body and a soul. He is one with himself: ho 

anthropos. The body is unified only through its participation in the self-identity of 

ho anthropos in which body and soul are united. The cause of the identity of the 

individual is the inner unity and identity of the soul as that mling and unifying 

element which all the parts of the individual are dependent upon. The corporate 

unity of the body exists through the relation of the bodily parts to the identity of 

the soul, which is present in each part as the principle of this relation. 

The conclusion to be drawr from the analogy is that the identity of the 

ideal state is analogous to the self-identity of the individual composite of body and 

soul. 
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roD roiobrou iyyvrara r) dpiara iroXireuofiivr} irbXis oiKet. 

462d6-7 

The plurality of diverse individuals would be drawn into the universal identity of 

the state as a single unity, where every part would participate in the corporate 

unity of the whole, and the corporate identity of the whole be present in every 

part. 

Evos Sr) olfiai irdaxovros ruv iroXiruv bnow T) dyadbv rj 
KOKbv r) roiabrr) irbXis fidXtord re ^rjaei iaurfjs elvai rb 
irdaxov, Kal f) auvr)aQr\oerai diraaa f) auXXurrrperai. 'Avdyia), 
i<pr), rrjv ye ebvofiov. 

462d8-e3 

Socrates' logos that the principle of the state is unity is central to the 

argument, not only of the second wave, or the three waves taken together, but, as 

Aristode pointed out, to the argument of the Republic as a whole. Unity is the 

principium and summum bonum of the state, without which the state would not be 

what it is. The state is a form of unity; unity defines what the state is. The 

political good of justice is unity. 

Plato's argument is not that the state depends upon the unity of the family, 

which would be to argue that political unity rests upon natural unity. A closer 

examination of the account of the koinonia of pleasure and pain in terms of the 

unity of the individual reveals that precisely the opposite is true: that natural unity 

depends upon the unity of reason, the unity of a logos which belongs to a ruling 

principle. It is a most important consideration insofar as criticism of Plato's ideal 

state has so much centered upon the koinonia of wives and children, with the 

understanding that it is a natural form of unity, i.e. an unity based on natural 

affections identified with the (falsified) kinship of blood-ties and marriage-ties. 

The essential point of Socrates' account of the unity of the sensible 

individual is that it is constituted out of the unity of the soul with itself. His 

account demands that one distinguish between the soul as universally present in 



all parts of the body, and as retaining its own inner identity as separate from the 

body. This is the distinction between soul as part of 

iraaa r) Koivuvia t) Kara rb aufia irpbs n)v (pvxr)v 

and soul distinguished as 

b dpxuv iv abnj. 

That which characterizes the unity of the individual (ho anthropos). 

rerafiivt) els filav abvrafiv, 

is the logos of the relation between these two sides. Soul is seen as 

distinguished and as united with itself as both life and thought; soul as living is 

seen to be have its origin in soul as thinking. The essence of the life of the soul, 

the true life of the soul, is as a thinking being. The unified life of the sensible 

individual is the logos which belongs to the soul as logos. 

Body and soul are distinguished in the individual as the unified and the 

unifying, the organized and the organizing; the soul is further distinguished as 

self-unifying, self-organizing. The body is a diverse plurality of mutually external 

parts which is dependent upon the soul for its organization and unity. The soul is 

the unifying element in the soul-body composite. It is capable of this unification 

so far as it is capable, on the one side, of being universally present throughout 

the diverse plurality of bodily parts, even while on the other side, it remains in a 

self-identical relation to itself. 

The inner self-identity of the soul is expressed through the external 

appearance of unity in the body. What reveals the soul's inner self-identity is 

just the unity and organization which is visibly present in the sensible individual 

and cannot be attributed to its bodily nature. The soul is capable of organizing 

and unifying the body only if the soul possesses a relation to an inner self-

identity. The unity and organization which the soul gives to the body is derived 



from the unity which the soul as universally present throughout the body has with 

itself as separate from the body in its inner self-identity. 

The unity expressed sensibly in the koinonia of pleasure and pain is an 

expression of the unity of the inner identity of soul with itself. The koinonia of 

pleasure and pain can be said to express the natural unity of the body, the unity of 

sensible parts with one another. Every part of the body is united with every other 

part, so that the corporate unity of the body remains undivided by the division of 

pleasure and pain. If any one bodily member feels pain or pleasure, the sensation 

is shared by all the other members of the body. 

iraaa dfia awr\Xyr\aev fiiirpous irovrjaavros bXrj 

However, the natural unity of the body exists not in virtue of the body, but 

in virtue of the universal presence of sensitive soul in the body which incorporates 

each bodily member into in the self-identity of the individual. Pleasure and pain, 

which represent the division of nature, are overcome in this unity. The pain in one 

finger, which appears to divide it from the rest of the body as not in pain, is not 

really perceived in the finger. It is neither the finger which perceives pain, nor the 

whole of bodily members, but the human being who suffers pain in the finger. 

Kal ouru 87) Xiyopev bri b dvdpuiros rbv SdicruXov dXyet. 

Socrates' account of the logos of the self-identity of ho anthropos in 

relation to his composite nature as body and soul is intended to establish that 

natural unity is derived from a rational principle. The soul unifies the body, not the 

body the soul. As the unifying principle, soul both transcends and comprehends 

the natural unity of the body. Nature is governed by a reason which organizes 

and unifies sensible elements into the logos of a mia suntaxis. It is the logos of 

the participation of the sensible particular in the unversal idea. 



As the soul orders the body and gives it its unity, so must the state order 

and unify its individual citizens. The koinonia of women and children will be 

justified if it can be shown to effect a natural unity in the state analogous to the 

koinonia of pleasure and pain in the sensible individual, that is, a natural unity 

which is derived through the government of the mling principle in the state. 

The connection between the unity of the individual and that of the state is 

more than analogous. It is only in light of the understanding that the natural unity 

of the sensible individual is derived from a rational principle, that its unity 

consists of a logos, is it possible to understand how the state is able to overcome 

the natural independence of its citizenry in the family. The state can order and 

unify the phulakes because of the presence of the same mling principle in both 

state and individual, which is the source of unity in each. If the logos of the 

identity of anthropos and polis were other than identical, the contariety of justice 

and eros, of common political good and natural individuality, could not be 

overcome. The comprehension of the dependence of the natural upon a rational 

principle is the basis on which the state obtains its unity. The state possesses 

its unity in virtue of its universal reason which both transcends and comprehends 

the natural life of its citizens as derived from the rational principle of unity that 

orders and unifies the state: justice. 

The argument has comprehended that the sensible particular, the natural 

individual, is not simply what it is, but is what it is through its relation to the self-

identity of the rational universal. Justice is the political form of this same relation. 

Justice is the logos which relates the independence of eros to the good. Eros is 

analogous to the pleasure or pain experienced in the individual member. Piety is 

the mediation between justice and eros. Piety is the mling principle of the family, 

and is analogous to the universal presence of the soul in the body of the sensible 

indivdual. It is the awareness present in each member of the dependence of its 



identity upon the the self-identity of the mling principle. Justice is the mling 

principlev the good of the state and individual alike. The logic of the rest of the 

argument of the second wave is that of unifying the state through the 

comprehension, and ordering of natural divisions into an unity derived from and 

held to the rational good. 

(ii) 462e4-466d5 The good of the koinonia of wives and children. 

Having demonstrated the good of justice to be unity, the argument now 

demonstrates how that good is realized through the koinonia of wives and 

children (462e4-7). The good of justice is realized in three forms of unity: 

harmony in the state (462e4-464a); friendship among the guardians(464b-465dl); 

happiness in the individual guardian (465d2-466d5). The koinonia of wives and 

children is demonstrated to be the chief means of realizing the good of the state, 

next to the constitution of the state itself (464a8-b7). Properly speaking, the 

koinonia of wives and children is the sunaitia. the condition without which justice 

would be ineffective as the aitia of unity. It is the sense of the argument that 

piety is the necessary condition of the realization of the good of justice. 

(a) 463-464a Harmony: the good of political unity. 

(a) 463a-b5 The logos of political unity. 

The way in which political reason converts a human community from a 

natural association into a political order is by dividing the community into a ruling 

class of archontes and a ruled demos. 

Tl ow; ion fiiv irou ml iv rats dXXats irbXeotv dpxovris 
re Kal Sfj/ios, ion Si Kal iv raurxi; 

463al-2 



Through the reciprocity of the mling and ruled, all members of the community are 

converted into politei. 

JJoXiras fiiv Sr) irdvres ouroi dXXr)Xous irpoaepoDoi; 

463a3 

Politeia exists to the degree that there is universal participation of all politai in 

the political reason by which the cornmunity governs itself as a whole. The good 

of the state is unity. It is for the sake of unity that the community is divided into 

the mling and the mled. Unity is the rational arche of the logos of politeia. The 

polis exists in and through the unity of political reason. 

The political good of unity is destroyed in the destruction of reciprocity 

between ruling and mled. The opposite extremes of political order, beyond which 

the unity of the state is destroyed, are despotism and democracy. The majority of 

existing politeiai are said to be despotic; others are democratic. 
'AXXd irpbs r<ji iroXlras ri b iv rats dXXais Sfjfios robs 
dpxovras irpoaayopebei; Ev fiiv rats iroXXats Seoirbras, iv 
rats SrifioKparoufiivais abrb robvofia rouro, dpxovras. 

463a6-9 

Democracy is the limit to which political unity can be exposed to the lack of 

division between mling and mled; despotism is the limit to which political unity 

can be exposed to the division between mling and mled. 

Ol 8' iv rats dXXais dpxovres robs Sr)fious; AobXous, i<f>r). 
463b4-5 

Where the state is divided between the extremes of the absolute mle of despotai 

over the absolute subjection of douloi, there is the least degree of reciprocity 

between archontes and demos, and the least degree of self-government in the 

community as a whole. Universal participation of the politai in self-government 

exists in its most limited and abstract form, where the interests of mler and ruled 

are most external to one another. In the despotic association of master and slave, 

political unity is nearly lost in the extreme externality of one part of the state to 



the other. The unity of the state, which lies in the common interest of the 

community in self-government, is wholly external to the self-interests of the parts 

of which the state is composed. 

Against these extremes, the ideal state preserves the integrity of both the 

division of the political community into mling and mled, and its unity in the 

universal participation of all politai in the common interest of self-government. It 

is the most complete conversion of the human community from a natural 

association into a political order, since there is the most complete form of 

reciprocity between the mling and mled. 

TL 8' b iv TTJ r)fieripq 8f)fios; irpbs r$ uoXtras ri robs 
dpxovrds <f>T]Oiv elvai; Surffpds re ml iiriKobpous, i<t>r). TL 8' 
ovroi rbv Sfjfiov; MiaBoSbras re Kal rpo<pias. 

463al0-b3 

Political reason ideally divides the state with regard to the division of 

economic interests in the community from political-military interests. The ruled 

regard their mlers as their "saviours and helpers"; the rulers regard the mled as 

their "wage-payers and nurses". Each side regards the other as belonging to 

themselves; the mling and mled see the interests particular to each part as 

completed through its relation to the other part. Through the reciprocity of the 

economic and political-military interests, the unity of the politiai is comprehensive 

of their division into archontes and demos. As against the abstract externality of 

unity in the despotic and democratic extremes of political order, the unity of the 

ideal state is concrete. 

OS) 463b6-c2 The origin of slasis.. 

The unity of the state resides principally in the mling class. The mlers in the 

extremes of political community rale only for the sake of mling. They are 

abstracdy united in the indeterminacy of their mle as sunarchontes. 



Tl 8' ol dpxovres dXXr)Xous; Swdpxovras, i<f>r}. 
463b6-7 

Sunarchontes is without reference to anything outside the interest of the mlers in 

mling. It expresses the externality of indifference which mling for its own sake 

has toward the mled, and the good of mling. The unity of the state is subordinate 

to the good of mling for its own sake. 

The proper end of ruling is the unity of the state. The mlers in the ideal 

state mle for the sake of the community as a whole. Their rale is determined by 

the common good of unity. It is primarily as guardians of the political good that 

they are united as sumphulakes. 

Tl 8' ol i)fiirepoi; 2ufi<f>bXams. 
463b8-9 

Sumphulakes expresses the concrete unity ef the mling classs in its reference to 

the mled. Their unity is grounded in the unity of die whole community, through 

the reciprocity of mutual benefit between archontes and demos. The 

sumphulakes are united in what distinguishes them from the demos: their 

knowledge of how the division of mler and mled is derived from the unity of the 

state. They are united in the identification of the good of mling with the good of 

the state as a whole. 

As the unity of a state derives principally from the unity of the mling class, 

so is the mling class its principal source of stasis. The origin of stasis in the 

state is through the naturalism that remains unpurged from the mling class in the 

conversion of the human community from a natural association into a political 

order. The natural is least purged in the political extremes of despotism and 

democracy which fail to ground the division of mler and mled in the separation of 

the private and natural interests of individuals from the public reason of 

government. This separation constitutes the division between economic and 



political-military life in the ideal state. This division is the basis of the reciprocity 

between the archontes as soteriai and epikouroi and the demos as misthodotai 

and tropheai. The freedom of the sumphulakes from natural necessity, obtained 

through the labour of the demos, secures their unadulterated service to the 

common good of all politai. 

The abstract political unity of the sunarchontes. their identity with one 

another as archontes. is not equal to their difference as natural individuals. The 

sunarchontes are divided from each other by the natural identity of the individual 

within his own family. 
"Exeis ow eliretv ruv dpxbvruv ruv iv rats dXXais irbXeaiv, 
el rls riva ixei irpoaeiiretv ruv awapxbvruv rbv fiiv us 
ohcetov, rbv 8' d>s dXXorpiov; 

463M0-12 

In the mling class of the sunarchontes. the family constitutes a natural unity 

which distinguishes between oikeios and allotrios. between "belonging to one's 

own" and "belonging to another".21 The family is a closed circle. It distinguishes 

between those who are within and those who are outside the family circle of 

marriage and blood-ties. The allotrios. however, refers not only to that which 

does not belong to the family, but also that to which the family does not belong. 

The natural unity of the family is the ground of the natural individualism of self-

possession. The individual claims there is that which belongs to him, and that to 

which he does not belong. 

OUKOUV rbv fiiv oUetov us iaurou vofilCei re Kal Xiyei rbv 
8' dXXbrpiov us obx eavrou; 

463bl4-cl 

In the mling class of the sunarchontes. the family is the ground of a natural 

individualism which asserts against the common political unity of all politai a 

realm of private interests which is not only self-inclusive but also self-exclusive 

The family not only excludes others, but excludes itself from others. The family 



insists upon its natural independence from the state. In relation to the natural life 

of the family, the individual claims that he belongs to himself rather than to the 

state. 

The family appears in the ruling class of sunarchontes as a natural unity. 

Its principle is eros. Where eros is taken to be the unifying principle of the family, 

the family is taken to be primarily a natural unity. Eros is the principle of natural 

individualism. Where the family is taken to originate in eros, the individual is not 

so much taken to belong to the family, as the family is taken to belong the 

individual. In the mling class of sunarchontes. the individual does not exist for the 

sake of the family, but the family for the sake of the individual. 

(y) 463c3-e2 The purgation of stasis. 

The unity of the mling class of sumphulakes is not divided by natural 

exclusivesness of the family. All are members of the koinonia of women and 

children, they are all members of the same family. 

Tl Si ol irapd aol <j>CXaKes; ioQ' dans abruv ixoi dv ruv 
ovfi<f>uXdKuv vofiiaai rivd rj irpoaeiiretv us dXXdrpiov; 
OuSafius, i(f>r). 

463c3-5 

It seems that all fall within the natural unity of the family, all are united by the 

unity of eros. All are oikeioi. none are allotrioi. 

iravrl ydp $ dv ivruyxdvrj, r\ cbs dSeXcfxS f) cos dSeXcpfi fj cos 
irarpl r) us firfrpl fj' bet r) duyarpl f} robruv iKybvois rj 
irpoybvois vofiiet ivruyxdveiv. 

463c5-7 

But the unity of the koinonia of women and children is not really grounded 

in eros. The basis of the koinonia of women and children is not eros. The 

members of the kpinonia are not members through the natural relations of blood-

ties. By nature, the children are not the same offspring of the same parents. The 



natural relation of parent and child has been carefully concealed: it has been 

purged from the family. Its purgation is the principal condition of the koinonia of 

women and children. No one knows who their natural parents and children are. If 

the family is determined by the natural unity of eros, the sumphulakes are only 

members of the same family in name. 

dXX' in Kal rbSe eliri' irbrepov abrots rd bvbfiara fidvov 
olxeta vofioOerrioeis . . .; 

463c8-9 

If eros were the principle of unity in the koinonia of women and children, 

there could be no unity. If eros were the primary principle of unity in the natural 

family, there could not be a koinonia of women and children. It would be a family 

only in name; it would be a sophistic family, contrary to nature, contrary to the 

family as a natural unity. The argument would be absurd. 

However, to begin with, the family is not simply a natural unity, but an 

ethical unity. Its unity lies principally in the ethical relations between the 

members of the household. The unity of the family is grounded in its ejhfis., not 

eros. Eros is not the ground of the ethog of the family; it is grounded in the ethos 

of the family. The relations between the members of the family are not simply 

natural, but ethical. The natural relations are invested with ethical significance. 

The members of the family are only nominally a family if their relation is reduced 

to natural unity. The family consists in the substantiation of natural ties through a 

rational gthos. a rational virtue which governs the natural relations, and through 

which the natural individuality of its members are elevated into an ethical unity. 

irbrepov abrots rd bvbfiara fibvov oUeta vofioderrjoeis, rj Kal 
rds irpdfeis irdoas mrd rd bvbofiara irpdrreiv, irepl re robs 
irapipas, baa vdfios irepl irarefas alSous re iripi Kal 
KTfSefiovtas Kal rod uirrJKOov Setv elvai ruv yoviuv, 

463c9-d3 



The koinonia of women and children purges the family of the tendency to 

confuse its ethical unity with its natural unity. It purges the family of its 

assumption that it is primarily a natural unity; it clarifies that the family is 

essentially an ethical unity, an unity grounded in religious piety, in divine 

ordinance. Hosiotes recognizes the family as a rational institution constituted out 

of ethical virtue, justice. The ethos of justice is grounded in piety, a divine 

reason, the reason of divine law. 

T) fiTJre irpbs deuv fir)re irpbs dvQpuiruv abrcp dfieivov ioeo</>dai, 
cits oure bata obre Slmia irpdrrovros dv, el dXXa irpdrroi r) 
raura; 

463d3-6 

The pious relation which the family has to the universal justice of a divine 

order is one in which its individual members are to regard themselves as the 

possession of the gods, and the family as a whole as the form of mediation 

between the human and divine. The particularity of human interests are given up 

to the universal reason of the divine order. 

The principal demand of the gods is the surrender of the natural 

independence of the human, in the recognition that his life as a natural individual 

is dependent upon the hidden purposes of the divine. The rational virtue required 

of family members is grounded in the religious obligation of the human to the 

divine. The family is constituted out of the unifying reason of a justice which is 

grounded in hosiotes. 

The justice and piety of the family is not private; the religious virtue of the 

private household brings it into relation to the universal order of the gods, which 

is the common ground of every family. Through this relation of the particular 

family to the universal order of the gods, there is a relation of one family to 

another. The religious piety of the family incorporates it into an universal 

religious community in which all families are included. Divine justice includes 



family justice within social justice. Family justice involves a relation to the whole 

community. The natural individual, who offends the gods through an offence 

against the family, offends the religious community of families. 

firjre irpbs deuv fiijre irpbs dvBpuiruv abnp dfieivov iaeoOai, us 
oure doia obrc Slmia irpdrrovros dv, dXXa irpdrroi f) ravra; 

463d3-6 

Hosiotes not eros. then, is the true ground of all practical ethical relations 

that constitute the ethos of the family. The koinonia of women and children is 

purged of eros: its ethos has a pure relation to hosiotes. The members of the 

koinonia of women and children, therefore, are not members in name only, but 

oikeioi in the traest sense. The koinonia of women and children is the purest form 

of the family. That the koinonia of women and children would constitute a true 

family, not one in name only, therefore, would be recognized and supported by the 

whole (religious - humnesousin) community of politai. 

aural aoi r) dXXai <pfjfiai if dirdvruv ruv iroXiruv buvrjoovaiv 
ebdbs irepl rd ruv iraiSuv cSra Kal irepl rraripuv, ous dv 
abrots ns dircrfrjvri, ml irepl ruv dXXuv auyyevuv; Aurai, 
i<f>r\-

463d6-el 

It would not be the koinonia of women and children, then, that would be absurd, 

but that family which would be merely natural. It is the notion that the family is 

principally a natural unity, whose principle is eros. and whose end is the 

satisfaction of the natural individual, that is absurd, that is a family in name only. 

yeXotov ydp dv elrj el dveu ipyuv olKeia bvbfiara Sla ruv 
arofidruv fibvov <f>diyyoivTO. 

463el-2 

(8) 463e3-6 The rational unity of koinonia. 

The purification of the family that takes place in the koinonia of women and 

children, the purgation of eros by hosiotes. purifies the mling class of 



sumphulakes of the natural individualism that infects the mling class of 

sunarchontes. The contrariety of "mine" and "not mine" is comprehended within 

the rational universal "mine" of the koinonia of the sumphulakes. 

JTaauv dpa irbXeuv fidXiara iv abrrj aufiiruvrjoouaiv ivbs 
rivos fj ed fj KOKUS irpdrrovros 8 vuvSr) iXiyo/iev rb pfjfia, rb 
8ri rb ifibv ed irpdrrei fj 5n rb ifibv KOKCOS. 

463e3-5 

The universal "mine" spoken by each and every individual produces the 

natural unity of the koinonia of pleasure and pain. 

OUKOUV fierd robrov rou Sbyuarbs re Kal firjfiaros i<f>afiev 
owaKoXovdetv rds re r)Sovas Kal rds Xbiras KOIVTJ; 

464al-2 

The sumphulakes are united through die rational virtue of the family ethos. The 

family ethos constitutes a koinonia whose unity is prior to the individuals of 

which it is composed. Through the unity of the family, the sumphulakes are united 

in the universal good of their koinonia as a whole: they are united in the universal 

oikeioi. The good of the whole is universally present in every individual. There is 

no allotrios. All externality between individuals has been purged in their common 

identity with one another as oikeioi. 

OUKOUV fidXiara rou abrou Koivuvrjoouoiv r)/itv ol iroXtrai, 8 
Sr) ifibv bvofidoouaiv; robrou Si mivuvowres ouru Sr) Xbrn)s 
re Kal r)8ovfjs fidXiara KOIVUVIOV ifouaiv; 

464a4-6 

The cause (aitia) of unity in the koinonia of sumphulakes. besides the 

principle cause of the constitution, is the koinonia of women and children. The 

koinonia of wives and children is the condition without which justice would be 

ineffective as a principle of unity. 

*Ap' ow robruv alrla irpbs rfj dXXr) Karaordoei T) ruv 
ywaiKuv re Kal iralSuv mivuvla rots <f>bXafiv; 

464a8-9 



The argument has been purged of the assumption that the family as a 

natural unity is the good upon which the state rests; that is, that the good of the 

state is to serve the natural and private interests of the individual. The conclusion 

to be drawn from the argument at this point is that the family, not the natural 

family as oikos. but the rational family as koinonia. in which the family has been 

purged of its naturalism, is the sunaitia of the ideal or just politeia. The unity of 

the state has been shown to require, as a necessary condition to itself, the unity 

of the communal family, in which the relation of the life of the individual to his 

proper end has been purified. Justice, as the aitia of unity, requires piety as its 

sunaitia. 

Piety has appeared as the universal ground of human virtue. It is the 

ground of family virtue, which in turn is presupposed by civic virtue. Family piety 

is the condition of political justice. But the inner content of piety has not yet been 

shown; rather, one sees piety only as imaged externally in the justice of familial 

relations. What is known of piety is that it is a religious awareness that one's life 

is not one's own; that human life is the possession of the gods. This is to say that 

human life is determined by a divine principle. 

In another way, of couise, piety can also be seen to presuppose justice. 

That justice is the ground also of piety, is clear insofar as the education of the 

guardians began with instruction in the poets' representation of the gods, and 

these as reformed on the basis of the same principle as is the basis of the 

koinonia of wives and children, the identity of sanctity and utility, of the divine and 

the good. The purgation of the poets, one might say, was the first true act of 

justice, that is of human legislation. The institution of the koinonia of wives and 

children is a further act of legislation. Piety is to be acquired first through the 

koinonia of wives and children, and then through the education of the state. The 

ethical content of piety is principally that by which the soul of the to idion is 



informed by the principles and life of to koinon. Piety involves the identification of 

to idion with to koinon. 

(b) 464b-465bll Friendship: the good of social unity. 

The unity of the state depends upon the unity of the mling class of 

guardians, who are not divided according to a political reason, being members of 

the same political class. The source of division among the guardians is rather the 

potential division between to idion and to koinon. as that relates especially to the 

principle motive force in their character or soul: philotimon. the love of honour 

which is properly the eros of the spirited element. Such a division is seen to be 

grounded in a natural individualism which lays claim to what is one's own: the 

private posession of goods, wives, and children, i.e. the oikos. The good of the 

koinonia of wives and children is as a means of purging division within the mling 

class through the purgation of to idion. the private. The ambitious temperament of 

the guardians is grounded in to koinon. The source of civic strife, which occupies 

the law courts with civic suits of one individual against another, is thus to be 

eliminated; the unity of friendship, where the good of one is identified with the 

good of another as one's own, is to establish a harmonious peace. 

(a) 464b-e3 The abolition of to idion. 

The unity of the just state lies in the unity of the rating epikouroi and the 

mled tropheai: the unity of the mling and mled depends principally upon the unity 

of the mling class of sumphulakes. Just as the corporate unity of the body in its 

parts depends upon the self-identity of the soul. The unity desired in the state, 

and required by it, is the unity of the self-integrated individual. 



'AXXd in)v fiiyiarbv ye irbXei abrb ufioXoyrjoafiev dyadbv, 
direiKaCovres ed olmvfiivriv irbXiv odfian irpbs fiipos avrov 
Xuirris re rripi Kal fjSovfjs cos ixei. 

464b 1-3 

The unity of the sumphulakes depends upon the unity of the koinonia of wives and 

children. So far as the political unity of the state as a whole depends upon the 

familial unity of the mling class, the koinonia of wives and children is seen to be a 

cause of the greatest good of the state. 

Tou fieylorou dpa dyadoD ijj irbXei alrla r)fitv nifavrai r) 
Koivuvia rots iiriKobpois ruv re iraiSuv Kal ruv ywaiKuv. 

464b5-6 

The political reason of justice converts the human community into a 

political unity through the purgation of naturalism. Justice divides the community 

into a class of mlers whose interest in mling is to be divided from the realm of 

private interests that belong to the mled demoi. Justice grounds the division of 

mling and mled in the division of a private realm of economic interests from the 

realm of unadulterated service to the public good. The unity of the politiai is 

effected through the reciprocity of soterai te kai epikouroi and misthodotai te kai 

tropheai. The principle measure which justice takes to ensure this division is the 

abolition of private property in the mling class.22 

ifotfiev ydp irou obre olKtas robrois ISias Setv elvai obie yfjv 
oure n KTfjfia, dXXd irapd ruv dXXuv rpo<f>T)v Xafifidvovras, 
fiiodbv rfjs <f>uXaKf}s, KOLVTJ irdvras dvaXLoKeiv, el fiiXXoiev 
dvrus 4>bXaKes elvai. 

464b8-c3 

Private property has its ground in the adulterated ethos of the "natural" 

family of the oikos ho idios. It is the essential condition of the natural 

independence of the private household from the political order. 

However, the family is not a natural unity, but an ethical unity whose 

unifying ethos consists in the universal presence of rational virtue in all its 

members. The rational unity of family requires the purgation of natural 



individualism. The oikos ho koinos requires the abolition of an independent idios; 

idios is identified with oikeios. The purification of the family completes the 

purification of the state; the unity of the family unifies the state. 

*Ap' ow obx, 8irep Xiyu, rd re irpdodev elprffiiva Kal rd vuv 
Xeybfieva in fidXXov direpydCerai aurobs dXijdivous <f>bXams, 
ml iroiet fir) Siaatrdv rr)v irbXiv rb ifibv bvofid(ovras fir) rb 
abrb dXX' dXXov dXXo, rbv fiiv els rr)v iaurou OIKLOV 
ihcovra 8n dv SOvryrai xup^ ruv dXXuv icrrjaaodai, rbv Si 
els rr)v iaurou iripav ovoav, Kal yuvatKd re Kal iratSas 
iripous, r)8ovds re Kal dXyrjSbvas ifiiroioOvras ISLuv bvruv 
ISCas, dXX' ivl Sbyfian rod OIKCCOU iripi iirl rb abrb 
relvovras irdvras els rb Swarbv b/iorracpdets Xinrris re Kal 
r)8ovfjs elvai; 

464c5-d5 

The abolition of the private household effectively purges the mling class in 

the state of civic stasis. There is no longer a conflict of a plurality of independent 

private goods since the private is reduced to the body; all else is held in common. 

There is no ground for legal disputes in which the individual seeks through the 

authority of the law, that is, in the justice of the political community as a whole, to 

assert the claim of his household against that of another. To koinon is established 

through the abolition of to idion. 

Slmi re Kal iyKXrjfiara irpbs dXXrjXous otic olxnaerai if abruv 
cos iiros elrretv Sid rb fitiSiv ISiov iicrfjoQai irXr)v rb ocdfia, rd 
8' dXXa mivd; 

464d7-9 

Through the oikos ho koinos. the phulakes possess an unity in which they 

enjoy a harmonious peace which transcends civic strife. The unfying reason of 

the oikos ho koinos transcends the finitude of private property, and blood-ties. An 

universal family is established in a pure relation to its principle, which transcends 

the natural. 

8Qev Sr) uirdirxei robrois daraaidorois elvai, baa ye Sid 
Xprjfidruv fj iralSuv Kal ouyyevuv KTTJOIV dvdpuiroi 
oraoid(ouoiv; 

464d9-e3 



(/3) 464e4 -465b 11 The purgation of thumos. 

It is taken that the guardians are purged of stasis that originates from the 

division between eros and dikaios. oikos and polis. The unity of the koinonia of 

wives and children elevates them beyond the natural particularity of property and 

private families. Socrates turns now away from the origin of stasis that is present 

in the pursuit of pleasure and leisure, the good sought in the natural unity of the 

private household. It is taken that the thumos of the guradians is purged of its 

relation to eros as a principle of natural individualism. What he turns to is the 

nature of thumos itself, and the division that lies in its own object, honour.23 

What is left that is private among the guardians is their bodies. It is just 

the private relation of the guradian to his own body that is taken to be a final 

ground of natural individualism.24 There is assumed present in the guardians a 

selfish ambition which takes the form that arises from their spirited nature. Just 

as the innate necessity of eros will impel the guardians toward sexual union, so 

will the thumos of the epikouros-phulax. his high-spirited, war-like nature, compel 

him toward contests with the others. 

The mling class of epikouroi and archontes is subject to division. The 

epikouros. as distinct from the archon. will identify with the particular natural 

attributes which he possesses, especially his strength. In this tendency there is 

this final danger to the unity of the mling class that originates in the privacy of the 

body: that the epikouroi will not distinguish between the reason which is the 

cause of their virtue, and the strength which is its natural condition. They will 

identify themselves as the strong, and seek to assert their identity against that of 

the others. Each in his particularity will seek to assert himself as universal. The 

epikouros will seek an immediate form of self-unity in the individuality of the 

strongest. The danger is that the universality of honour will be made subject to 



the particularity of strength. This danger exists because honour is not itself a 

pure universal. It is through the logic of such ambition that military coups 

overthrow both democratic and despotic forms government. 

Kal ydp obSi fiialuv ye ob8' OIKLOS Simi Simlus dv elev iv 
abrots' 

464e4-5 

The law-suits that Socrates now speaks of as arising from bodily assault 

would stem from this tendency among the epikouroi to assert their natural 

individuality as warriors, in which the universality of honour is confused with the 

particularity of their own ambition to possess it, and the cause of their virtue is 

confused with its condition. For in their youthfulness, the spirited nature of their 

ambition, their thumos. has not been stabilized in relation to its object, honour. 

Thus they confuse honour with that form of natural individualism which is peculiar 

to themselves, yJ2. primarily a form of universal recognition of their individual 

virtue which they assume to possess through natural attributes. In truth, honour 

is not to be understood primarily as the universal recognition of the individual, but 

rather the individual's recognition of the universal. This is the division latent in 

honour that is to be overcome, and it is this division between the ways in which 

the individual relates to the universal that distinguishes between the epikouroi 

and the archontes. The youthful epikouroi seek to make the universal their own, 

identifying the universal with their own particularity. The elder archontes 

recognize that their individuality depends on the universal. They identify their 

particularity with the universal. The difference is the dependence of personal 

honour upon the universal good of the state. 

In Socrates' argument, there is no need to distinguish between the 

assaulted and the assaulter, which dikai would demand. All quarrels between the 

youthful enikouroi are to be regarded as contests of strength and courage. 



fjXifi fiiv ydp TJXIKOS dubveadai KaXbv Kal Stmibv irou 
tfrfoofiev, dvdyKrjv aufidmv iirifieXeiq ridivres. 

464e5-6 

For it is recognized that what is moving in the soul of the youthful epikouroi is the 

desire for honour. The desire for the universal recognition of the individual, which 

moves the youths is the immediate appearance of the desire for honour in youthful 

ambition. Ambition takes this form because its true object is not separated out 

from its appearance in particular forms. At this level, ambition is nearly the same 

thing as natural passion. Thumos is little more than wrath, the avengance of 

one's honour. 

Kal ydp rbSe bpOov ixei, r)v 8' iydt, obros b vbfios' el irob 
rts TU dufiotro, iv TQ) roiobru irXrjpuv rbv Qvpbv fjrrov iirl 
fielCous dv loi ardoeis. 

465al-3 

What the youths confuse, the elders hold clearly: that the universal 

recognition of the individual, which moves the youths and is the immediate 

appearance of the desire for honour in youthful ambition, that this depends upon 

and is finally to be seen to have for its true form the individual's recognition of the 

universal, and of his dependence upon it. 

npeaf3uripu fir)v irdvruv dpxeiv re Kal mXdCeiv irpoareTdferai. 

465a5-6 

The unifying reason of the koinonia of wives and children overcomes the natural 

contrariety of weak and strong, young and old. The universal reason of justice and 

piety not only transcends natural contrariety, but comprehends it within its logos. 

The ethical virtue of the phulakes not only transcends the limits of natural 

contrariety, but unites natural contraries in the logos of the oikos ho koinos. 

In their natural particularity as young and old, the young and the old seem 

to be independent of one another; that is, they have nothing in common, there is 

no relation between them. But as weak and strong, there appears a natural 

contrariety between them; they are related as contraries. The strong asserts its 



identity over and against the weak, by which the identity of the weak is also 

revealed. In this relation, the young would rale the old. 

In their rational community, the more virtuous elder rules over the less 

virtuous youth, and thus stabilizes the relation of the youth to the universal 

reason of the community. The strength and vitality of the youth is united to his 

virtue in the protection of the old. Natural contrariety is reduced to a condition of 

rational reciprocity. The virtue of the elder and that of the youth are completed 

through one another. 

Kal fir)v 8n ye vedrepos irpeof3brepov, dv fir) dpxovres 
irpoardTTuaiv, oure dXXo fdidCeoQai imxeiprjaei irori obre 
ruirreiv, us rb elms. 

465a8-10 

The objective reason of religious virtue overcomes the natural contrariety of weak 

and strong which is the basis of natural contrariety between the old and young. 

olfiai 8' obSi dXXus dnfidaei' Imvcb ydp ru cpbXaKe 
KuXbovre, Sios re Kal alSus, alScos fiiv cbs yoviow fir) 
dirreoOai elpyouaa, Sios Si rb rep irdaxovn robs dXXous 
f3oTjdetv, robs fiiv dis bets, robs Si us dSeX<pobs, robs Si us 
iraripas. 

465al0-b3 

The religious virtue of the phulakes transcends the natural contrariety between 

the strong youth and the weak elder. A harmony is established between them 

through the logos of their koinonia which recognizes the priority of rational virtue 

to natural strength. The strong youth and the weak elder are united in the 

universal reason of their virtue as phulakes. The conflict of their natural 

contrariety is stabilized within the unity of mutual dependence. 

ITavraxTj ST) iK ruv vbfiuv elprjvriv irpbs dXXrjXous ol dvSpes 
dfouai; HoXXrjv ye. 

465b5-7 

The purgation of naturalism from thumos is taken to be complete in the 

reciprocity of archontes and epikouroi. Their division of command and obedience 



is seen to be the ground of unity; or rather, that unity is ground of their division. 

Honour is completely present in the unity of the two sides: the subjectivity of a 

natural ambition which has for its object the universal recognition of the individual, 

and the objectivity of ambition which has for its object the individual's recognition 

of the universal. (Although one must keep in mind the limited grasp of the 

universal that is present in honour. For even in this complete relation, the 

universal is grasped only as unifying particulars, as their logos. The 

transcendent self-identity of the universal as pure eidos is not comprehended. 

This divison is that between the ruling class as a whole and the philosopher-king, 

whose pure ambition has the inconsequence of not wanting to rale.) 

The unity of an universal reason in the ruling class, to which the ruling 

class stand in a pure relation, purged of naturalism, and which transcends and 

comprehends the natural, is thus taken to unify the state. The unity of the state 

transcends its own divisions. 

Tobruv firjv iv iavrots fir) oraoiaCbvruv obSiv Seivbv fir) 
wore r) dXXrj irbXis irpbs robrovs fj irpbs dXXrjXovs 
SifoorarrjoQ. 

465b8-10 

(c) 465bl2-466d5 Happiness: the good of the individual. 

(a) 465bl2-dl To idion as the cause of unhappiness. 

The result of the purgation of naturalism, to idion is the liberation of the 

rational individual from the obvious hardships and evils that are associated with 

the natural life of the household. The natural good of family and property are 

viewed as a source of unfreedom, where the individual is caught in the 

contingency of life, subject to the claim of necessity. Wealth and poverty are 

viewed together as sources of individual unfreedom and unhappiness, where one 

is subject to the extremes of dishonour. The natural life of the private household 



is not a source of freedom and happiness, but imprisonment within all the 

conditions that attend an embodied existence, all the petty and worrisome 

particularities of life in which one is unfree, and thus a life of misery and endless 

strife. 

Td ye fir)v ofiiKpbrara ruv KCUCUV 81' dirpiireiav 6KVU Kal 
Xiyeiv, Sv dirqXXaye/iivoi dv elev, xoXoKelas re irXoualuv 
irivriTes diroptas re Kal dXyr)S6vas baas iv iraiSorpapla Kal 
Xprffianofiots Sid rpo<pr)v otKeruv dvayKalav loxouai, rd fiiv 
SaveiCbfievoi, rd 8' ifapvobfievoi, Td Si irdvrus iropiodfievoi 
difievoi irapd ywaucds re Kal olKiras, rafiiebeiv irapaSdvres, 
baa re, cS <f>lXe, irepl abrd Kal da irdaxouoi, SfjXd re ST) Kal 
dyevvr) Kal otic dfia Xiyeiv. 
AfjXa ydp, i<f>i), ml nxpXu. 

465bl2-dl 

(3) 465d2-e3 Honour as the political good. 

The abolition of the private household, the purgation of natural 

individualism, is seen to be the means of liberation from endless strife; the 

koinonia of wives and children to be the cause of a life of peacful harmony 

transcending the external limitation of natural necessity. It is in the life unified by 

an universal reason that one obtains true leisure and pleasure. For what one 

enjoys is the stability of the universal, where the particular has its true ground. 

Such a life, in which the individual is grounded in an universal reason, is nearest 

to the life enjoyed by the gods themselves on Olympus. It is that life which is 

celebrated and participated in the great religious festival of the Olympia, where 

athletes strive for honour in the Olympian games.25 For this is the true content 

of heroic virtue, the fullest participation in the life of divine reason as is possible 

for those confined to an earthly existence. The victory the guardians shall win for 

the state, and the honour they shall win for ther selves, is thus even greater than 

the victory of those in the contests at the religious festival of the Olympia. 



153 

JJdvruv re Sr) TOUTUV diraXXdfovrai, {rjaovai re rou 
fioKapioroD plov 8v ol bXufimovtmi (uoi fiaKapiurepov. 

465d2-3 

The victories of the olyumpionikai are those of particular individuals; the victory of 

the guardians is universal, for theirs is the universal victory of the unity and self-

identity of rational law over the particularity, division and strife that originates in 

natural necessity. The true content of the particular Olympian victories, the 

reality of which they are an instance or image, is the universal victory of a free 

human reason over the necessity of nature that is won for the state by the 

guardians. In such a victory, man stands nearest to the gods; the honour the 

guardians shall recieve is nearest to the honour the gods receive from mortals. 

Aid opiKpbv irou fiipos ebSaifiovlCovrai iKetvoi (Sv robrois 
birdpxei. fj re ydp ruvSe VIKTJ KOXXIOV, T) T' iK rou Srjfioalov 
rpocpr) reXeuripa. VIKT\V re yap VIKUUI av/iirdaris rfjs irbXeus 
aurriplav, rpofirj re Kal rots dXXois irdaiv bauv fiLos Setrai 
ar'/Tol re Kal iratSes dvaSouvrai, Kal yipa Sixovrai irapd rfjs 
abruv irbXeus C^vris re Kal TeXeurrjaavres ra<f>ijs dflas 
fierixouotv. Kal fidXa, icprf, KaXd. 

465d5-e3 

(y) 465e4 -466b3 The unity of the individual. 

The objections raised at the beginning of Book IV against the life 

prescribed for the guardians have been answered. (465e4 - 466a6) The individual 

stands in an undivided relation to his own good as rational where he now stands 

in a pure undivided relation to the good of the state. The universality of rational 

law is equal to the universality of honour. The good of individual, family, and 

state, are identical, for they have their identity in the good of an universal reason 

that is the single principle of unity in all three forms. Their unity is the unity of 

justice. Justice is the identical content of family, state, and individual. The cause 

of individual freedom and happiness is the universal reason of justice. The laws of 



the state are proven just, for they are shown to possess the inner self-identity of 

an universal logos. 

It is in his participation of the life of an universal reason, in his identity 

with justice as the unifying principle of life, that the guardian is free and happy, or 

in an unity with himself. His freedom consists in his transcendence of the natural 

and particular, in his participation in the self-identity of the universal which unifies 

and orders all particularity. The honour he receives as a consequence of his 

honouring the laws and preserving the honour of the laws, is a good beyond that 

of the economic order in the state. The division of the ruling and mled, the 

division of the political and economic interests of the state, is the division of the 

universal and particular. It is the reason of the universal, the rational law, which 

both transcends and brings unity to particulars. Tme freedom and happiness, tme 

leisure and pleasure, lies in the unity of the universal. For to the universal 

belongs the self-identity of the particular as a part of the whole. The guardian 

possesses a tme individuality in virtue of his capacity to participate in the 

universal reason by which all particularity within the state is ordered and unified 

in relation to the self-identity of justice. He possesses a tme freedom in the life of 

obedience to reason, in his capacity for a rational individuality. Human freedom is 

the possession of the rational soul, the trae life of the soul is the life of reason. 

vw fffitv b ruv iiriKotipuv f%os, elirep rou ye ruv 
bXufiirioviKuv iroXb re KOXXLUV Kal dfielvuv cpaLverai, fir) rrr) 
mrd rbv ruv atcurorbfiuv faiverai fitov fj rivuv dXXcov 
Srifiioupyuv fj rbv ruv yeupyuv; 

466a8-b2 

(8) 466b4-d5 The limitation of the political good. 

The cause of unfreedom and misery is the assumption that the universal 

and particular are not united in a logos that belongs to the universal. Natural 

individualism, which views the universal as an abstraction from the particular, or 



1 

which does not know their division at all, is the life of unhappiness. Because the 

inner self-identity of the universal is not purely apprehended in law and honour, 

the guardians are recognized as still possessing a tendency to mistake the image 

of happiness for trae happiness, the natural life of leisure and pleasure that one 

has in the city of pigs in a way, for the leisure and pleasure that is truly present in 

the life of reason, in which mistake the image is then a false image for it mis

represents itself as the tme and not as an image of the tme. This tendency to 

j mistake the image for the reality of which it is only an image, Socrates had noted 

as especially the characteristic of children, who yet lack an education in reason. It 

was the principle by which the poetic images of heroism and divinity were purged. 

Thus, it is described here as "childish". 

el obrus b <f>bXaf imxeiprjaei ebSalfiuv ylyveodai, uUrre fir\8i 
j cpbXaf elvai, firfS' dpKiaei abrcji /3los ouru fiirpios Kal f3i(3aios 

Kal us rjpets fatfiev dpioros, dXX' dvbrjrbs re Kal fieipaKidSr/s 
8bfa ifiireaovaa ebSaifiovlas rripi bpfirjaei abrbv Sid Sbvafiiv 
iirl rb diravra rd iv rfj irbXei olKeioOoOai, yvcSaerai rbv 

\ HaloSov 8ri rqi bvn fjv aofos Xiyuv irXiov elvai irus fjpiou 
i iravrbs. 
I 466b5-c3 
1 The limitation of the political good, which with respect to the good of the 
J 
\ individual takes the form of honour, is to be seen in the possibility of the guardian 

| falling away from the universality of to koinon. back into the particularity of la 
J 
j idion. The limitation of the good to be obtained from life in the justice of political 
I 
I community is further illuminated in the next section of the argument, which forms 
i 
| the transition between the argument of the second wave, and that of the third. 
ft 

1 The highest form of good which the ideal polis offers to the individual is 

sanctification through the public worship of heroes in a civic cult. The 

immortalization of the guardian by the state shall be seen to a very clear 

illustration of the limit of happiness, or self-unification, that is to be obtained 

through practical or political life. 



What has already come into view, however, is how the life of the ideal 

state, as enjoyed by the guardians, is a higher life than that of the city of pigs. 

The natural life of pleasure and leisure that has been associated with the life of 

the family, which was represented in the city of pigs, is now known to be only an 

image of the tme pleasure and leisure that is to be found in the city of reason. The 

natural image of happiness has been purged of its false content, the content of 

naturalism, and purified in its true inner reason which has now become explicit 

and conscious. The koinonia of women and children is justified, not simply as a 

means of securing the good of the state, but as securing the good of the individual. 

The koinonia of women and children justifies itself. 

Kal irdvra irdimj mrd rb Swarbv KOivuvetv, Kal raura 
irparrobaas rd re fSiXnora irpdfeiv Kal ob irapd <f>baiv rr)v 
rou drjXeos irpbs rb dppev, $ TTe<f>bmrov irpbs dXXrjXu 
KOivuvetv, Zuyxupu, i<f>Tj. 

466dl-5 



IV. 466d6-471c3 Transition from the Second to the Third Wave. 

The argument of the second wave, insofar as it is taken to argue for the 

utility of the koinonia of women and children is complete. What follows, from 

466d6 -471c3 is a transition from the conclusion of the second wave to the 

question of the possibility of the state in the third wave. The transition takes 

place through a discussion of the state at war, in which the principal interest at 

that level is to demonstrate how the unity of the state transcends all division, 

both stasis and polemos. In this sense, it is really a discussion of the state at 

peace, within itself, and with other states. 

The discussion of war falls easily into an external, bi-partite division, 

between 466d6-469b4 and 469b5-471c3. The first part deals with how the unity of 

the state overcomes the possibility of stasis which might arise in war between 

the individual and the state, in the conflict of glory and death. The second part 

deals with the unity of the state with other states, in which polemos is reduced to 

war with the barbarians. The discussion as a whole treats of three principal 

subjects: the honouring of living heroes, the honouring of dead heroes, and the 

possibility of philhellenic peace. What it brings before the reader is a vision of the 

ideal state as an universal city, which contains all forms of difference within itself. 

Such a view of the state is nearly that which sees it as a paradeigma. As the 

universal city, the ideal state is shown to possess the unity of an universal 

reason which transcends and comprehends all forms of particularity within itself. 

The discussion of war discloses the unity of two further forms of koinoniai 

that the politai of the just state participate: the koinonia of the living and the dead 

(466d6 - 469e6), and the koinonia poleon (469e7 - 471c3). The transitional 

character of this section of the argument is seen in how these forms of koinoniai 

fall between the koinonia of the state and the koinonia of ideas. In these koinoniai. 

there is a participation of the koinonia phulakon in more universal forms of unity 



than the koinonia poleos. and through them, the participation of the state as a 

whole. The third wave brings the state in relation to the pure universal form of 

koinonia: the koinonia eidon. There, if not before, it is clear how the more 

universal forms of koinoniai transcend lesser forms. 

(i) 466d6-469b4 Koinonia of the living and dead. 

That the discussion of war is transitional between the koinonia of women 

and children and the necessity of a philosopher-king is indicated by Socrates in 

Plato's usual fashion of first introducing a new subject, and then delaying its 

discussion. In this way he indicates the significance of the discussion which is 

actually about to take place. The argument of Books V to VII was thus 

introduced in relation to the intention to set the just state along other forms of 

polities to indicate that the intervening argument was necessary to that 

comparison. In the same way again, the discussion of the koinonia of women and 

children was deferred to the discussion of the koinonia men and women. 

Here, he suggests they are ready to undertake the question of whether the 

koinonia of women and children is possible, its utility having been demonstrated. 

(466d6-9) It is assumed that this demonstration will demonstrate the feasibility 

of the just state. What is not yet known is that the question of its possibility 

depends on whether it is possible that a philosopher can be king. But he then 

raises the issue of how the state will conduct itself in war, in an ironical way that 

recalls how he raised the issue of the utility of the koinonia of women and 

children: by declaring it is no doubt obvious, and thereby suggesting it would not 

be what one might suppose. (466el-3) What is to be disclosed in the discussion 

of warfare is thus indicated to be the connection between the possibility of the 

just state and that of the philosopher-king. What the discussion does is purge the 

assumption that the just state is one among others. It is disclosed to be an 



universal state, which refers back to the initial intention »t the beginning of Book 

V to compare the just to the unjust. The discussion of warfare thus brings one to 

the argument of the third wave which begins with the surprising hypothesis that 

the whole question of the feasibility of the just state has no bearing on its reality. 

Where the state has been disclosed to be universal in its reason, one is prepared 

for the hypothesis that its reality lies in its eidetic universality as paradeigma. 

(a) 466e4-467e Koinonia of young and old. 

The unexpected proposal is that children should go to war. The internal 

unity of the city is displayed in the march of the entire koinonia of guardians to the 

battle-front, male and female, young and old. 

KOLVTJ arpareboovrai, Kal irpos ye dfouoi ruv iralSuv els rbv 
irbXefiov boot dSpoi, Iv' cbairep ol ruv dXXuv Srffiiovpyuv 
Becovrai raura d reXeuOevras Serjoei Sqfiioupyetv 

466e4-6 

Just as the rational unity of the state transcends the natural divisions of male and 

female, so does it transcend the division of young and old. The children are 

regarded in their rational identity as members of the guardian class, as future 

warriors. They are to acquire a knowledge of the techne of warfare. Nor are they 

to play an entirely passive role. They are already regarded as having a active role 

in the full life of the community. As assistants, they shall participate in all the 

business of warfare, as well as attending upon their common parents. The image 

is one of a koinonia of young and old, of a common self-identity which transcends 

natural difference in age. 

irpbs Si TTJ Bia, Siamvetv Kal brrr\per€tv irdvra rd irepl rbv 
irbXefiov, Kal Qepairebeiv iraripas re Kal firyripas. 

467al-2 

The identity of the guardian transcends the natural difference of young and 

old, for one is is primarily determined by what one knows. It is the rational 



content of the soul that is determinant of the identity of the individual. (The 

difference in their rational capacity for different kinds of knowledge is what 

distinguishes the guardians and artisans~467a3-9. On the other hand, both 

classes share in a common rationality. The rational life of the soul is universally 

present in the rational divisions within the state.) The soul is to be regarded in 

its self-identity as rational, as prior to the natural contrariety of youth and age. 

Young and old are united in the logos of the rational life of the state and 

soul; their contrariety as the natural extremes of human life, short of birth and 

death, are brought together as extremes in the self-identity of the rational life of 

the rational soul as a "becoming". The young stand in relation to the old, not in 

their difference in age, but in their common identity as rational warriors, in which 

relation the contrariety of youth and age is disclosed as relative extremes in 

knowing. Thus those appointed to take charge of them will be "generals" whose 

age and experience fit them to the role of educators, paidagogoi. 

Kal dpxovrds yi irou, r)v 8' iyc6, ob robs <f>auXordrous 
abrots imorfjaouaiv dXXd robs ifiireipla re Kal f)XiKlg Imvobs 
fjyefibvas re Kal waiSayuyobs elvai. 

467d5-7 

The young and old are brought together in a koinonia of knowing, through 

which the rational life of the institution transcends the natural termination of the 

life of the individual. The life of the state is constandy renewed in a cycle of 

intellectual becoming, which transcends the natural division of life and death. The 

universal reason of justice in the state transcends the natural life of the individual, 

which is subject to the contraries of birth and death. 

The way in which the state regards the natural life of its individual 

members is the way in which sensible individuals are regarded as members of 

species. The children are regarded in their natural individuality only as members 

of the species, as offspring. 



161 

'AXXd fir)v Kal fiaxetral ye irav C&ov 8ia<pep6vrus irapbvruv dv 
dv riKQ. 

467al0-bl 

The dependence of the continued life of the state upon the continuation of 

generations of endless individual guardians necessitate precautions be taken for 

the young lest a disastrous loss in war should destroy the continued line of 

guardians, and the universal reason of the st£te be destroyed through the 

destruction of the nature cycle of generations. (It is significant that this concern 

to protect the children from danger does not arise out of an expectation of parental 

objection based upon natural affection. Natural affections have been transcended.) 

KLVSUVOS Si, £ IkoKpares, ob ofiiKpbs afaXetoiv, ola ST) iv 
noXifiu <f>iXet, irpbs iaurots iratSas diroXiaavras noirjoai Kal 
rr)v dXXrjv rrbXiv dSbarov dvaXa/3etv. 

467b2-4 

Nevertheless, since the life of the state lies principally in the continuation of its 

rational life, to which the continuation of the natural life of individuals is a 

condition, this danger must be met. 

dXXd ov irpurov piv f)yQ irpapaoKevaariov rb prj wore 
KivSuveOoai; 

467b5-6 

(b) 468a-468c9 Honouring of heros. 

The argument for the proposal that children should go to war has set forth, 

in a radical form, the demand that the natural life of the individual be sacrificed to 

the life of the state. The proposal is a dramatic introduction to the question of 

how the unity of the state overcomes the division which the natural individual 

faces in the extremes of life and death. If the state is regarded as simply 

analogous to a natural eidos. there remains the apparent division between the 

immortality of the state, and the mortality of the sensible individual, which the 

individual experiences as the conflict between honour and death. 



Those who display cowardice in battle will be thrown out of the guardian 

class, and sent down to live with the artisans. (468a5-7) They have revealed 

their incapacity to participate fully in the universal life of justice in the state that is 

participated by the mling class. Cowardice reveals that the ambitious desire for 

the universal recognition of the individual is not grounded in the trae recognition of 

the universal by the individual. Their desertion of the universal for the sake of 

preserving their own sensible particularity reveals they do not have a true view of 

their relation to the universal, or of its content. The artisan class are those who 

are incapable of transcending their own particular interests as sensible 

individuals, and view the universal only as unifying particular interests. They are 

unable to comprehend how the universal transcends particularity in any form. 

Those who are captured alive by the enemy are to be made a gift to the 

enemy. (468a9-10) They are looked upon as having deserted the state, and so 

are deserted by the state. Their desertion of the universal has been complete 

and they are left in their own particularity. Theirs is a greater act of cowardice, if 

it be that, than those who merely desert their posts. There is no distinction 

drawn between those who might be captured unwillingly, and those who might 

willingly surrender. They did not fight for the state to the death, but allowed 

themselves to become subject to the will of the enemy. The apparent underlying 

thought seems to be that no life other than the life of the just state should be 

considered preferable to death. What is also present is the notion of the 

independence of the universal from the particular. The good of the state is not to 

be made subject to the good of the individual; the good of the individual lies in the 

good of the state. Thus, there is no provision made to retrieve prisoners of war. 

The honour awarded to those who display heroic virtue in battle is the 

universal recognition of the individual by the state. Heroic virtue displays a 

willingness to die for the sake of the common good. The hero shows that he is 



ready to sacrifice his own life as a sensible individual for the universal life of the 

state. The heroic individual is recognized as transcending his own natural 

particularity and as embodying the universal life of the city. The visible form of his 

recognition is to be universally crowned by all his comrades, and then the children. 

(468b2-5) The nobility of this gesture is to be coupled with the more vulgar 

reward of universal affection, against which Socrates perhaps anticipates some 

objection.26 

'AXXd r6S' olfiai, fjv 8' iyci, oticin ooi SOKCI. Tb irotov; Tb 
(fnXfjaai re Kal (fnXrfBfjvai birb iKdarou. 

468b9-ll 

Glaucon, however, seems eager to add that, while on campaign, the hero should 

be permitted an universal license to embrace whomever he or she pleases, 

whether the object of this affection be willing or unwilling.27 (468bl2-c4) His 

intention is to unite the ethical good of honour with the natural passion of eros. 

Socrates affirms the proposal by recalling the objective reason of the utilitarian 

law that limits private natural affections to the desired public end of eugenic 

gamoi. (468c5-8) The importance of this final remark is that it indicates the object 

of the hero's affection will be another hero, since the hieroi gamoi will be the union 

of the best (male) with the best (female). 

The proposal is best treated principally as a philosophic image, that is, in 

terms of its philosophic content. What is being recognized in both forms of 

universal recognition, being crowned by all and embraced by all, is how heroic 

virtue partakes of the universal reason of the just state, that the life of the 

individual has this universal content. The unity of the crown and the embrace is 

an image of the trae content of eros: the love of the universal. The heroic 

individual is then seen to be free to embrace all and to be embraced by all because 

his virtue embraces and is embraced by the universal reason by which all politiai 



are embraced, and which all ought to embrace. In his heroic virtue, the life of the 

individual embodies the life of the state. He does not simply participate the 

immortality of the institution, but possesses it. As one who is embraced, he is 

one who is participated. He has obtained the life of the universal; he is both 

participant and participated. 

The other side of this relation is what is disclosed about the nature of the 

universal life of the state: that it not only transcends the particular, but embodies 

the trae content of the particular. The hero is loved by all because of his universal 

virtue. His freedom to love whomever he desires has in it the freedom of the 

state to send children to war, to demote the cowardly, and to desert the captured. 

This unqualifed affirmation of the passions in the heroic individual has on the other 

side the unqualified negation of the passions in those who are the object of his 

passion. He is to be embraced because he ought to be embraced; the object of 

eros ought to be virtue. The beautiful is the good. The relation which the hero 

has to the others is that of the universal to the particular, of both transcending 

partcularity and comprehending it. The crown and the embrace signify the two-

sides of this relation. The life of the hero is the life of the city; the life of the city is 

the life of its heroes. 

(c) 468cl0-469b4 Divinization of heros. 

The state is the city of the blessed; justice has the same content as piety. 

The life of the state is the life of universal reason, which transcends the life of the 

particular individual; the individual's participation in the state partakes of the 

immortality of the institution. The glory of heroes transcends even their death. 

They embody the life of the city, the life of reason which transcends the limitations 

of natural necessity, even the extremes of life and death. The state has an eidetic 

life, and the hero not only participates this eidetic life, but his own life becomes 



eidetic. The life of the hero has an universality which the other politiai participate. 

The hero is both a particular participant in the universal reason of the state and an 

universal life which is itself participated by others. Those who most fully 

participate in the life of the city are those who are most capable of transcending 

the limits of their sensuous, contingent nature. Their life is beyond that of human 

mortality; they participate most fully the immortal life of the state. Like the 

heroes of Homer, the heros of the just state are to receive the religious honours of 

sacrifices and hymns that are offered as well to the gods; their virtue is to be 

honoured as divine. 

Kal ydp fffiets iv re Qvalais Kal rots roiobrois rrdai robs 
dyaQobs, md' baov dv dyaOol <f>aivuvrai, Kal upvois Kal ols 
VWST) iXiyopev rifnjoofiev, irpbs Si robrois iSpais re Kal 
Kpiaaiv ISi irXelois Seirdoeaoiv, Iva dpa rq) ripdv doKupev 
robs dyaOobs dvSpas re Kal ywatms. 

468d7-e2 

The highest honour the hero is to receive is this recognition of the divine 

character of his virtue, that it transcends and rales over his sensuous nature. 

That through his virtue, the hero transcends the limits set upon mortals, for he 

participates in the life of the gods, the life of an universal reason which sets him 

beyond the sensible world of life and death. The hero is one who lives according 

to a good which transcends his own life and his own death. In his heroic 

identification with the state, the individual transcends and comprehends the limits 

of his own natural finitude. 

The natural division of life and death is thus to be regarded as acccidental 

to the trae immortal nature of the hero. The heros of the just state will be taken 

to join the immortal heros of Hesiod's "golden race" ftou chmsou genou). the 

heros that protect the city-states of Greece. Their heroic virtue shall transfigure 

them into immortal guardians of the state. Hesiod on this point is to be believed: 

the heroic dead will become state-divinities.28 



ol fiiv Saljioves dyvol imxdbvioi reXidouoiv, ioQXoi, 
dXeflKcucoi, <f>bXcuces fiepbiruv dvdpthiruv 

469al-2 

The funerary for the guardians shall be designed by the gods for it is to be such as 

to recognize that their death is the moment in which their humanity is transfigured 

into divinity. 
AiairXuddfievoi dpa rou Beou irus XP1) "robs Saifiovlous re Kal 
Oelous nQivai Kal rlvi 8\a<f)6pco, obru Kal raurrj drjoofiev fi dv 
iffiyfjrai; 

469a4-6 

It is the universal life of the state which is displayed in the heroic virtue of the 

guardians to be a divine life. This will be recognized by the instituiton of continual 

worship of the dead. Public ancestral cults of the dead are to be established, not 

only those who die in battle, but all whose lives display heroic virtue shall be 

recognized as transcending the limits of mortality. 

Kal rbv Xoiirbv ST) xpbvov us Saifibvuv, obru depaireboofiiv re 
Kal rpooKwrjoofiev abruv rds Orjms; rairrd Si raura 
vofiiovfiev 8rav ns yrjpg fj nvi dXXu rpbrru TeXeurrjorj ruv 
Soot dv 8ia<f>epbvrus iv rql ftlco dyadol KpiBuaiv; Aimiov 
yOW, i<f>T). 

469a8-b4 

What is revealed to the other politai through these ultimate honours of heroic 

virtue is that the life of the state is a life which takes one beyond the limits of the 

sensible world. The life which transcends the limits of the sensible and 

contingent is divine; it is the life of the gods. The life of the state is a life which 

participates in the life of the gods. The public cult of the heros, their worship as 

state-divinites, replaces the ancestral cult of the family.29 The ancestral cult of 

the family is done away with in the class of guardians for there is no longer any 

need for it. 



(ii) 469b5-471c3 Koinonia poleon: the universal city. 

The koinonia of the living and the dead carries the argument into the 

koinonia poleon. The city of reason is recognized as the universal city. The 

koinonia of the living and the dead overcomes the division of life and death; it also 

purges the individual of the final characteristics of a natural particularity. All men 

are identical as rational animals. The universal reason of humanity even 

overcomes the particularity of the political animal, of belonging to a particular 

polis. 

What divides Greece is the natural divisions of racial tribes, which were 

institutionalized into political differences. All Greece is to be united in their 

identity as rational animals. They are to be united against the irrationality of the 

barbarians. The purgation of naturalism extends to the relation of the just state to 

other states. It would be contrary to the rational freedom of the just state to 

enslave those states who share the freedom of reaason. No Greek state should 

reduce another to slavery; no Greek should be made a slave. The relation of slave 

and master is that between the irrational and rational man. The distinction 

between them is rational, for they are distinguished as possessing or not 

possessing a rational character. If reason is spoken as natural to humanity, then 

this distinction can be spoken of as natural, or not contrary to nature. But it is not 

a natural distinction in the sense that natural differences should be its basis. The 

difference between these two ways of speaking of what is natural is the difference 

between the accidental natural characteristics that differentiate sensible 

individuals, and the essential chracteristic of reason or a lack of reason. All of 

humanity is united in its reason. Greeks are those who live according to their 

essential rational nature, who govern themselves by reason. Barbarians are 

those who live according to the natural accidents of human nature. 



Neither Greek nor barbarian is to be refused burial. Nor shall any corpse 

be stripped or in any way defiled. The universal reason of justice which contains 

within it the division of life and death recognizes this division to be that between 

body and soul. It is the soul, not the body, which is the life of a man. In the 

koinonia of body and soul, the body is external to the inner identity of the soul. 

The rational soul is the life of the individual. The body dies because it is 

accidental to that life. The argument has come to the point where the soul is 

completely distinguished from the body. Death is the point where the soul 

divests itself from the body. Death reveals the distinction between the essential 

cause of human life, the rational life of the soul, and the accidental condition of life, 

the body. The body is nothing more than the mortal instrument of the immortal 

soul. The one who does not know this essential distinction in human nature does 

not possess a free rational nature. He does not know the free nature of the soul 

in its rational life. He is unfree (aneleutheros). the barbarian who lives within the 

unfreedom of the sensible and contingent (philochrematos). He is comparable to 

an irrational animal, like a dog; or to a woman who regards death (e.g. of a loved 

one in battle) only as the loss of the sensible individual (failing to apprehend how 

it confers an immortal glory).30 

AveXebOepov Si ob SoKet Kal faXoxprjfiarov veKpbv ouXqiv, Kal 
yuvaiKelas re Kal apiKpds Siavotas rb iroXifiiov fHoplCeiv rb 
oufia rou reOveuros diroirrafiivou rou ixpou, XeXonrbros Si (S 
iiroXifiei; fj olei n Sidfopov Spdv robs rovro iroiouvras 
ruv KUVUV, at rots XLdois ols dv f3Xr)duai xa^erralvouai, rou 
pdXXovros obx dirrbfievai; 

469d6-e2 

The principle which unifies the state unifies all men in their common 

humanity as possessing the freedom and divinity of a rational nature. The 

principle which unifies the state is the unity of an universal reason which is the 



essential nature of humanity. The Greeks are those who worship the gods of 

reason and order, the gods of the polis. All those who participate in the universal 

life of reason, of justice, are united in a single universal koinonia of friendship. 

They share the divine the life of reason. 

'AXX' ob <f>iXiXXr)ves; obSi oUelav rr)v 'EXXdSa r)yrjoovrai, 
obSi Koivuvrjoouaiv cSvrrep ol dXXoi lepuv; 

471al-2 

All the evils which attend upon the naturalism of racial and national particularity 

that are the chief causes of war are to be abolished from the community of Greeks, 

on the ground of their friendship in the reason of justice (471a - 471c). 

The life of reason transcends all forms of natural division: the difference of 

sex, family, race, age, and even life and death. The unity of the reason in the state 

and in the soul transcends the sensible divisions of the natural and particular. 

The good for man is so far known as that freedom and unity which transcends and 

unites differences. The trae citizen is the citizen of the universal state of reason. 

In the koinonia of reason, all are united in their identical rational nature. The 

determinations of nature of male and female, parent and child, young and old, 

weak and strong, living and dead, Athenian and Spartan are all transcended. 

Justice transcends all that is given and determinate in humanity. There is 

no otherness that falls outside justice to limit its universal nature. Its self-

identity appears in its complete universality. The logos of justice is universal. It 

is not the particular principle of the state as against the family or individual; it is 

not the principle of a particular race or state as against another. It is not the 

principle of thought as against life. It is not the unifying principle of the soul as 

against the body. What falls outside justice is what is incapable of participating 

the principle of unity. The body, the barabarian, the non-ideal cities, the artisans, 



the coward, the young, do not fall complete outside justice, but are unable to fully 

participate in it. They are comprehended by that which they do not comprehend. 

What the two waves have overcome is the assumption that there belongs 

to the natural order a principle of difference and unity which stands opposed to the 

rational distinctions and unity of justice. Justice has been shown to be the 

universal principle of unity, the single principle of all forms of unity. It is the 

universal reason of justice which is recognized in the koinonia poleon as 

comprehending the whole of humanity in its capacity to participate in the universal 

life of reason. 

i 



V. 471c4-480 The Third Wave. 

The argument of the third wave extends from this point in Book V, through 

the whole of Books VI and VII. The argument begins in Book V with a 

preliminary discussion in which Socrates gains assent to the intention of the 

argument (471c4-473b4); then, the hypothesis is set forth that the just state is 

only possible if its ruled by a philosopher-king (473b5-474c6). The argument 

reaches a certain conclusion by the end of Book V with the definition of what is 

meant by a philosophos. and how he is to be distinguished from a philodoxos 

(474c7-480). The argument which defines the philosopher brings to light the 

epistemological distinction between knowledge and opinion in relation to the 

ontological distinction between being and becoming. The sensible is distinguished 

from the intelligible, the particular from the universal, nature from reason. Book 

VI takes up the argument from this point by stating that it is already obvious that 

philosophic knowledge should be the ground of political life. The question of the 

utility of philosophy is really a question of the utility of the philosopher (484). The 

dialectical force of the third wave thus compels one to ride out its entire course, a 

statement which can be said as well of the whole dialogue. 

The koinonia of the living and the dead, in which the life of the state and of 

the individual were completed through each other, rested upon poetic images of 

the death of heroes: the mythology of Homer and Hesiod; the content of the 

dramas of the Dionysia. The universal life of the city is an image of the life of the 

universal which is the true object desired by the soul. Its life is eidetic, but it is 

not the life of the eidos. The immortality of the state and its heroes is an image of 

the immortal life of the soul, of reason. The principle of the state, justice, has 

come into view as a rational eidos. but only as this appears as an unifying 

principle of the divided and sensible. Justice is the unity of state and individual, it 

is the unity of life and death. But it is an unity known only in terms of diversity. 



Justice is known and not known; the eidos is seen and not seen. The nature of 

that reason by which the state is ordered and is completed in the life of the 

guardians has not yet come into view, it is known only in the life of the state. The 

eros of the philosopher transcends the life of the state, it seeks an unity which 

transcends diversity altogether. Its object is the self-identity of the universal in 

itself. The life of the state is the life of participation in the universal, where there 

remains the division of participant and participated, The universal life of the state 

participates in the universal of justice, but it contains a diversity which does not 

belong to justice. The argument of the two waves brings one to the point where 

the universal as a separate eidos can be brought into view; where the eros of the 

philosopher can be brought into view; where the state as paradeigma can be 

brought into view. What would keep the reality imaged in the state hidden from 

view has been purged. What is desirable is no longer taken to be that which is 

sensible and particular. The desirability of the philosophic eros, of being over 

becoming, eidos over image, paradeigma over polis can be assented to because 

the desirability of the universal life of reason has already been established. 

A. 471c4-474c6 The Proposal for a Philosopher-King, 

(i) 471c4-473b4 The possibility of the ideal state, 

(a) 471c4-472b2 The question of possibility. 

The third wave is introduced by Glacuon's ready agreement that the utility 

and necessity of the koinonia of women and children in the just state has been 

sufficiently demonstrated. He is impatient that they should turn finally to the 

outstanding question: whether the just state is possible, and how it should come 

into being. 

"dXX' lbs ifiou bpoXoyowTos irdvra raura 8ri elr) dv Kal 
dXXa ye pupla, el yivoiro i) iroXi~ela ctrrrf, prfKiri rrXelu irepl 



abrfjs Xiye, dXXd rouro fjSrj irepiptiueda r)fids abrobs rrelOeiv, 
d>s Svvarov Kal # Swarbv, rd 8 dXXa yalpev icopev. 

471e 

As at the beginning of Book V, the readiness of Socrates' interlocutors to 

enter into a further stage of the argument is matched by his own reluctance. The 

possibility of realizing the just state in praxis involves the third and greatest 

wave of paradox (paradoxon- 472a). Like the koinonia of men and women, and 

the koinonia of women and children, it requires a logos that must overthrow a 

traditional assumption or custom, i.e. doxa. Glaucon is undaunted by Socrates' 

warning, and reminds him that he shall remain their captive (cf. 450a) until he has 

demonstrated how the just state is to be realized. Glaucon's zeal suggests a 

certain confidence that Socrates will indeed show them how the just state can be 

realized. He has already met their own objections to the koinonia of women and 

children, on which the possibility of the state seemed to depend. The theory of 

the just state appears to be complete; what remains is to see how one might put 

theory into action. He agrees they possess the just state in lexis: how can it be 

realized in praxis? 

"Oau dv, i</>T], roiavra rrXelu Xiyrjs, tjrrov d<pe6rjor) b<p' fjpuv 
irpbs rb fir) eliretv TTQ Swarf) yiyvcoQai aim] t) iroXirela. 
dXXd Xiye Kal pr) Sidrpifie. 

472a8-b2 

The force of the demand that the just state be shown possible lies in the 

assumption that justice is embodied in the life of the city. Justice has been 

identified with the life of the state. The reality of justice is embodied in just laws 

and just men, the virtue of the state and individual. The vision of justice at this 

point in the argument is the vision of an universal justice embodied in the life of 

the universal city. The difficulty is that justice is thus known only as the universal 

which orders and unifies the sensible and particular; it is not known in its own 



separate identity as chorismos. Justice is not known apart from that in which it 

appears. 

(b) 472b3-473b4 The just politeia as a paradeigma. 

Glaucon has demanded that the argument, which has shown that justice is 

the good in lexis, be completed by showing that justice can be realized in praxis. 

It has come to the point where Socrates must declare whether and how the just 

state is possible. Socrates' answer is that first they must agree on what they 

mean by possible.31 

Socrates' immediate answer to this demand that the state be proven 

possible is to recall them to the original intention of their argument, which was to 

discover whether ther>/ was a true justice which was the good of state and 

individual alike. Whether justice was the good depended upon discovering the 

nature of justice in itself. 

Oticow, T)V 8' iyd, irpcorov piv rbSe xpr) dvapvqo&fjvai, 8ri 
fjfiets Crfrowres SiKaioabvrjv olbv ion Kal dSiKiav Sevpo 
fJKopev. 

472b3-5 

The most important part of Socrates' argument is the statement that follows-

dXX' idv eupupev olov ion Stmioabvr). 

--"but should they discover what sort of thing justice is". The rest of his argument 

depends altogether on this statement: that although they have constituted a just 

state and a just man in lexis, they have not yet discovered what justice is in itself. 

Should they discover what justice is, they must not expect true justice to 

be perfectly embodied in the life of the individual. There is this difference between 

the ideal of justice, the reality of justice, and the possibility of its realization in the 

world. The just man will be he who most nearly approximates the ideal of justice, 



the one who most fully partakes or participates (metechein) the ideal. Possibility 

must be distingushed from reality. 

dXX' idv eupupev olbv ion Simioowr), dpa Kal dvSpa rbv 
Stmiov dfiuoopev prjSiv Setv abrfjs iKelvrjs S\a<f>ipeiv, dXXd 
iravraxQ TOLOUTOV elvai olov Simioouvr) ioriv; fj dyamjoopev 
idv 8n iyybrara abrfjs fj Kal nXetora ruv dXXuv iKelvr/s 
P-erixrj; 

472b7-c2 

The purpose of their inquiry into the nature of justice was to discover a 

paradeigma. a model or measure of justice. 

JTapaSelyparos dpa ivem, fjv 8' iyu, iCryrovpev abrb re 
8imioobvr\v olov ion, ml dvSpa rbv reXius Slmiov el 
yivoiro, Kal olos dv elr\ yevbpevos, Kal dSiKiav al Kal rbv 
dSiKurarov, 

472c4-5 

What they were looking for, then, in constituting the just man was a 

paradeigma of justice by which they could determine whether justice was the good 

of the individual. The paradeigma is the measure by which they are to judge 

justice and injustice as it appears in praxis. The good and evil of justice and 

injustice which they are seeking to discover in the paradigm of the most perfectly 

just and unjust men is the measure of living individuals. 

Iva els iKetvous dirofiXiirovres, oloi dv r)ptv <palvuvrai 
ebSaipovias re iripi Kal rou ivavrtou, dvaymCcfyieBa Kal irepl 
fjpuv abruv bpoXeyetv, 8s dv iKelvois 8ri bpoibraros fj, rr)v 
iKelvrjs fiotpav b/ioiordrrjv ifeiv, dXX' ob robrov ivem, Iv' 
diroSelfupev us Sward raura yiyveo&ai. 

472c7-d2 

The measure of the paradeigma is not the reality of praxis. The 

paradeigma of justice is comparable to the idealized portrait of beauty which the 

zographos paints in the form of the most beautiful man. The measure of the truth 

of its beauty is not whether it conforms to the beauty of sensible individuals. 

Olei dv odv frrrov ri dyadbv faypdfov elvai 8s dv ypdtpas 
irapdSeiypa olov dv elrj b KdXXioros dvQpurros Kal irdvra els 



rb ypdppa Ucavcos diroSobs fir) ixo diroSetfai cos Kal Swarbv 
yevioQai rotoDrov dvSpa; 

472d4-7 

This example of the painter must be set alongside the same example at 

the beginning of Book VI. Here, one has the painter creating the paradeigma of 

beauty in the form of a most beautiful man. The paradeigma is not itself modelled 

on an invisible ideal of beauty, nor on a visible beauty. In Book VI, the painter 

seems to paint a portrait looking at a visible paradeigma.32 This is the usual 

way the the painter is employed as a metaphorical type of the creator, as copying 

a visible reality, where the painting is less real than the model. But as used here, 

the painter creates the paradeigma. he does not copy it. He is the inspired artist 

of the Phaedms. The basic Platonic criticism of mousike or poetry in its most 

general sense, is that it mistakes the image for the reality of which it is the image. 

This criticism is suppressed here in favour of establishing the superiority of the 

paradeigmatic to the sensible particular individual. Yet it is still present in the 

underlying criticism of lexis. The way in which the superiority in truth and reality 

of lexis to praxis is established is by reference to the inferiority of lexis to 

aletheia. 

The paradeigma which they have created in speech then is no less an 

accurate portrait of the just man, than is the artist's picture an account of the 

beautiful man. The proof that their argument is true, that it is a true account of 

justice and injustice, does not depend on showing that their paradeigma. which 

they have created in words, of the just man and just state conforms to the reality 

of praxis. It is not any less tme or real if it is or is not possible in praxis. 

ob Kal fjpets, <papiv, irapdSeiypa iiroioDpev Xbyu dyaOfjs 
irbXeus; ffdvu ye. THrrbv n obv olei r)pas eb Xiyeiv robrou 
ivem, idv pr) ixcopev diroSetfai cos Swarbv obru irbXiv 
olfcnoai us iXiyero; 

472d9-e4 



Their attempt to show whether and how the paradeigma of the just state 

and just man might be possible, that is, might be realized in praxis, must not be 

understood as an attempt to prove that the paradeigma is or is not a true account 

of the just man and just state. (472e6-9) The question of possibility is not a 

question of reality. To show whether the just state is possible to realize in praxis 

is not a matter of proving that the paradeigma in lexis is real. Lexis is nearer to 

the truth than praxis: the reality of praxis depends upon the reality of lexis. Lexis 

is the measure of praxis. Truth is the measure of lexis. Truth and reality 

transcend lexis, and give the paradeigma its reality; the truth of the paradeigma. 

of the definition of the universal in thought depends on its approximation to the 

trae reality of the universal itself. 

Mp' olbv ri ri irpaxOfjvai us Xiyerai, fj fiboiv ixei irpdfiv 
' Xifeus fjrrov dXrfdelas icpdirreodai, Kdv el pfj ru SoKet; 

473al-3 

The truth and reality of the paradeigma does not rest on possiblity; rather, 

the reality of what is possible is to be measured by the reality of the paradeigma 

in its relation to truth. They will be satisfied then if they can show how the 

nearest approximation to the paradeigma can be realized in praxis. 

Touro piv Sr) pr) dvdym{i pe, ola rep Xbyco SirjXOopev, 
roiaura iravrdiraai Kal rep ipyu Setv yiyvbpeva dv 
diro(f>alveiv' dXX' idv olol re yevupeBa ebpetv us dv 
iyybrara cos Sward raura ylyveadai d ob imrdrreis. 

473a5-bl 

Socrates' argument defines the just politeia as a paradeigma of politeia. It 

is the universal form of politeia. of which all other existing polities are 

participants. It makes no difference whether the just politeia exists in the form of 

an "actual" constitution, since that is nothing other than the participation of the 

human community in the "actuality" of the paradeigmatic or universal politeia. 

Other forms of polity would only be the degenerate forms of the ideal. 



(ii) 473eb5-474c6 The philosopher-king. 

The question of the possibility of the paradeigma has been purged of any 

assumption that this is a question of its reality or truth. The question of 

possibility depends rather on the conversion of existing politeiai. those which are 

kakai kai hemartemenai. to the true polity.33 The question is what prevents 

these poleis from participating in the reality of the tme politeia. and what would 

convert them. In this respect it is a question of praxis, not lexis. 

Tb Si Sr) perd rouro, cbs ioiKe, ireipc6pe9a (rfretv re Kal 
diroSeiKvbvai ri wore vw KOKUS iv rats irbXeai irpdrrerai Si' 
8 obx obrus olKowrai, 

473b4-6 

Practicality guides us to look for the least, single change or fewest number of 

changes that would convert these bad forms of polity to the tme form. 

Kal rivos dv opiKpordrou pera/SaXbvros iXdoi els rovrov rbv 
rpbirov rfjs iroXirelas irbXis, pdXiora fiiv ivos, el Si pr), 
Suotv, el Si pr), bri bXiytoruv rbv dpidfibv Kal opiKpordruv 
rr)v Sbvapiv. 

473b6-9 

What we are seeking to discover is the principal cause in existent polities that 

deprives of them of their participation in the true and universal just politeia. The 

practical has an inherent theoretical interest. To convert these unjust polities to 

just polities, we must discover whether there is a single underlying cause of 

privation of justice in them, which can be purged. We are looking for the universal 

cause of injustice in all unjust forms of government. There is a single change that 

would effect a conversion from injustice to justice in existent polities. It is not a 

small change, nor an easy one to bring about, but it is possible. 
Evbs piv rotvw, f)v S' iyc6, peraf3aXdvros Somupiv p.01 ixeiv 
Setfai bri perairiooi dv, ob pivroi opiKpou ye obSi pgSlov, 
Suvarou Si. 

473c2-4 

It is the greatest of the three waves, the greatest paradox of all. One 

which ic surely to be ridiculed even more than the proposals that women be 



guardians, or that families be common. It will go against the force of accepted 

doxa. and will be branded adoxia. for it goes beyond the limit of what custom 

holds to be noble and reputable. What is required transcends doxa. and cannot be 

known by doxa.34 

Edv pr), r)v 8' iyc6, elpl 8 rep peylorco irpoarjKdCopev Kvpan. 
elprjoerai 8' odv, el Kal piXXei yiXurl re drexvus akrrrep Kvpa 
iKyeXuv Kal dSoflq mrcucXbaeiv. 

473c6-8 

The universal cause of injustice is that philosophers are not kings. The 

cause of justice is the philosopher-king. Existent polities are unjust because in 

them the political power of their mlers is not grounded in the wisdom of 

philosophy. The conversion of the unjust polities to just polities requires, on the 

one hand, that in them political rule be united with philosophic wisdom, and, on 

the other hand , that the "many natures" who pursue either of these activities 

apart from the other, are of necessity excluded from them. It is the creation of a 

philosopher-king which is the necessary cause, along with the purgation of 

pursuing philosophy or politics apart from each other as its necessary condition, 

which is the means of translating the just politeia from lexis into praxis. 

Edv pr), f)v 8' iyu", fj ol <piXboo<poi fkioiXeuauoiv iv rats 
irbXeaiv fj ol fktoiXfjs re vuv Xeybpevoi Kal Swdarai 
<piXooo<pTJouoi yvrjoius re Kal Imvus, Kal rouro els rabrbv 
oupiriorj, Suvapis re iroXinKr) Kal (piXooocpLa, ruv Si vuv 
iropeuopivuv x^S £<P' iKdrepov oil iroXXal cpuoeis if dvdytafs 
diroKXeiaduoiv, otic ion KOKUV irauXa, & <f>tXe TXaticuv, rats 
irbXeai, SOKU 8' obSi T$ dvQpurrlvco yivei, obSe aim) r) 
iroXirela pr) irore wpdrepov <j>uf) re els rb Swarbv Kal (pus 
r)Xlou ISTJ, fjv vw Xbyu SieXryXuBapev. 

473c11-e2 

The philosophos-basileus is para doxan because it is difficult to see how the good 

of the individual and of the state depends upon the unity of philosophical reason 

and political ability. 



dXXd rouro ianv 8 ipol irdXai bicvov ivrlOrpi Xiyeiv, bpuvn 
cos iroXb irapd Sbfav ^rfBrjaerar x^eirbv ydp ISetv bri OVK dv 
dXXr) ris ebSaipovrjoeiev oure ISlq oure Sripoalg. 

473e3-5 

Socrates' argument has three principal premises: (1) the universal cause 

of injustice in existent polities is the separation of philosophy and politics; (2) the 

universal cause of justice in existent polities would be the union of philosophy and 

politics; (3) the principal difficulty which opposes the conversion of unjust forms of 

polity to the just form of polity is ignorance of the dependence of the good of 

practical life, both public and private, upon philosophy. As the course of the 

argument in Book V will show, what is not known is how justice depends upon 

the good. 

Significantly, not only will Socrates' proposal be received by the present 

state of opinion with ridicule, but it will be rejected with violent hostility. (473e6-

474a4) It seems that Socrates could become a martyr of justice, if he is unable to 

give an apology (amunein toi logoi) for the philosopher-king. In the existent state 

of things, "the many natures" (hai pollai phuseis) who practise politics and 

philosophy consider their professions as, not only mutually exclusive, but 

mutually opposed to being brought together. The necessary defence of the 

philosopher-king lies in distinguishing between these "many natures" and the 

nature of the philosopher. The trae philosophic nature is one which knows the 

unity of political life and philosophy. The philosopher-king alone is the trae 

philosopher and the tme politician; the "many natures" are false philosophers and 

false politicians, pretenders to the throne. 
dvaymtov odv poi SoKet, el piXXopiv irrj iKcpebfeodai ovs 
Xiyeis, Sioplaaodai irpbs abrobs robs <piXoab<pous rlvas 
Xiyovres roXpupev <pdvai Setv dpxeiv, Iva SiaSrjXuv yevopivuv 
Suvrfral ris dpbveoOai, ivSeiicvbpevos 8n rots piv irpoarJKei 
<pbaei dirreodaC re <piXooo<plas fjyepovebeiv r' iv irbXei, rots 
8' dXXois prjre dwreodai dmXou&etv re red fjyoupivu. 

474b4-c3 
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B. 474c7-480 The Definition of the Philosophos. 

The remainder of the argument of Book V is now concerned with defining 

the philosopher. First, the philosophic nature must be distinguished from those of 

the many other natures, particularly those which unknowingly pretend to be 

philosophic. This distinction is brought out in terms of recognizing what 

distinguishes philosophic eros from other forms of eros. It is essential to the 

significance of the argument of the three waves to consider the logos concerning 

eros to the previous consideration of eros in the second wave. The movement of 

the argument which defines the philosopher is the familiar Platonic dialectical 

ascent "ab exterioribus ad interiora, ab inferioribus ad superiora". The argument 

moves from the consideration of the outward and visible activity of a philosophic 

nature to the inward activity of the soul, from the epistemological activity of 

knowing, to the psychological faculty of mind which knows, and finally to the 

ontological reality of its object. 

(i) 474c7-475e2 Philosophic eros. 

The nature of the philosopher is distinguished from the natures of the 

"many" in respect of his eros, the fundamental desire by which he is moved in 

relation to the nature of its object by which it is defined. It is necessary first to 

determine the nature of eros, which is to be done by citing instances of eros in the 

different kinds of erotikoi. Socrates' intention is to disclose that eros is 

fundamentally the universal desire for the universal. The various kinds and 

degrees of eros are united in their origin: the primary desire of the soul for self-

identity, i.e. unity with itself, which it seeks through unity with the pure universal 

form of unity. 



(a) 474c7-475bll The nature of eros. 

The universal and definitive characteristic of eros is that it is an universal 

form of desire. One should properly call one a lover of something only if one loves 

something as a whole, as opposed to loving one part of it but not another. One is 

a lover if one's love is universal, and not particular. 

'AvaptpvijoKeiv odv oe, i)v 8' iyu\ fj pipvrjoai 5n 8v dv 
cpupev <fkXetv n, Set ipavfjvai abrbv, idv bpdus Xiyryrai, ob rb 
piv cpiXouvra iKeivov, rb Si fir), dXXd irdv aripyovra; 

474c8-ll 

Citing a host of examples, Socrates considers two sets of erotikoi: the 

first set consists of the philopais or aner erotikos (of whom Glaucon is used as an 

unwilling example), and the philotimos: the second set consists of the 

philotheamonon and die philosophos. There is also mention of other erotikoi: the 

philooinos and philositos should be associated with the first set. The 

philotheamonon is inclusive of philekooi other than the festival goers: the 

mathetes who lacks a philosophic spirit either because of his youth or nature, the 

philotechnos and the praktikos. The division between the two sets is obvious: 

the first deals with forms of eros that are appetitive and spirited; the second with 

rational or intellectual forms of eros. Generally, however, the philopais and 

philotimos are included within the philotheamonon. and so the main division is 

that between the philotheamonon and the philosophos.35 

The consideration of the nature of eros here brings before us the 

connection between the first two waves and the third. In the treatment of the 

family and of honour in the second wave, the eros of sexual desire and the love of 

honour were purged of the naturalism which corrupts the philopais. philotimos. 

and the philotheamonon. 

The philopais has a corrupt love of a false image of the desirable, the 

philotimos has a corrupt love of a false image of honour, the philotheamonon has 



a corrupt love of a false image of wisdom. They enjoy a false pleasure, honour, 

and wisdom, by which their souls are corrapted. Having fallen away from the true 

forms of good, they have sunken into corrupted forms. The cause of their 

corruption is their respective intoxications with the images of sensual beauty, 

honour, and wisdom, which they mistake for the reality of beauty, honour, and 

wisdom. They are ruled by forms of eros which are divorced from logos, by a 

reason which can measure the sensible by the reality of the ideal. Because they 

cannot distinguish eidos and image, they cannot distinguish between trae and 

false instantations of the eide of the beautiful, just, and good in the realm of the 

desirable, honourable, and wise. Their confusion of image and reality makes them 

comparable to drunkards. They are instances of corruption comparable to the 

philoinoi. 

robs (piXoLvovs ob rd abrd ravra iroiouvras bpgs; irdvra 
olvov iirl irdor\s rrpocpdoeus doira£opivous; 

475a5-7 

The intoxication of the philopais with youth leads him to see sensual beauty 

where sensual beauty is not present. Every youth is beautiful, no matter how 

ugly they actually are. The truly undesirable appear desirable. 

Kal ivl Xdycp irdoas irfxxpdoeis 7rpo<paol{eodi re ml rrdoas 
cpuvds d<ptere, &ore prfSiva dirofidXXeiv ruv dvdowruv iv upci. 

474e5-475a2 

The intoxication of the philotimos with honour leads him to seek the highest he 

can obtain, no matter how low degree of honour that might be. If he cannot become 

a general, he will become a captain; if he cannot obtain a position in society 

where he will be honoured by the most honourable, he will seek honour from the 

least honourable. 

Kal pr)v (piXoripous ye, cbs iyfifiai, mdopgs bri, dv pr) 
orparr\yfjaai Sbvuvrai, rpirrvapxovoiv, Kdv pr) birb pei(6vuv 

I 



Kal oepvoripuv npaoQai, birb apiKporipuv Kal cpauXoripuv 
npcopevoi dyairuaiv, us 8Xcos ripfjs imdufiriral bvres. 

475a9-b2 

The lovers of honour and those of youth are comparable to the lover of wine in that 

they mistake a finite good for the whole or universal good. They treat a particular 

good as though it were universal, because they do not know the distinction 

between the universal and the particular. 

The true object of eros is the universal good. The eros of the philopais and 

the philotimos are corrupt forms of eros in which the universal is sought in the 

form of the particular. The finite goods of pleasure and honour are not known in 

their dependence upon the infinite good, but are sought independently of their 

relation to the good. What is finite is pursued as though infinite. There is no limit 

to the eros of the philopais and philotimos. There is a lack of reason which would 

separate the universal of beauty and virtue from the particular forms of its 

instantiations. The corrupt forms of eros are states of intoxication, drunken 

desires which do not clearly discern their tme object. There is a lack of sober 

judgement which would distinguish between the beautiful and ugly among youths, 

the noble and ignoble among society. The ideal universal is known and sought as 

it appears in the sensible and particular as an abstract universal. Essentially 

the corruption of eros stems from an ignorance which abstracts finite goods from 

the good itself and pursues them as the good because the dependence of the 

sensible and finite upon the ideal and infinite is not known. 

(b) 475b5- 476e3 The nature of philosophic eros. 

(a) 475b4- e2 The eros of the philotheamonon. 

The universal is known and desired as apprehended abstractly in the 

multiplicity and diversity of its particular instances. However, even in the finite 



and particular, eros appears as the desire for the universal, as the desire of the 

whole.36 

dpa 8v dv nvos iiriBuprfriKbv Xiyupev, iravrbs rod iSovs 
robrou cprjoopev imQvpetv, fj rob piv, rob Si ob; Ffavrbs, 
i<Pr). 

475b4-7 

The kinds of erotikoi are thus distinguished in accordance with the 

universal they pursue. The philosopher is is characterized by the universal 

nature of his eros for wisdom. He pursues wisdom in all its particular forms, he 

desires wisdom universally, not one part but not another. 

ObKouv Kal rbv cpiXbooepov ocxpias cprjoopev iiriBvpryn)v elvai, 
ob rfjs piv, rfjs 8' ob, dXXd irdorjs; 

475b8-9 

The eros of the philosopher is no different from that of the philotimos and 

the philopais in so far as his desire for knowledge is universal. The true 

philosophic spirit pursues learning with the same limitless appetite. 

Tbv Si 8r) ebxepus iOeXovra iravrbs paQrjparos yebeadai Kal 
dopivus eirl rb pavBdveiv Ibvra Kal dirXfjorus ixovra, rovrov 
8' iv SIKTJ epTJoopev <piX6aotpov 

475c6-8 

However, as Glaucon notes, in respect of the mere love of learning, the 

philosopher cannot be distinguished from the philotheamones. In that respect, 

they are equally philekooi. 

TToXXol dpa Kal droircn ioovrai ooi roiouroi. ol re ydp 
cpiXoOedpoves irdvres ipoiye SOKOVOI rco mrapavddveiv 
Xalpovres roiouroi elvai, ol re (piXrJKooi drorreSrarol rivis 
eloiv (5s y' iv <piXoo6<pois ndivai 

475dl-4 

Like the philosopher, the philotheamones are interested in listening to arguments. 

But while they love to be so entertained, they would not be entertained by 

serious discourse. For them, learning is a form of entertainment, like trie 

Dionysia, not a pursuit of wisdom. 



ol irpbs liev Xbyovs ml roiaurrjv 8iarpif3r)v irnvres obK dv 
idiXoiev iX&etv, cSoirep Si diropepiaduKbres rd cSra iiraKou 
oai irdvruv xopuv irepidiouoi rots Aiovuoiois obre ruv mrd 
irbXeis obre ruv Kara Kc6pas diroXeirrbpevoi. 

475d4-8 

The philotheamones are not true philosophoi. They bear a likeness to 

philosophers, just as images bear a likness to that of which they are the image. 

They are really pretenders to philosophy, just as an image pretends to reality. 

This is the truth of the philoteamones: in their love of learning to resemble the 

reality they do not possess for themselves. They love the image they believe is 

real, not the reality that is truly knowable. 

ObSapus, elirov, dXX' bpolous piv <pi\oo6<pois. 
475e2 

OS) 475e3-476e3 The eros of the philosophos. 

The difference between the philotheamones and the philosopher is that the 

philosopher is a lover of the spectacle of truth. 

Tobs rfjs dXrjOelas, i<pr), <piXo9edpovas. 
475e4 

The philosophos is distinguished from the philotheamonon by the nature of 

the object of his eros, the tmth as opposed to the image of tmth, not simply by the 

character of his eros, the universal desire to leam. This distinction discriminates 

between the one trae or pure form of eros and the many corrupt forms of eros, 

including those of the philopais and the philotimos. Although their eros has really 

for its object the beautiful and the noble, these are not pursued in their eidetic 

tmth where the beautiful and noble are known as apprehensions of the good in the 

finite and sensible. This is what characterizes the false lovers of wisdom as well. 

The philotheamones are not trae lovers of wisdom because they do not recognize 

the distinction between (true) knowledge and the appearance of knowledge. 

They are lovers of images. 

r 



How the philotheamones include as well the philopais and the philotimos 

comes to light when one reflects on the epistemological character of their erotic 

objects. The lover of beauty or pleasure seeks the good or universal at the level 

of aisthesis: the lover of honour seeks the good or universal at the level of doxa. 

The realm in which their object exists is the sensible and particular realm of 

becoming. The lover of wisdom seeks the good at the level of episteme: the realm 

of being or unchanging reality. His object is the pure universal, not its divided 

apearance in a particular instance or image. 

The argument which defines the object of philosophic eros begins with the 

admission to the presence of distinct, contrary qualities among sensible 

particulars: the beautiful and ugly, the just and unjust, the good and bad. Because 

they are contraries, thty must each be one thing itself: these contrary qualities 

are to be regarded as eide. 

EireiSij ianv ivavrlov KaXbv aloxpql, 8bo abru elvai. ITus 8' 
ob; Oticow iireiSr) Sbo, Kal iv iKdrepirov; Kal rouro. Kal 
irepl Sr) SimLov Kal dSLmu Kal dyadou Kal KOKOU ml irdvruv 
ruv elSuv iripi b abrbs Xdyos, abrb piv iv imcrrov elvai, 

475e9-476a6 

The single self-identity of an eidos. by virtue of its association with other eide. as 

well as with actions and Lsnsible bodies, appears in die realm of the sensible and 

contingent in the form of a multiplicity and diversity of appearances 

rfj Si ruv irpdfeuv Kal ocoparuv Kal dXXrjXuv KOivuvlg 
iravraxoD <pavra{bpeva iroXXd (palveadai imorov. 

476a6-7 

This division between the self-identical eidos and the multiplicity and diversity of 

its appearances in the sensible and contingent realm of particular instances, is the 

basis of the division between the philotheamones and the philosophos. 

Tabrrf rolvw, r)v 8' iyci, Siaipco, x^S piv ous vwSf) iXeyes 
(piXodedpovds re Kal cpiXorixyous Kal irpaicriKous, Kal x^pls ad 



irepl <5v b Xbyos, ods pbvous dv ns bpOcos irpoaeliroi 
<piXoob<pous. 

476a9-b2 

The inclusion of the philotechnoi and; cmkJikjai with the philotheamones 

makes clear how the whole pursuit the good in the active life of the polis is 

subject to the criticism of the philotheamones. The whole life of the state in its 

economic, military, and political orders are to be found within the class of 

philotheamones. The life of the state is the life of the philotheamones. the life 

which participates the paradeigmatic justice of politeia. 

The philotheamones are distinguished by the rational-aesthetic object of 

their eros. They love the mulitiple and diverse instances of beauty that are the 

appearance of the eidos of beauty in the sensible and particular, but their nature is 

incapable of going beyond these appearances to the apprehension of the eidos of 

beauty itself. They love the images of the eidos because they are incapable of the 

reality of the eidos. 

Ol piv irou, f)v 8' iyc6, <PIXTJKOOI Kal epiXodedpoves rds re 
KaXds <puvds dorrdCovrai Kal XPb^S Kal oxijpara Kal irdvra rd 
iK ruv roiobruv 8r)piovpyobpeva, avrou Si rou mXov 
dSwaros abruv f) SXdvoia rr)v ipbaiv ISetv re Kal doirdoaodai. 

476b4-8 

It belongs to the nature of the philosopher, who are few as opposed to the 

many philotheamones (the "many natures" who pursue philosophy or politics 

separately, which were spoken of earlier?), to behold die eidetic reality of beauty, 

to apprehend the reality of the eide. It is the nature of his eros to seek the 

universal in its pure self-identity as eidos. 

Ol Si 8r) itr' abrb rb mXbv Swarol livai re ml bpdv md' 
abrb dpa ob oirdvioi dv elev, 

476b10-11 

The nature of the philotheamones is that of the prisoners in the cave, 

described in Book VII. He not only takes the sensible and particular as die real, 

but denies the reality of the universal. Because he is convinced of the reality of 



the sensible, and of the unreality of the eidos. he is incapable of conversion to a 

philosophic standpoint. Such a state is like that of a dream, where one is caught 

in an illusory reality one takes to be real. 

V ow KaXd piv irpdypara voplCuv, abrb Si KdXXos prjre 
voplfuv prjre, dv ns fjyfjrai iirl rr)v yvuaiv abrou, Swdpevos 
iireadai, dvap fj (map Sotcet am Cfjv; OKbrrei Si. 

476c2-4 

The soul of the philotheamonon is imprisoned by his own conviction that the 

images of reality are themselves the reality of which they are the image. He is 

his own prisoner; his life has the illusory reality of a dream out of which he refuses 

to be awakened. 

rb bveipurreiv dpa ob rbSe ioriv, idvre iv brrvu ns idvr' 
iyprfyopus rb bpoibv dXX' abrb fjyfjrai elvai co ioiKev; 

476c5-7 

The life of the philosopher has the reality of the eide. His life is grounded 

in his knowledge of the distinction between the self-identity of the universal and 

the sensible particular as having its reality as a participant in the eidos. The 

philotheamones mistakes participants for the participated because he does not 

know the reality of the eidos as separate from its instantions. The philosopher 

does not live in this confusion, the confusion of reality and image, the confusion of 

a dream. His life partakes of the clarity and reality of the eide. 

b rdvavria rouruv f)youpev6s ri n abrb KaXbv ml Swdpevos 
KaOopdv Kal abrd Kai rd ixelvou perixovra, Kal obre rd 
perixovra abrb obre abrb rd perixovra fjyoi'pevos, birap fj 
bvap ad Kal odros Sacet cot (fjv; Kal pdXa, i<pr), birap. 

476c9-d4 

The metaphorical distinction between the state of dreaming and that of being 

awake is in fact the difference between knowing and opining, knowledge and 

opinion. 
Oticovv -vbrou piv rr)v Sidvoiav d>s yiyvcioKovros yvriprfv dv 
dpdus <Patpev elvai, rob 8i 86fav us SofdCovros; 

476d5-6 



The translation of dreaming and waking into knowing and opining makes 

the transition from the argument of defining the nature (phusis) of the philosopher 

in terms of philosophic eros to his definition in terms of philosophic nous. The 

eros of the philosopher, the tme form of eros, which is what is primarily moving in 

the lesser forms of eros in the philopais. philotimos. arid the philotheamones. is 

the pure rational desire of the soul for po*.mission of the pure universal. The eros 

of the soul is principally and purely the desire of its fundamentally rational nature 

to know, The appetitive, spirited, and rational-aesthetic forms of eros are the 

divisions of eros that correspond to the divisions of the soul as embodied. 

What is represented by the metaphor of the philosopher as alone existing 

in a conscious state is the philosophic state of the soul as self-consciousness of 

its own inner identity as rational. Eros is primarily the sros of the rational nature 

of the soul. It is the rational desire of the soul for the rational universal or eidos 

which is universally present in the appetitive, spirited, and rational-aesthetic 

desires for universal pleasure, honour, and beauty, which are the divided forms of 

the good as it appears, and is apprehended and desired by the divided soul, in the 

realm of becoming. The being or reality of pleasure, honour, and beauty is 

derived from the good. 

(ii) 476d8 - 480 Philoscphr nous. 

The argument which defines philosophic nous is set out in the form of a 

dialectical argument between the philosophic standpoint and that of the 

philotheamones.37 The argument arises out of the need to convince the 

philotheamones that what he takes to be knowledge is only opinion. It is in fact 

an argument which most clearly shows the connection of the second and third 

waves, how the the third wave has arisen, not directly out of the argument as one 

has it by the end of Book IV, but as it has been developed by the first two waves 



to the point where the third v.ave is able to take up the argument by defining the 

politeia of the just state as a paradeigma. 

The argument should be understood as establishing the reason why a 

philosopher must be king. The guardians of the just state are philotheamones. 

just as the politeia is a paradeigma. the truth as represented in lexis. The need to 

convince the philotheamones of the tmth of their position embodies the need to 

show the necessity of a philosopher-king. What is incomplete about the complete 

polity is its need to be grounded in a higher knowledge tiian belongs to the active 

life of the state. The difficulty of convincing the philotheamones of his need of 

philosophic knowledge is the difficulty of showing the dependence of the active life 

of the polis upon the contemplative life of the philosopher. 

Tl obv idv fjptv xcderralvTj odros, 8v (papev SofdCeiv dXX' ob 
yiyvekrKeiv, ml dp<pia/3rirfj us obK dXridfj Xiyopev; 

476d8-9 

There is something inherently wrong with the position of the 

philotheamones. They must be made aware that in their present state of 

ignorance, their life is an unhealthy one. 

ifopiv ri irapapvdetodai abrbv ml ireideiv rjpipa, 
iiriKpuirrbpevoi bri obx byiavtvei; 

476el-2 

The metaphor hugianinei suggests that the philotheamones are in a state 

of delerium. Such a delerium is also possible in the just state. What is in danger 

is the life of the soul, that it would mistake images of the good for the good. The 

life of the just state is not itself sufficient to prevent this error. Although there is 

a trae opinion of justice in it, this is is not sufficient. The guardians are liable to 

the confusion of the philotheamones: they are apt to mistake what is not just for 

what is just, since the justice embodied in the laws of the politeia are not known 

to have their ground in the eidos of justice. The guardians hold to the justice of 



their laws by conviction; the laws are themselves belong to the realm of ta ton 

pollon polla nomima kalou (479d3-4) that are the object of the eros of the 

philotheamones. 

The argument by which philosophic nous is defined has a clear logical 

structure: (a) epistemological definition (476e4-477b) ~ the distinction between 

knowledge and opinion as forms of thought; (b) psychological definition (477c-

478d) - the distinction between knowing and opining as faculties of soul; (b) 

ontological definition (478e-479d2) ~ the distinction between the being of the eide 

and the becoming of the participants as objects of thought. 

The argument has the form of a kind of dialectical ascent from the activity 

of knowing, inward to the soul as what knows, and upward to the being of the eide 

which are the objects of thought. The logical structure evolves from the 

dependence of thinking upon the soul as what thinks, to the dependence of the 

soul as what thinks upon the being of the eide. The conclusion proves his thesis 

that it is the distinction between the eidos and its participant that underlies the 

distinction between the philosopher and the philotheamones. 

(a) 476e4-477b Epistemological definition of philosophic nous. 

The intention of the argument is to show that what the philotheamon 

assumes to be knowledge is really just opinion. Allowing the philotheamonon 

that he may know something, it is a question of what it is that he knows. If he 

knows something, he must know something that is. 

b yiyvc6oKuv yiyvckncei rl fj obSiv; . . . 'AiroKpivoupai, iiprj, 
6n yiyvckncei ri. Ubrepov dv fj otic bv; "Ov weds ydp dv 
pr) bv yi n yvcoodelr); 

476e7-477al 

The premiss of the epistemological argument is that knowing corresponds 

to being, in such a way that knowing depends npon and is determined by being. 



This premiss depends upon agreement to the primary principle of logic, die 

fundamental assumption of reason, of the absolute ontological contrariety of being 

and not-being. Granted the distinction between being and not-being, and the 

correspondential dependence of knowing on being, the argument reaches a point of 

agreement by which they can define whether the philotheamonon. knows, and 

what is the nature of his knowledge. 

What is known, is; what is not, is not known. What is absolutely 

knowable, absolutely is; what absolutely is not, is absolutely not knowable. 

'Imvcos odv TouTO ixopev, K&V el irXeovaxt) oKoirotpev, bri rb 
piv rravreXus 8v iravreXeos yvuorbv, pr) dv Si prfScpQ irdvrr\ 
dyvcccTov; 'Imvurara. 

411*2-5 

If something existed in such a way as both to be and not be, it would be 

that which existed in a state between (metaxu) absolute being and absolute not-

being. 

el Si Sr) n obrus ixei ebs elvai re Kal ur) elvai, ob perafb 
dv Kioiro rob elXiKpiveos bvros Kal rob ab prjSapfj Svros; 
Merafb. 

477a6-8 

The epistemological state that would correspond to this ontological state must be 

that which is between (metaxu ti) knowing and not-knowing, since knowing 

(gnosis) is with respect to being, and not-knowing (agnosia) is with respect to 

not-being. (477a9-b2) Opinion (djQxi) is a faculty or power (dunamis) which is 

different from that of scientific knowledge (episteme). (477b3-9) Episteme is the 

form of knowing which has being for its object. 

OUKOUV imorrjpr) piv iirl rep 6vn -ji<puK€ yvuvai cos iari rb 
bv; 

477bl0-ll 

Socrates does not proceed straightway to the conclusion that opinion must 

be the epistemological state between science and ignorance which has for its 

i 



object the ontological reality of that which is between being and not being. The 

epistemological argument has led to the assumption of a psychological distinction 

between that which opines and that which knows, which must be proven. The 

psychological distinction between the faculty of opinion and that of science is 

based on the assumption of an ontological object of thought which lies between 

being and not being. 

The way the argument proceeds is to first establish that there is a 

psychological faculty of opinion which is different from that of knowledge, and on 

that basis to determine that it must have for its ontological object that which 

exists between being and not-being. The argument depends on ascertaining the 

objectivity of ontological reality, but this it can only do by proceeding from the side 

of the activity and nature of the soul. 

(b) 477c - 478d Psychological definition of philosophic nous. 

The epistemological argument has established the epistemological reality 

of doxa and episteme. The psychological argument seeks to establish the 

psychological reality of the dunameis of soul which perform these activities of 

knowing and opining. Both of these arguments depend upon proving the objective 

reality of ontological objects which are the object of knowing and opining, 

knowledge and opinion. The primary assumption of the argument which defines 

philosophic nous in contradistinction to the dianoia of the philotheamones is that 

knowing is dependent upon being. Thus it is the primary assumption of the 

argument which the argument seeks to prove. The method is dialectical. The first 

hypothesis to be agreed upon is the apparent epistemological phenonomena of 

opinion and knowledge. The tmth of this hypothesis depends upon ascertaining 

the objective reality of knowledge and opinion. Proof of their objective reality 

depends upon ascertaining the reality of the psychological dunameis that perform 



the functions of knowhg and opining. The reality of these psychological dunameis 

is deduced from the fust hypothesis that there epistemological activities of 

knowing and opining, on the basis of the second hypothesis that distinct 

epistemological activities are performed by distinct psychological faculties.38 

The logic of the psychological argument is as follows: 

(a) 477cl-5. Dunameis are, by definition, the sort of thing by virtue of 

which we are capable of what we are capable, e.g. we see with the power or 

faculty of sight, hear with our hearing, etc. 

<b)aop.ev Suvdpeis elvai yivos ri ruv bvruv, als Sr) Kal fjpets 
Swdpeda d Swdpeda 

477c 1-2 

(JJ) 477c6-d6. These psychological powers are themselves without the 

qualities by which we distinguish their objects; they can only be identified and 

distinguished in relation to the identity of and difference between their respective 

kinds of objects. [ E.g. Sight is known to be sight and different from hearing 

because we can identify the visible which we see and are aware of its difference 

from the audible which we hear.] 

(y) 477d7-478a2. The conclusion of the epistemological argument was 

that episteme and doxa are both kinds of dunameis. Episteme is the most 

powerful (erromenestate) dunamis: doxa is the djujrjamis by which we are able to 

form opinions (doxazein). That they are not the same kind of dunamis is clear: 

episteme is incapable of error; doxa is not incapable of error. 
TTeos ydp dv, i<pr\, rb ye dvapdprrjrov rep pr) dvapaprryreo 
rabrbv ns vow ixeov rideLr); KaXebs, f}v 8' iyc6, Kal SfjXov 
8ri irepov iiriorrjprjs Sbfa bpoXoyetrai r)ptv. 

411c4 - 478a2 

(8) 478a3-b5 Since episteme and doxa are different kinds of psychological 

dunameis. they must have different kinds of ontological objects. The ontological 

object of episteme is being; it is the capacity to know the nature of that which is. 

I 



EmarrjpTj piv yi irov iirl rep bvn, rb dv yrjuvai us ifei; 
478a6 

Since the knowable is being, the opinable must be something other than being. 

Oticow el rb bv yvuorbv, dXXo n dv Sofaorbv fj rb dv elr\; 
'AXXo. 

478b3-5 

(e) 478b6-c9 If it is not possible to say that the object of opinion is being, 

neither is it possible to say that it is not-being. What is not is not knowable. The 

unknowable is relative to not-knowing, or ignorance.3^ Not-knowing is related to 

not-being. V/hat is unknowable is what is not. Since there is a psycho'ogical 

power capable of forming opinions, opinion must have an object, but the (fpinable 

can be neither being nor not-being. Opinion is neither knowledge nor nescience. 

Otic dpa 8v obSi pr) dv 8ofd(ei; Ob ydp. Obre dpa dyvoia 
obre yvcdais Sdfa dv elrj; Otic ioucev. 

478c6-9 

(C) 478c 10'dl Logically, knowing and not-knowing are absolute 

epistemological-psychological extremes relative to the absolute ontological 

extremes of being and not-being. Opinion cannot be outside" (ektos touton) the 

extremes of knowing or not-knowing, but must "lie within" them (entos d' 

amphoin keitai). It cannot be more lucid than knowing, but darker; it cannot be 

more obscure than not-knowing, but brighter. Doxa is the dunamis "between" 

knowing and not-knowing. 

Merafb dpa dv elrj robroiv Sdfa. 
478dl 

(77) 478d2-12 The "being" of the opinionable is the relative being of the 

"between", which is relative to the absolutes of being and not-being, the 

knowable and not-knowable. The opinionable must be that which both is and is 

not. Opinion is the dunamis that is "between" the dunamis of episteme. and the 

state of agnoia: opining is a knowing and not-knowing. 



Oticow iepapev iv rots irpbadev, el n ebaveLri olov Spa bv re 
Kal pfj bv, rb roiourov perafb KetoOai rou elXtKpivus Svros 
re ml rou irdvrus fir) ovros, Kal obre imarrjpriv obre 
dyvotav irr' ainrip iaeodai, dXXd rb perafb ab cpaviv dyvoias 
Kal imorfjpris; Vpdeoc. Nw Si ye iri<pavrai perafb robrotv 
8 Sr) KaXovpev Sbfav; JIi<Pavrai. 

478d5-12 

(c) 478e-479d2 Ontological definition of philosophic nous. 

The argument now depends upon ascertaining the ontological reality of the 

objects of episteme and doxa. With this argument, the transition from the 

argument of Book V to the argument as it is to be. taken up in Books VI and VII is 

compbied. The transition is made through establishing the separate realms of 

being and becoming. The logic of the ontological argument is as follows. 

(a) 478e7-479a5 The position of the philotheamones is-that it is the 

diverse plurality of sensible particulars which is real or has being; the rational 

universal is an abstraction in thought which is without ontological reality. There 

are only beautiful, just, and good things; there is no ontological idea of beauty, 

justice, or good whose being or reality is eternal and unchanging. 

abrb piv KaXbv Kal ISiav rivd abrou KdXXous prjSeplav 
fjyetrai del piv mrd rabra cboabrus ixovoav, iroXXd Si rd 
mXd vopl(ei, iKelvos b <ptXo8edpuv Kal obSaufj dvexbpevos dv 
ns iv rb KaXbv <pfj elvai Kal Slmiov Kal rdXXa obru. 

479al-5 

This is the primary assumption of opinion: the implicit denial of the ontological 

reality of the eide. Because he does not believe in the reality of the ideas, he is 

convinced of the reality of the sensible. 

03) 479a6-b2 What must be admitted is the division in the sensible 

particular of being and not-being. The many particular instances which appear to 

be beautiful and noble , just, or pious, also appear to be ugly and ignoble, unjust, 

and impious.40 

rcov woXXeov KOXQV puv n ionv 8 OVK alaxpdv (pavrjaerai, Kal 
ruv Simtuv, 8 otic dSimv; ml ruv boiuv, 8 otic dvboiov; 

479a6-8 



There is no particular individual, whether person or thing, which cannot be 

shown to be contrary to what it appears to be. They cannot be defined by one 

single opinion, without predicating the contrary.41 

Otic, dXX' dvdyKT], ieprj, ml mXd ireos abrd ml aloxpd 
(pavfjvai, ml baa dXXa ipurgs. 

479M-2 

(y) 479b3-8 The predication of contraries is as tme of quantitative 

predicates as it is of qualitative predicates. The double can appear as the half, 

the great to be the small, the heavy to be the light. 

Tl 8e rd iroXXd SiirXdoia; fjrrbv n fjploea fj SnrXdoia 
<palverai; ObSiv. Kal peydXa Sr) Kal apiKpd Kal KoDcpa Kal 
fktpia pr] ri pdXXov d dv <prjoupev, raura irpoopTprjoerai fj 
rdvavrla; Otic, dXX' del, i<prj, imorov dp<poripuv iferai. 

479b3-c8 

The relativity of the quantitative examples underscores the relativity 

implicit in the qualitative examples. Their significance might be that of suggesting 

what Aristode called Plato's Indeterminate Dyad. The being of the particular 

individual is relative, not absolute. The qualitiatve examples suggest that the 

beautiful grow ugly, the just become unjust, the pious become impious, by the loss 

of their quality through temporal change either in their own nature or in their 

circumstances (e.g. a change in the laws or in religious belief). The quantitative 

examples suggests that what underlies quantitative change is the relative nature 

of the being of particulars. V/hat appears to beautiful, just, or pious in comparison 

to one less beautiful, just, or pious, would appear to be ugly, unjusi, and impious 

to one more beautiful, just, or pious. The qualitative examples suggest that the 

particular possesses and not does possess the being of the universal; the 

quantitative examples suggest that the particular possesses the being of the 

universal only relatively. 

I "P 



The quantitative examples bring the argument closer to the notion of 

"becoming" as process between being and not-being as taking place within the 

indeterminacy of the greater and the less. In the later development of Plato's 

doctrine of the Forms, it is the indeterminacy of the greater and the less which 

underlies the appearance of being in becoming. The being of becoming is relative. 

(8) 479b9-c5 It is inherent to the nature of "the many" that whatever 

something can be said to be, it can as well be said not to be. Neither its being nor 

its not-being can be affirmed or denied. 

IJbrepov odv ion pdXXov f) otic ionv imarov ruv noXXuv 
rouro b dv ns <pfj abrb elvai; 

479b9-10 

It is the relative being of particulars that is the object of ordinary riddles, as well 

as sophistic arguments which can always show something to be as well its 

contrary. Because the objects of opinion are the divided nature of "the many", the 

sophist can exercise his art of refutation, antilogikes. 

Kal ydp raura iirapcporeplCeiv, obr' elvai obre pr) elvai 
obSiv abruv Swarbv iraylus vofjoai, obre dp<pdrepa obre 
obSerepov. 

479c3-5 

(e) 479c6-d2 The conclusion of the ontological argument is that it is the 

sensible many which belong to the realm of that which is between being and not-

being. 

"Exeis odv abrots, f)v 8' iycd, 8n xprf°T}> ^ ^oi drjoeis 
mXXtu Oioiv rfjs perafb obolas re Kal rou pr) elvai; 

479c6-7 

That which is and is not real, but an image of reality, is the realm of the objects of 

the philotheamones. The many belong to the realm of shadows, between the 

absolute light of being, truth, and reality, and the absolute darkness of not-being. 

Their reality is the shadowy realm of appearances, the appearance of being, truth, 

and reality.42 
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obre ydp irou amraSiarepa pr) 6vros irpbs rb pdXXov pr) 
elvai epavrjoerai, obre <pavbrepa dvros irpbs rb pdXXov elvai. 
AXr/diorara, i<prj. 

479c6-d2 

(d) 479d3-480 Conclusion of the definition of the philosophos. 

Opinions about the opinable (doxasta) share the same divided nature as 

their objects. Furthermore, the realm of opinables includes, not only sensible 

particulars, e.g., trees, horses, etc., but opinions themselves as well. In 

particular, the opinable includes opinions (those of the philotheamones) about 

justice, beauty, and other eide that appear in the realm of becoming in the form of 

opinion. 

Hbprjmpev dpa us ioiKev, 8ri rd ruv iroXXuv iroXXd vbpipa 
KOXOU re iripi ml ruv dXXuv perafb irou KuXitSetrai rov re 
p\r) bvros Kal rou bvros elXiKpivcos. . . IlpoupoXoyrjoapev Si 
ye, el n roiourov (pavelrj, Sofaorbv abrb dXX' ob yvuorbv 
Setv Xiyeodai, rfj perafb Suvdpei rb perafb irXavryrbv 
aXiOKbpevov. 

479d3-9 

Those who apprehend only the apparent reality of the many in ignorance of 

the self-identical being of the eide of which they many are appearances, and who 

are incapable of this philosophical dialectic which leads from appearances to 

reality, opinion to knowledge, such persons (philotheamones) have only opinions 

about appearances. What is more, since they have no knowledge of the reality of 

die eide which are the reality of the opinable, they do not even know the nature of 

the opinable. 

Tobs dpa iroXXd mXd decopivous, abrb 8i rb mXbv pr) 
bpuvras prjS' dXXu in' abrb dyovn Suvapevovs iireodai, Kal 
iroXXd SLmia, abrb 8i rb SLmiov prj, Kal irdvra obru, SofdCeiv 
<pTJoopev diravra, yiyvctknceiv Si cSv SofdCovaiv obSiv. 'Avdyfaj, 

479el-6 

The knowable are the purely intelligible eide; knowledge belongs only to 

those who contemplate the unchanging, self-identical being of the eide. 



Knowledge is not to be had by looking to the opinable, but only to the knowable. 

There is no knowledge of the opinable, only knowledge of the knowable eide. 

TL Si ad robs abrd imoTa Oeupivovs Kal del mrd rairrd 
uaabrus bvra; tip' ob yiywkmew dXX ' ob SofdCeiv, 
'Avdyiaj, i<pr). 

479e7-9 

The nature of the philosophoi is to be lovers of the intelligible, eternal and 

unchanging reality of the self-identical being of the ejd£. It is the pure universal 

which is the object of their eros. In this essential respect, of what they desire and 

what they know, are they to be distinguished from those whose object is opinion. 

Oticouv Kal doirdCeaOaL re Kal cpiXetv robrous piv raura 
epfjoopev icp' ols yvuois icrnv, iKelvous Si i<p' ols Sdfa; 

479el0-480a2 

The philotheamones are really philodoxoi. The character or nature of the eros of 

the philodoxoi is that, not only do they love the changing and divided images of 

the eide as their object, but they are opposed to the conception of the eide. They 

are not able to suffer, endure, or bear up to (anechesthai) the reality of the eide.43 

cpuvds re Kal xpdas" KaXds Kal rd roiaura icpapev robrous 
cpiXetv re Kal Bedadai, abrb Si rb KaXbv ob8' dvixeodai cos n 
bv 

480a2-4 

However, there would nearly seem to be the same kind of opposition on 

the part of the philosopher to the notion that he should in any way desire or opine 

about the images of reality that are embraced by the philodoxi. The philosophos 

is singularly defined, as against the initial definition as a lover of learning, the 

uninformed eros of a rational nature, by the love of being, and especially to 

possess this pure eros, as distinguished from the eros of the philodoxoi. 

Tobs abrb dpa imorov rb dv dairaCopivous epiXoobcpous d)\X' 
ob <piXoS6fous KXrjriov; 

480all-12 
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This definition of the philotheamones is obviously neither flattering, nor 

easily recognizable by them. However, the definition, along with its implicit 

judgement, is irrefutable. The opposition of the philodoxoi to the philosophor: is 

silenced by the law of tmth, against which it is not just to be opposed. 

red ydp dXr)6et x&terralveiv ob dipts. 
480a9-10 

C. Republic VI: The Necessity of the Philosopher-King. 

The argument of Republic VI is introduced by way of articulating the 

conclusion to which the argument of the three waves has come in Republic V. The 

conclusion is that the just politeia. the paradeigma of justice, requires that a 

philosopher rale, since the laws of a politieia are not by themselves sufficient to 

maintain a stable order in the human community. This conclusion is the ctutcome of 

the argument for the philosopher-king which began with the dogma that praxis 

depends upon lexis, lexis depends upon aletheia. Truth and reality are known 

only to the philosopher. The argument of Republic VI uncovers that this is to 

know that the political good, whose limit is honour, is not a sufficient end to 

human life as essentially rational. The tme, ultimate, and finally the only good 

which is the object of the rational soul is the absolute good. (502-506) The 

ordering of a diverse plurality of goods to a common good by political justice, 

depends finally upon knowing the dependence of these many goods, which are the 

content of the active life of the individual and human community, upon the absolute 

good, which is the object of the contemplative life of the philosopher. There is not, 

for Plato, a tme praxis. The life of praxis is the life of the philotheamones. which 

falls short of tmth and reality. The only tme form of practical activity is 

contemplation.4^ 



(i) 484 Philosophy is the ground of politeia. 

Republic VI begins by referring to the continuity of the argument of the 

three waves with the argument of the Republic as a whole. Plato has Socrates 

remind us that the argument which has distinguished between the philosophers 

and philodoxoi is a stage in the journey toward answering the original question of 

the difference between the life of justice and the life of injustice: 

piXXovn mrbtpeoQai rl Siaipipei f3los Slmios dSlmu. 
484a7-bl 

The reminder also suggests what the argument of Republic VI is to show: that 

the definition of justice and injustice, and the comparision of the just and unjust 

life in Republic IV was not at all a sufficient account.45 

The next question to be asked, then, is whether the philosopher, who 

steadily gazes upon the eternal and changing, or his semblance, the 

philotheamones. who wanders about in the errant realm cf the multiple and 

diverse, ought to mle in the state. 

iireiSr) <piXboo<poi piv ol rou del mrd rairrd coaabrus ixovros 
Swdpevoi iepdirreodai, ol Si pr) dXX' iv iroXXots Kal iravrolus 
loxouoiv irXavedpevoi ob <piXboo<poi, iroripovs Sr) Set vbXeus 
fjyepbvas elvai; 

484b3-7 

The cnterion of the mlers is that they must be those who are most able to 

guard the laws (that constitute the fixed politeia of the just state) and the 

pursuits of society (as distinguished, ordered, and governed by the laws). In 

other words, the mlers must be those most able to unite the form and content of 

the polis, the reason of the politeia together with the life of its politai. 

Virbrepoi dv, r)v 8' iyti, Suvarol cpalvuvrai epuXdfai vbpous 
re ml imrqSebpara irbXeuv, robrous mBiordvai cpbXams. 

484b9-10 

The unity of politeia and politai. of the reason of justice that is embodied in 

the laws of the state, and the lives of the individuals which it orders and governs, 



is to be found only with reference to the eternal ideas which the laws of the just 

state, the paradeigma of justice, embody or image. The division of lexis and 

praxis is only to be overcome in relation to aletheia. The mler of the just state is 

comparable to an artist who makes his image by copying his model. So must the 

mler of the just state possess for himself, in his own soul, the paradeigma of the 

eide. if he is to be able to bring about the paradeigma of justice, that is a just 

politieia. in the world. He must possess the aletheia of the eidos of justice, if he 

is to realize the paradeigma of justice in lexis in the realm of praxis. 

The philodoxoi, those who desire and possess only the polla nomima.46 

are nothing other than blind to reality, and ignorant of the ideal justice by virtue of 

which laws are just. Without a knowledge of what justice itself is, the philodoxos 

cannot be entrusted with the guardianship of the laws of the paradeigma. or with 

the responsibility of legislating new laws that are just. 

*H odv SOKOUOL ri rucpXuv 8ia<pipeiv ol rep dvn rou bvros 
iKdorou ioreprfpivoi rfjs yvekreus, ml prjSiv ivapyis iv rfj 
foXXJ fyovres irapdSeiypa, prfSi Swdpevoi dknrep ypaepfjs ds 
rb dXr\Biorarov dirofiXiirovres KdKetae del dva<pipovris re Kal 
Bec&pevoi us olov re dKpifSiarara, otrru Sr) ml rd ivBdSe 
vbpipa KOXUV re iripi ml SIKCLUV ml dyaBuv rlBeoBal re, idv 
Sejj rl&eoBai, Kal rd Kelpeva epuXdrrovres oepCeiv; 

484c6-d3 

It is agreed that it would be best that philosophers should rule in virtue of 

their knowledge of the ideal paradeigma. the paradeigma of being. It is no longer 

a question of whether a king should be a philosopher. The dependence of the life 

of the polis upon philosophic knowledge has been sufficently demonstrated. The 

question with which the argument of Book VI properly begins is whether it is 

possible that a philosopher could be a king. 

"Aroirov pevrdv, i<prj, elrj dXXovs alpetoBai, el ye rdXXa pr) 
iXXeliroivTo- robrco ydp abrcp oxeSov ri rep peyloreo dv 
irpoixoiev. 

484d8-10 



(ii) 502-506b3 The argument of the "three waves". 

The argument with which Book VI begins is recalled later on in the book 

(502-506), at the point where the necessity for the philosopher-king to possess a 

knowledge of the good is to be established. For the purposes of this thesis, 

which seeks to establish both the logical continuity and, more importantly, the 

logical development of the argument of the "three waves" in Republic V in relation 

to the argument as it stands at the end of Republic IV, that section has direct 

significance. For there, it is made perfecdy clear that the philodoxoi are not only 

those who live in existent states, but comprehends as well the guardians of the 

just state as it stands, not at the end of Book IV, but at the beginning of the third 

wave in Book V. 

(a) 502-503 The unity of the argument of the three waves. 

By the beginning of 502, the possibility of a philosopher becoming king has 

been established (502a). It is also agreed that this, the third wave, is the final 

difficulty to be met by way of proving that the ideal state is best and possible. The 

question to be addressed is that of the education of the philosopher (502d). At 

this point, Socrates recalls the whole argument of the three waves, as a single 

argument addressing the question of the utility and possibility of the just state. 

He does this by way of reference to where he first mentioned the community of 

wives and children, and the appointment of ralers in Book IV, and sought to avoid 

discussing it because he knew the "absolutely trae" to be "odious and difficult" 

(502d). Since the proposal for the community of wives and children has been 

dealt with, there remains only the question of the education of the ralers, which 

must be dealt with all over again. 

His argument begins by recollecting the means by which the guardians are 

to be selected from among the multitude and tested for "purity" (Books II to IV), 



and how they are to be honoured in life and death (Book V) (503a). These means, 

however, are still insufficient for the education and election of the philosophoi-

archontes. The ways in Book V by which they distinguished the nature of the 

philosopher from that of the philotheamones must also be applied. The blend of 

philosophic and spirited elements in their soul must be such as to enable them to 

pursue the highest and most diffficult program of studies (503). It is in their 

capacity for the higLer form of education that the philosopher-kings are 

distinguished from the rest of the guardians. They alone are fit to become 

archontes. 

(b) 504-506b3 The principle of the argument of the three waves. 

What is lacking in the paradeigmatic polity, as defined at the beginning of 

the third wave, is the recognition of the dependence of politeia and politai. upon a 

knowledge of how there is justice only when there is a just ordering of all ends or 

goods to a final and absolute good which alone is the cause of good in all lesser 

forms of good. What is not known, then, is the relation of justice to the good.47 

Socrates' argument, at this point, establishes the limit or insufficency of the 

political good of justice and honour to be the principle of the state. This limit is 

the limit of politeia properly speaking. 

It has already been established that the knowledge required by the just 

politeia lies properly beyond itself; it is the knowledge of the philosopher who 

transcends the active life of the polis, to gaze up the eternal eide (500-501). The 

division of the good of the state and that of the individual is only overcome in 

relation to the good. It is only when justice is known to have its ground in the 

good that the good of the state and that of the individual can be truly reconciled. It 

is only with respect to the good that they are unified. So far as the philosopher 

must be compelled by some form of necessity to rale, rather than to contemplate 



the eternal order, it is clear that die unification of this division of state and 

individual in the active life of the polis. lies beyond the polis. i.e., it can not be 

realized within political life. 

(a) 504 Justice apart from the good. 

The account of the virtues in Book IV was really a hypothetical account, 

which no longer suffices the argument. The only trae measure in an argument 

which considers the ethical content of life is the measure of perfection. The only 

form of knowledge of virtue is the episteme of the being of virtue. (504a-c) The 

virtues, as they were discovered in the life of the just state, are an inadequate 

account of virtue. There is a greater education in virtue than the lower class of 

guardians are able to undertake, that is proper only to the nature of a philosopher-

king. 

rou peylorou re Kal pdXiara irpoorJKOvros 
504d2 

There is something greater than the justice they discovered in the just politeia 

and just politai. 

Ob ydp raura, i<pr], piyiora, dXX' in n petfov Simioobvris 
re Kal cLv SifjXBopev; Kal petCov, f)v 8' iyc6, 

504d4-6 

(J3) 505a-e3 The good beyond justice. 

The ultimate object (and thus the principle) of all knowledge is the 

knowledge of the idea of the good. It is only by reference to the good that one can 

know the good of what is just, and the good of anything at all. 

iirel bri ye r) rod dyaBou ISia piyiorov pd&rjpa, rroXXdns 
dicrJKoas r) 8r) Kal Slmia Kal raXXa irpooxprjoapeva xprjaipa Kal 
eoepiXipa ylyverat. 

505a2-4 



Apart from a knowledge of the good, it is impossible to utilize the good of 

any particular. All possessions (including the possession of virtues, and even of 

justice), and all forms of knowledge, apart from knowing their dependence upon 

the good, are of no worth. 

el 8i pr) lapev, dveu Si rabrris el bri pdXiara rdXXa 
imaralpeBa, oloB' 8n obSiv r)ptv bcpeXos, uoirep ouS' el 
KerrjpeBd n dveu rob dya&ou. fj olet n irXiov elvai iraoav 
Krfjaiv itcrrpdai, pr) pivrot dya&fjv; r} irdvra rdXXa tfipoveiv 
dveu rou dya&ou, KaXbv Si Kal dya&bv prjSiv <ppovetv; 

505a6-b3 

The nature of the good has been much disputed. The "many" (especially 

as led by the sophists) have taken the good to be the immediate and sensible 

good of pleasure, hedone. The "more refined" have taken the good to be the 

rational good of wisdom, phronesis. 

'AXXd pr)v Kal rbSe ye olo&a, bri rots piv iroXXots r)8ovr) 
SoKet elvai rb dya&bv, rots Si Koptpuoripois (ppbvrfois-

505b5-6 

Both are one-sided accounts of the good. The former limits the good to the 

sensuous particular; the latter has it in the form of an abstract universal. Both 

accounts can be controverted. There are both good and bad sensible pleasures; 

pleasure by itself cannot be the good. (505c6-ll) Those who say the good is 

phronesis. can give no definite account of it, and are compelled to admit they mean 

that it is a knowledge of the good, which begs the question of what the good is. 

(505b8-c5) 

Socrates' argument recalls the argument concerning the nature of eros, and 

especially of philosophic eros. Just as there were three principal kinds of eros 

other than philosophic eros, so is there three kinds of good other than the idea of 

the good. Pleasure and wisdom, especially as sought by the philotheamones. are 

appetitive and rational forms of the good. The third form, is justice or honour. The 

limitation of honour as the good sought by the epikouros-phulax appears to be 



emphasized in the argument, which is still governed by the need to establish the 

dependence of the just politeia upon philosophic knowledge. 

The division of the good in honour is specifically that between the (false) 

appearance of justice, which is possible in the realm of praxis and doxa. and the 

reality of justice as an eidos. The pursuit of justice and honour, without regard to 

their relation to the good, is often the intentional pursuit of their mere appearance, 

without their reality. (E.g. in the form of flattery, notoriety, or simply "fame" for its 

own sake. As had been noted in the discussion of the eros of the philotimon. 

honour is desired even from the unhonourable.) To appear honourable and just is 

often more desirable to the many, than to be honourable and just. 

It was this very division in justice, as it appeared in the lives of states and 

individuals, in the realm of experience or praxis, that had originally given rise to 

their enquiry into nature and good of justice. 

rbSe ob epavepbv, cos Slmia piv Kal KaXd iroXXol dv iXoivro 
rd SoKOuvra, Kdv el pr) elr) bpios ravra irpdrreiv Kal 
KeicrfjoBai Kal SoKetv, 

505d5-7 

Those whose eros is for the good (especially the philosophers, but all who 

seek virtue or goodness for its own sake), however, are unanimous in their 

pursuit of nothing short than the reality or being of the good itself. None who 

pursue the good seek the appearance of the good; unlike those who seek honour, 

none wish to simply appear good, but desire to b_g_ good, to possess the good 

which is good. 

dya&d Si obSevl in dpKet rd Sacouvra Krdodai, dXXd rd dvra 
CnroDaiv, rr)v Si Sbfav ivrauda fjSi) irds dnpdCei; 

505d7-9 

The nature of the good can be described so far as it is known as the object 

of desire, from the side of the subjectivity of the eros which seeks it as its object. 

As known subjectively, it is known to be the single and primary motive principle 



of the soul. It is the eros for the good which underlies all other forms of eros; it is 

the good itself which is sought in all the multiplicity and diversity of goods. It is 

the primary and universal desire of the soul which has the primary, universal, and 

absolute good as its object. 

V Sr) SiebKei piv diraaa i/tuxr) Kal robrou ivem irdvra irpdrrei, 

505dll-el 

It is the absolute and universal good which is the principle of good in any 

particular form of good. It is this good which is dimly sought by every soul, in an 
intuitive grasp of its object, but in virtual ignorance of its nature or reality. 

drropavreuopivrj n elvai, diropoOoa 8i ml otic ixouai Xapetv 
Imvcos rl nor' iarlv obSi nlorei xprjaao&ai povlpco ola Kal 
nepl rdXXa, 

505el-3 

Because the soul does not have a clear grasp of the nature of the good which, by 

its own nature, it seeks, it is unable to have any stable relation to it, either in 

thought or in action. The lack of knowledge concerning the good is the cause of 

instability in the nomiivos concerning its nature: the division of opinions and 

beliefs concerning which have just been shown to be inadequate. There can be no 

stable belief concerning the good unless the nomimos is grounded in a sufficient 

knowledge of its nature. 

It is this dispossession of the good which is the cause of the 

dispossession of good in all potential, particular forms of good, whose good can 

only be effectively realized when brought into relation to their principle. 

8id TOUTO Si dnoruyxdvet Kal ruv dXXiov el ri bcf>eXos f)v, 
505e3-4 

(y) 505e3-506b3 The unity of justice and the good. 

Given the absolute necessity of a sufficent knowledge of the good itself in 

order that the good of any particular good might be effectively realized, it is clearly 



necessary that the archontes. who govern and order all forms of activity in the 

polis, must not be ignorant of this knowledge. 

nepl Sr) rb TOLOUTOV Kal roaourov obru epeopev Setv 
ioKoredoikzi Kal iKeLvous robs PeXrlorous iv rrj nbXei, ols 
ndvra iyxeipioupev; 

505e4-506a2 

The unity or good of the just state, which had rested upon the good of 

honour and justice prior to the argument which has proposed and established the 

necessity of the philosopher-king, is now seen to rest ultimately upon the 

knowlege of the good. Justice depends upon the good; the good of justice is only 

known and only realized when it is known and realized in relation to the good. 

Olpai youv, elnov, Slmid re Kal KaXd dyvobpeva bnrj nori 
dya&d ionv, ob noXXou m/os dfiov cpbXam Keicrfjo&ai dv 
iauruv rbv rouro dyvovvra' pavrebopai Si prfSiva abrd 
npbrepov yveooeo&ai Imvus. 

506a4-7 

Where the political good is grounded in the good, and the mling class is mled by a 

knowledge of the good, and where justice is grounded in the good, the just politeia 

is complete: it is just. 

Oticouv fjptv r) noXirela reXius KeKoaprjaerai, idv b roiouros 
abrr)v imoKonfj epbXaf, b robruv imorrjpuv; 'AvdyKij, i<pi). 

506a9-b2 

The good of justice is the idea tou agathou. The question, to which the argument 

of the "three waves" has led, now is: what is the idea tou agathou? 

dXXd ob ST), el Ik6Kpares, nbrepov imcmjpr)v rb dya&bv <Pr)s 
elvai, fj fjSovfjv, fj dXXo ri napd raura; 

506b2-< 



Endnotes: "Interpretive Essay" 

!lV 443d-444. 

2Both Polemarchus and Thrasymachus are re-introduced in much the same way as 
they were in Book I. In both places, it is Polemarchus who plays the role of 
'interrupting' Socrates, by threatening, in a friendly way, to forcibly hold him captive if 
he is unwilling to comply with his wishes. Thrasymachus re-plays his role of a 
practioner of eristic. 

3His reproach recalls Socrates' own comparison of the search for justice to the search 
for gold, in Book I (336e4-9). The point of the comparison was to assure 
Thrasymachus that the argume;, vould not move on the basis of unexamined 
assumptions. Thrasymachus haa leaped' into the argument about justice like a 'wild 
beast', ferociously attacking Socrates for practicing eristic (336b-d). Adam, who has 
argued that Thrasymachus is now reconciled to Socrates, misses the parallel, which 
indicates irreconciliation. The "host of arguments" Socrates must meet are soon 
shown to originate, at least in part, in the assumptions of the eristic art of antilogike 
(454al-2). 

4Such a principle is often the conclusion of the early or "Socratic" dialogues, which are 
so named because it is takon that the conclusion of Socratic elenchus h the knowledge 
of ignorance, which is also ihs starting point for an philosophic education. Republic I 
is argued to have been originally the Thrasymachus on this basis. Its conclusion is a 
sufficent example of the position from which Socrates here agrees with Thrasymachus. 

5IV 436b-437a. 

6IV 437a. 

7Glaucon's principle, that the only measure of philosophic discourse is "the whole of 
life", suggests he has the sort of philosophic spirit required of a philosopher in Book 
VI. The difference between Glacuon's attitude and that of Thrasymachus is the 
difference between the legal erist and the philosopher described in the Theaetetus 
d72). 

8 
Mr) roLvw dnoKdpr\s, i<prj, dXXd OKbnci. 

435d8 

9Both the difference and the relation between "pure" Socratic skepticism and a 
Platonic-Socratic skepticism is well-illustrated when one sets this passage against 
the conclusion to which Socrates comes in the Apology with respect to the limitation 
of human knowledge. 

10In speaking about Plato's dialectic, one must always contend with the controversey 
regarding the difficulty of speaking of dialectic, on the one hand, as the strict science 



outlined in Book VII, and on the other as the art employed by Socrates in, at least, the 
middle Platonic dialogues. In view of the controversey, it seems best to use the term 
"dialectical method" to describe Socrates' method of argument since the beginning of 
Book II, as distinct from both Socratic elenchus and dialectical science. 

1 iThe agon logon were contests made popular by the sophists among the intellectual 
circles of the Athenian aristocracy in the fifth century. In Protagoras. Plato has 
Protagoras boast that his fame has been the result of winning many such contests 
(335a). 

12472b3-473b4. 

13The argument, as it is formulated in relation to Glaucon's objection, which opposes 
an abstract mathematical reason to the concreteness of erotic necessity, in particular, 
calls into question Findlay's description of the ideal polity as "an imaginary 
Pythagorean commune". It is in relation to the Republic's consideration of eros that 
the opposition between the positions of Findlay and Strauss is most clearly 
illuminated. 

14II379b-c8. E.g. 
OUKOUV dyadbs b ye Bebs red bvn re Kal Xeicriov obru; 

379b 1 
On the basis of this principle, Socrates argues that the divine can be only the cause 

of good, not of evil. The argument is noteworthy here also for its consideration of the 
good and beneficial: ophelimon to agathon (379b 11). The absolute divine good (to 
agathon) is said to be the cause of all relative human goods (ta ophelimata): 

Otic dpa ndvruv ye alnov rb dya&bv, dXXd ruv piv ed ixbvruv 
alnov, ruv Si KOKCOV dvalnov 

379bl5-16. 

15452d6-e2. 

16Philotimon is one of the "three forces" employed in the Laws to subordinate eros as 
sexual desire to justice. Laws. 841. 

17The primacy of philotimon as the moving principle in the spirited soul, as that form of 
eros which is peculiar to the guardian, as opposed to sexual desire as peculiar to the 
artisan, the appetitive soul, is a point on which Strauss' interpretation of the argument 
is called into question. In his account, erotic desire as sexual is silenced in favour of a 
philosophic eros. (The City and Man, pp. 110-113.) But the whole argument for the 
koinonia of wives and children supposes that philotimon is the primary form of erotic 
desire in the spirited part (to thumoeideis) of the state. 

18The comparison of deception to the purgative use of drags was made in Book II 382, 
where Socrates distinguished between to toi onti pseudos and to 3en tois logois 
pseudos. the real lie and the verbal lie. The real lie is ignorance in the soul of the 



deceived concerning reality, of which the verbal lie is only an image, a mixture of the 
trae and false, the real and unreal. The verbal lie, which does not necessarily 
contradict trath and reality, since its object is not necessarily trath and reality, but the 
realm of appearance and opinion, can be employed to a good end both against enemies 
and for the sake of those friends who are driven by madness or thoughdessness to 
commit some wrong. Such uses of verbal lies are compared to the medical use of 
drags for averting evil: 

rbre dnorponfjs ivem cos (pdppamv xprjcnpov ylyverai; 
382c9-10 

The deception to be practiced in the second wave appears to be a continuation of 
the "noble lie" (III 414b8 ff.), which was to persuade the guardians that their 
education was really a period in which they were begotten within the earth, and were 
bom of the land of the city. They were to believe that they were an autocthonous 
race, bred of different metals, a natural distinction which corresponded to their rational 
capacity for virtue. The necessity of the noble lie was to prevent the natural bonds 
between parent and offspring from taking precedence over the rational distinctions in 
virtue. The trath of the noble lie was that the citizens were, regarded as rational 
souls, really the children of the state by whom and for whom they were reared and 
educated. The lie was to deny the reality of their natural parentage. The noble lie 
was necessary because of the tendency of men to regard natural unity as primary, 
rather than the unity of political class and state of character. Thr noble lie is kind of 
trae image for those who mistake image for truth. Since they tend to regard the natural 
as real, the real is presented in the form of the natural, and the misleading literal truth 
of the natural is purged. The divisions of character and office are presented as natural 
divisions innate to the soul. 

19Like most points in this part of the argument, the effectiveness of the proposal 
appears highly questionable. But if one accepts the credibility of the "noble lie", this 
part of the argument can hardly be objected to as incredible. However, Plato's 
emphasis is upon the principles involved, rather than their practic.dity. 

20See Adam's note on anegguon. p.302 (461bl 1): "'unauthorized,' because the child of 
an irregular union. An anegguon gamos is a marriage without an eggune or contract 
between the parents of the betrothing parties". 

21Liddell and Scott, A Greek-English Lexicon. 

22This division was secured through the "noble lie" which brings the argument of 
Book HI to a conclusion. There is a purgation of the demoi in the laws of Book IV, but 
it does not extend to the family. 

23Cf. J. Doull, "Christian Origins of Contemporary Institutions: Part I", Dionysius. 6, 
1982, p. 121,".. . human desire has an endlessness which must receive its limit from 
the rational soul. This same endlessness is found in the active, aggressive temper of 
the mling class, in the ambiguous mixture of ambition and service to the common good 
which not even so extreme a measure as the abolition of private households is 
sufficent to eradicate." Doull has before him the necessity by which the second wave 
leads into the third. "To discover an end in which private and public good are 



undivided it is necessary to turn to the universal, to the ideas and finally to . . . the 
good itself The question whether there is a tme justice which is the good alike of 
the individual and of a community living according to a rational law has its answer thus 
in a principle beyond both." 

24Strauss appears to assume that in the reduction of the private to the body the 
purgation of the private is complete. In other words, that the privacy of the body is of 
no account and that it marks the term of the abolition of private good. But it is finally 
in relation to the body that Socrates concludes the purgation of individualism, and the 
identity of "political" with "natural" justice that is the effective cause of the three 
waves. The City and Man, PP- H4ff.) 

25The passage which Crombie points out in Laws VII 804 is indicative of how Plato 
viewed human life in its purest form as a kind of divine play: "the noblest feature of 
man is that he is God's plaything, whom it therefore behoves to live his life playing as 
nobly as he may". The games were regarded as an end in themselves, and thus, since 
Homer, represented for the Greeks the nearest mortals could come to a divine 
enjoyment. Through the free activity of the games, there was thought to be the 
closest possible relation to the gods themselves, who were understood to have a 
great interest in the games. The games were thus part of the great religious festivals 
in Greece, which celebrated the partkdpation of humanity in divine freedom. Burkert 
notes that the Homeric association of the games with the burial of the dead survives 
in the later panhellenic festivals. Such an association is evidence that the games were 
not "not a profane festival". QR, p. 106. These aspects of the Olympia, panhellenism 
and the funerary for dead heroes, must be potentially significant in Socrates' likening of 
the guardians to the olyumpionikai. They are the subject of the transition from the 
second to the third wave. There is one other interesting feature about these religious 
festivals, which the Greeks referred to as"the fulsome banquet of the gods", that 
Burkert describes. "The natural and straighforward (sic.) aim of a festival is feasting -
eating and drinking. In Greek sacral practice this element is always present. The 
meal in the sanctuary may be marked as extraordinary when, in contrast to normal 
civilization, the ancient way of life is imitated: a bed of twigs, stibas. takes the place 
of seats or banqueting couches, and the house is replaced by an improvised hut, skene 
- misleadingly translated as tent." GR. p. 107. The similitude of the sacred feast to the 
fu:,t in the city of pigs is so utterly striking, that one must wonder if Plato did not 
have it there in mind. The comparison of the guardians to the victors at such festivals 
does in fact mark the restoration of unity in the human community through a justice 
which is grounded in religious piety. The state is united as a religious community; the 
unity of justice lies in the participation of the human in the reason of the divine. 

26Adam interprets Socrates as speaking "with playful irony, for Glauco is an aner 
erotikos (474 D). A vein of irony mns through all this passage . . . ; but it is not 
wholly ironical." Rep. n. 468B 13, p. 318. Adam gives the proposal a pragmatic 
justification, which is inferior to that by Socrates himself, and is no better than 
Shorey's pragmatic revulsion. 

27Shorey seems to react as Plato thinks a literal-thinking reader might: "The 



deplorable facetiousness of the following [viz. Glaucon's addition] recalls the vulgarity 
of Xenophon's guard-house conversations. It is almost the only passage in Plato that 
one would wish to blot." Rep., n.d, p. 489. The ridiculousness of the extreme 
pragmatism into which Shorey and Adam fall serves once more to point us toward a 
more reflective interpretation of the comic vulgarity which has often surfaced in Book 
V. Plato has already given us the rule of fhumb for interpreting such passages, which 
is to treat them more seriously as philosophic images than pragmatic political 
proposals. The question of how "seriously" we ought to take Plato, in a pragmatic and 
empirical sense, is often unanswerable, as Aristode pointed out about the Republic 
long ago. However, we are ever so often exhorted by Plato to take seriously the 
philosohic content of his arguments, to grasp the principle. If we do this, we shall 
avoid what is perhaps the greater error: to reduce his images to mere instances of 
hedone. bits of meaningless "comic relief meant to offset the laborious gravity of 
dramatic dialogue. The arguments about poetry in Books II and X should have 
provided a sufficient guide against such a trespass upon Plato's use of philosophic 
images. 

28The place of the divinization of the heroes in the ideal state is trae to Hellenic 
custom. A recent article by P. Atherton notes that, "Dead heroes kep? watch over 
[the city], manifesting themselves to encourage the citizens at moments of stress and 
crisis, as Theseus did at the battle of Marathon." "The City in Ancient Religious 
Experience", Classical Mediterranean Spirituality, ed. A. H. Armstrong, Crossroad: 
New York, 1986, p318. This article is quite useful in providing an account of the Greek 
polis as "a religious as well as a civic association", in light of which Plato's community 
of wives and children appears less radical, where it is recognized as principally a 
religious rather than natural institution. 

2 9 Plato takes to the extreme what was already a tendency present in the historical 
life of Hellenic institutions. According to Burkert, 

The rise of the hero cult under the influence of epic poetry has its 
significance and its function in the evolution of the Greek polis; the 
prominence given to specific individual graves goes hand in hand with 
the suppression of the customary cult of the dead. The exravagant 
expenditure, which is still evinced by the late Geometric vases, 
decreases and is then limited by law; the funeral games for noble lords 
are replaced by the institutionalized agones of the sanctuaries, in 
honour of a hero nominated for the purpose. Accordingly, the 
importance of the individual family declines in favour of events which 
involve everyone present in the area." GR. p. 204. 

Burkert goes on to make the point that, "The hero cult, in fact, is not an ancestor cult 
at all; its concern is with effective presence, not with the chain of blood across 
generations, even though founding ancestors might naturally receive heroic honours." 
Burkert places the hero cult vnidway between the family cult of the dead, and the 
worship of the gods. "The hero cult, like the cult of the dead, is conceived as the 
cthonic counterpart to the worship of the gods An important difference between 
the hero cult and the cult of the gods is that a hero is always confined to a specific 
locality: he acts in the vicinity of his grave for his family, group, or city... Above all, 
heroes assist their tribe, city, or country in battle . . . . The gods are remote, the 
heroes are near at hand. GR. pp. 205-7. 



30Cf. a comment by D. K. House on Phaedo 60a: "Phaedo begins his account of the 
dialogue by remarking on how those present felt during their final meeting with 
Jocrates. Xanthippe, naturally, knew only pain because the death of Socrates for her 
/as the loss of a husband and father to her children. Her relation was to the mortal 
,ocrates and not to the philosopher." "A Commentary on Plato's Phaedo". Dionysius. 

J, 1981, p.42. 

3 l i t is at this point, where u is assumed that all that remains of the argument is to 
show how the state is possible, how it is to be realized in praxis, that it has become 
necessary to distinguish between possibility and reality, and between the nature of 
lexis and praxis. The divison biought out in the first two waves was that between 
utility and possibility; the division which is brought before them at the beginning of the 
third wave is that between possibility and reality. 

3^Itep. VI, 484c. Tnis interpretation is one which takes that passage as only referring 
to the painter in passing, as do Shorey and Adam. Burnet reproduces the clause in 
which the reference occurs thus: 

. . . Kal prjSiv ivapyis iv rfj <pvxfi ix°vres napdSeiypa, prjSi 
Swdpevoi uonep ypa<pfjs els rb dXrf&iorarov dnoflXinovres mKetoe 
del dvacpipovris . . . . 

Shorey translates, 
" . . . those who have no vivid pattern in their souls and so cannot, as 
painters look to their models, fix their eyes on the absolute tmth, and 
always with reference to that ideal. . . ." 

33v449a. 

34In this context, adoxia seems to suggest strongly the root meaning of its parts a -
doxa: that which does not fall within the realm of doxa. The specific doxa which 
regards philosophers as useless in practical matters seems to result from the way 
episteme transcends doxa per se. The para - doxical reason of all three waves is here 
revealed to be ultimately beyond the limit of doxa. It seems reasonable to read adoxia 
here as implying the division between philosophic episteme and political doxa. So 
read, adoxia suggests that what is required to convert the unjust polities to the just is 
the knowledge which transcends the limits of doxa. and cannot be justified by doxa. 
Admittedly, this suggestion, which I make on grounds of its context, is subject to 
philological considerations. For the present purpose, I have considered adoxia (ill 
repute [also = paradoxos. unexpected]) in relation to adoxastos (not matter of 
opinion) and antidoxazo (contrary to opinion), as cited, respectively, in Liddell & Scott 
at Phaedo 84c [citations from Sophocles, Aristophanes, and Aristotle]; Phaedrus 84a; 
Theaetgjus 170d. AdQxia would still be translated here by its common meaning of 
"ill repute", but as suggesting the meaning of adoxastos in context of the argument. 
The philosopher-king will not be received easily because episteme transcends doxa. 
rather than being simply outside or contrary to it. 

35In the same way, the Republic consistendy divides the soul into three parts, the 
appetitive, spirited, and rational, but draws a more general and fundamental division 
which separates the inner self-identity of the soul as purely rational from the diversity 



which attends its embodiment. The primary division is that between the soul and the 
body. The division between the philotheamonon and the philosophos will be seen to 
rest on the division in the nature of the objects of eros. The division of thought and 
reality in the fifth book is that between knowledge and opinion, tmth and image, being 
and becoming. This is the primary division set out in the analogy of the line in 
Republic VI, where it is developed into further sub-divisions. 

36Cf. Bury's remark on Aristophanes' account of eros: "it is with the development of 
the sex-problem that we arrive at the heart of this comedy in miniature,-- the definition 
of Eros as 'the craving for wholeness' (tou holou epithumia -193E)." Symp. p.xxx. 

37This argument has a certain affinity with the quarrel between philosophy and poetry 
in Republic X. The positions and the argument is essentially the same, and with a 
similar interest. 

38At the end of the second hypothesis, the argument is still purely hypothetical, for if 
there is no real object of a faculty and its function, then it cannot be said to exist. The 
third argument, then, sets out to prove the third and final hypothesis that there is that 
which is, that which is not, and, principally, that which is between being and not-being: 
becoming. It is with the establishment of the realm of becoming as participating in 
being and not-being that one arrives at the Platonic standpoint. To establish the 
distinction between the nature of becoming and the nature of being is what is desired 
by the argument of the third wave in the fifth book. From the standpoint of this 
distinction, the nature of the dependence of the just city upon the eidos of justice is 
established; the necessity of a philosopher-king is proven. 

3 9 I have deferred translating agnoia into its latin-mediated english equivalent, 
ignorance, until this point, where the argument has clearly established the difference 
between doxa and agnoia. Our use of ignorance is more often used to mean "lack of 
knowledge" in a relative sense that can easily mean "false opinion", than it is to mean 
"not-knowing" in an absolute sense. While it is precisely this same notion as 
ordinarily understood by agnoia which Socrates seeks to correct, I believe his 
argument is more visibly presented in the obvious contariety of agnosia and gnosis, 
than in the english equivalents of ignorance and knowledge. However, while I have 
considered this method preferable, it is not really necessary. The argument clearly 
establishes that what one must mean by agnoia or ignorance is the state of not-
knowing relative to the unknowability of what is not. 

4°"The many" here obviously refers to the whole realm of particular instances e.g. 
inanimate objects, works of art, laws, states, and living individuals. The class 
includes, then, also "the many" who are none other than the philotheamones. who only 
appear to be just, noble, and pious. See n.3, on 479c, for how Shorey seems to confirm 
this suggestion is present. 

41Shorey's note on this passage seems to be correct in interpreting the argument in 
terms of logical contradiction at the level of opinion: "Plato consciously uses mere 
logic to lend the emphasis and dignity of absolute metaphysics to his distinction 
between the two types of mind, which is for all practical purposes his main point heire. 
If you cannot correcdy define the beautiful, all your imperfect definitions will be refuted 
by showing that they sometimes describe what is ugly." Loeb I, p. 530. 



42Shorey finds that the suggestion implicit in 479a, that the many instantiations of 
justice, beauty, piety and their contraries, also hinted at "the many" philotheamones. 
is here made explicit. 

"A further thought is developed here, suggested in 479 A, B. Just as 
the many particular horses, trees or tables shift and change, and are and 
are not in comparison with the unchanging idea of each, so the many 
opinions of the multitude about justice and the good and the beautiful 
and other moral conceptions change, and both are and are not in 
comparison with the unalterable ideas of justice and beauty, which the 
philosopher more nearly apprehends." Loeb. I, p.532. 

4 3 Anechesthai. "hold oneself up" is particularly suggestive here in its connotation of 
elevation and ascent. Unlike the philosopher, the lover of opinion cannot bear to 
forsake the "earthly" images for the sake of the "heavenly" forms. They cannot 
"ascend" to the "heavenly" because of their inordinate love of the "earthly". The 
whole passage foreshadows the allegory of the cave in Book VI, where the 
philosopher must compel the prisoners at the bottom of the cave to turn away from the 
shadows of reality, and to make the long ascent of dialectic toward the "sunlit" realm 
of forms above. So, too, does the passage foreshadow the paradox in Book VII, that 
the philosopher is opposed to living and mling in this land of shadows. 

44Cf. Doull's general remark on Plato's political thought: "Ethical and political 
questions for Aristotle as for Plato are about the form of that limited human good 
which stays short of the deepest conflict of good and evil. Plato . . . had not discovered 
how this finite human realm could have a certain separation and independence from its 
absolute foundation, how there could be present in it an actual human freedom which 
was all the same limited." COCI.I. pp. 126-7. 

45Cf. Adam's note: "From the standpoint of Books VI and VII it is impossible to say 
what 'just life' means unless we know the idea tou agathou etc. (see 506 A): hence 
polla ta loipa dielthein." N.484 A5, Rep.. 2, pp. 1-2. 

46Cf. 479d3-5. 

47Doull's comment, cited earlier, is most applicable here. "To discover an end in 
which private and public good are undivided it is necessary to turn to the universal, to 
the ideas and finally to an object-the good itself-on which hangs all division of the 
ideas and their difference from the thinking soul. The question whether there is a true 
justice which is the good alike of the individual and of a community living according to 
a rational law has its answer thus in a principle beyond both." COCI.I. p. 121. 



Conclusion 

In general, the principle concern of the interpretive essay has been to 

demonstrate the validity of a more philosophic approach to the text, which interprets 

the proposals set forth in V, both in their details and as a whole, as representative 

and paradigmatic rather than literal and practical. Its concern is not so much with 

whether this interpretation is correct on every point, as it is to have convinced the 

reader that such an approach is viable. The interpretive method is consistent with the 

interpretation of the text, which understands the purpose of the argument of V to be 

the conversion of the reader from a literal and practical to a philosophical standpoint. 

Simply, then, it is has been argued that one must read the Republic ultimately 

in light of the standpoint established by the dialogue; ore must come to interpret the 

"practical" aspects as leading toward the philosophical standpoint from which they are 

righdy viewed. Other interpetations, both traditional and alternative, in various ways 

and to different degrees have fallen short of this standpoint. My thesis shall conclude 

with the following summation of its findings, along with a statement of where they 

stand in relation to the principal, rival interpretations of the dialogue. 

Introductory Narrative: the new beginning. 

My interpretation agrees with what has become a nearly universal view of the 

structure of the dialogue, established by the 19th century commentators, where V is 

seen to mark a "new beginning" in the argument. However, as pointed out in the 

historical survey, how one ought to interpet this "new beginning" is precisely the point 

of controversey. Barker, for instance, rejected Adam's distinction between the earthly 

city of II-IV and the heavenly city of V-VII, a thesis generally held by all 19th century 

commentators. Barker argued that "Plato has in mind some actual Greek city, and the 

actual reform of that city." Nevertheless, a firm point of agreement was that the 

community of wives and children and the philosopher-king were the practical 
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foundation and ideal crown of the Platonic state. In 1940, Cornford separated these 

proposals, and divided the dialogue in the middle of V; the proposal for a philosopher-

king introduced the new division; the remainder of V, the first "two waves", was 

reduced to an "interlude'', supplementing the argument of II-XV. Since World War II, 

Bloom has argued the very thesis which had led to the 19th century debate: that the 

community of wives and children was irrelevant to the main topic and Lee renders it a 

special topic. Against this later 20th century tendency to reject the traditional 

consensus that the community of wives and children was integral to the Platonic state, 

the most recent and complete accounts of the Republic by White and Annas have 

tended to re-affirm the integrity of the community of wives and children as a corner 

stone of the ideal state. 

This interpretation likewise re-affirms the integrity of the community of wives 

and children, but on other grounds than those mentioned. The whole of V is held to 

constitute a transition in the argument from the account of justice in terms of the state 

and individual in II-IV to the account of the good in VI-VII. The introductory narrative 

has been interpreted as introducing a "new beginning" by way of presenting the aporia 

of the possibility of realizing the ideal state constructed in lexis in praxis. The details 

of the narrative are interpreted as suggesting that what seems a wholly practical 

concern with the community of wives and children really has a thoroughly theoretical 

or philosophic purpose, which is to bring the reader from the practical standpoint of IV 

to the philosophic standpoint of VI. 

1st Wave: Koinonia of Men and Women. 

It was Grote who first interpreted the proposal for a koinonia of men and women, 

in light of Mill's utilitarian condemnation of the subjugation of women, as an 

enlightened concern for the equality of women. Until most recent times, this 

intepretation has been as standard as it has been popular. One can find in Annas 
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sufficient reference to a more critical view of Plato's supposed femininism. In my view, 

Plato is least of all concerned with practical social reform; his intent is, as Findlay 

notes, to bring the reader from a practical to an eidetic standpoint. Such a conversion 

requires a consciousness of the dependence of the sensible upon the ideal, which is to 

acquire a new perception also of human nature and of the principles which govern 

human activity. The argument of the first wave destroys the certainty of the 

unreflective standpoint of custom, yet refutes as well the skeptical confidence of the 

erist. In place of dogmatism and skepticism, it lays down the principle of a dialectical 

reason: the distinction of sensible condition and intelligible cause, whereby it may 

come into view that human nature is not determined by such a primary sensible 

condition as sexual differentation, and that human activity is not determined either by 

sensible nature nor unreasoned custom. Rather, human nature appears as rational 

and self-determinate-it is the good known to reason which is to determine what is 

human. 

This interpretation establishes that the argument of the first wave has a greater 

formal structure than has been recognized, and that it is concerned chiefly with the 

destruction of the dogmatic and skeptic standpoints in favour of the philosophic 

standpoint of dialectic. With this conversion accomplished, the first step has been 

taken toward the philosophic viewpoint which knows how to regard the life of states 

and individuals in light of an ultimate principle of causality~the Good. 

2nd Wave: Koinonia of Wives and Children. 

Against the common view that the purpose of the koinonia of wives and children 

is concerned to establish a natural unity in blood-ties of kindship, which Aristotle 

righdy criticised as self-contradictory, I argue that such was never Plato's intent. 

Aristotle's critique is based upon his own view of what constitutes the family and 

state; from an Aristotelian standpoint, Plato's proposals make no sense. Clearly, 



Aristode does not accept the view of the family which Plato has Socrates set forth. 

Plato's whole purpose is for Socrates to bring into view precisely that the family is not 

a natural unity, that it has not its ground in the immediacy of blood-ties and sexual 

relations. Instead, the family is discovered to have its ground in the religious virtue of 

piety, wherein the individual surrenders any assumed natural independence to the 

ethical life of the family. In this view of the family, familal piety is shown to have the 

same ethical reason as civic justice. 

The cornerstone of this view is the interpretation given of the illustration of 

political unity in terms of the natural individual. Whereas the example of the man who 

suffers pain in his finger as a whole is commonly interpreted as an illustration of how 

the state is to be united by the natural feelings of kinship, it is precisely such a view 

which I have rejected. Instead, it seems evident that the example illustrates clearly 

how such a "natural" unity rests upon the intelligence of the individual, and thus 

demonstrates how the natural is dependent upon a rational principle for its unifying 

principle. 

The argument of the first two waves taken together are interpreted as having 

demonstrated the inadequacy of an unphilosophical standpoint, which is associated 

with the practical standpoint of experience, or the ordinary life of individuals within the 

institutions of ojkos and polis. The ground of these institutions has been exposed to 

be a principle of reason-justice-which both transcends and determines the most 

primary determinations of the natural. The reader is taken to have been converted to 

the philosophical standpoint which recognizes huaman physis and praxis to be 

determined righdy by an intelligent apprehension of the good so far as its knowable to 

reason. 

Transition: The Universal City. 

Whereas the next section of the argument, a discussion of the city at peace and 



at war, is universally interpreted as another digression, I have interpreted the details 

of this discussion as representative of the concept of how the city, thus purged of 

those assumptions destroyed by the arguments of the first two waves, now appears 

as the truly universal city of reason. Where some commentators, notably Shorey, 

have been sorely disappointed by the idea that victorious heroes should be granted 

sexual license, I have interpreted the image of the crown and the embrace as emblems 

of the eidetic identity of the life of the state and individual. It seems most reasonable 

that Plato would use the city as an image of the life of the eide to complete the 

transition to the philosophic standpoint where the life of the eide. the koinonia eidon. 

is direcdy apprehended by the eros and nous of the philosopher king. 

3rd Wave: Philosopher-King. 

It is not the intention of my interpretation to offer any new view of the argument 

of the third wave. It does, however, call attention to the implication of the censure of 

the standpoint of the "lover of spectacle" as embracing the life of the state and as 

demonstrating the limitation of the good so far as it can be known within the life of 

praxis. Here, the limitation of pleasure and honour is clearly exposed, along with the 

necessity of bringing the good itself into view as the only tme object of the soul. This 

interpretation does emphasize, however, that the argument of the third wave is not at 

all concerned with the translation of the ideal city of lexis into praxis, but it is precisely 

the correction of this view, the original impetus in the argument of Book V, which 

forms the introduction to the proposal of a philosopher-king. Thus, the argument is 

understood as an kind of "ascent" from lexis to aletheia-to the hypothesis of the 

good-rather than as a "descent" from lexis to piajsis-the movement of Books VIII 

and IX, which finally discuss the decline of the state, mentioned at the outset of Book 

V. With the argument of the philosopher-king, the philosophical standpoint which 

knows of the need to measure the content of human life, human nature and human 



activity, in light of the good, is attained. 

Where this interpretation of the third wave differs from others is once more in its 

insistence that Plato is least of all concerned with the question of how to realize the 

ideal state in the world; rather, his concern is wholly with the conversion of his reader 

to the need to take up the life of the philosophy. This view is nearest to Gadamer, 

although differing from his view that Plato's concern is to educate future philosopher-

kings, since it is argued that the third wave, and the Republic generally, is really about 

the need to attain to a philosophic standpoint-what practical consequences might 

follow are really outside the interest of the dialogue. Certainly, at least, this 

intepretation demands that the Platonic state be nowhere interpreted as a practical 

ideal in any literal sense; it exists in the realm of thought for the sake of an eidetic or 

philosophic reflection upon the dependence of human life upon a perception of the 

ultimate good to be sought in it. The Republic has in common with such other middle 

dialogues as Phaedo and Symposium the intent to establish the hypotheses of the 

many, eide and good as an philosophic account of how the world of experience stands 

in relation to the Socratic good. 

i 



Appendix: Women in Ancient Greece 

The thesis has comitted itself to certain statements concerning the position of 

women in ancient Greece, which ought to be further illumined. In particular, the thesis 

has assumed the position stated by Sara Pomeroy that, "The effect of urbanization 

upon women was to have their activities moved indoors, and to make their labor less 

visible and hence less valued." (Goddesses. Whores. Wives, and Slaves. Shocken 

Books, 1975, p.71.) It should be noted that this effect was noted with reference to 5th 

century Athenian as opposed to Spartan society. Generally, the thesis holds that it 

was a panhellenic custom for a division of labour, between the oikos and polis. to be 

drawn along lines of male and female. There were no female citizens, strictiy 

speaking; wives and children of ancient greece were citizens only indirectly, as 

members of the oikos. and thus represented by the male head of the oikos in political 

life. Simply, if a citizen were one whose minimal function was to vote in a popular 

assembly, this franchise was not extended to women. Strictly speaking, women in 

ancient greece were excluded from political life. Plato's arguments concerning 

koinoniai of men and women, and of wives and children, assumes especially the 

distinction between male and female as political and non-political, which he sets out to 

overthrow as false grounds for human community. 

On the other hand, Plato's argument seeks further to demonstrate the hellenic 

position, stated later by Aristotle, that the difference between barbarian and Greek is 

that the barabarian knows not the difference between women and slaves. That the 

oikos rests upon a religious virtue whose ethical content assumes the rationality of 

women is a chief tenet of Plato's argument for a community of wives and children. 

It is the view of the present author that the work of Pomeroy provides the most 

interesting discussion of this subject. Lacey offers a prosaic account, which proceeds 

from Aristotle's definition of the oikos in his M l k s . (The Family in Classical Greece. 
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Cornell U. P., 1968). RJust (Women in Athenian Law and Life. Routledge,l989) and 

R. Sealey (Women and Law in Classical Greece. U. of North Carolina Press, 1990) 

provide most recent discussions of the subject of women in Athenian law, both of 

which provide ample evidence of the nearly complete exclusion of Athenian women 

from direct participation in the legal system due to their restriction to the oikos. It 

should be noted, however, that political life is not precisely the same as soical life. So 

it may be said that Gomme's earlier dispute with what he regarded as the simplistic 

view that Athenian women "were powerless in law, scarcely stirred from the rooms in 

which they were locked, and were systematically treated with contempt", has been 

supported by more recent evaluations of the position of women in Athens (Essays in 

Greek History and Literature. Books for Libraries Press, 1967, p.91). A useful brief 

critical survey of more recent literature is that of Gillian Clark, in the series, Greece 

and Rome New Surveys in the Classics, entitled, Women in the Ancient World 

(O.U.P. 1989). A useful text of primary sources in translation is Women's Life in 

Greece and Rome (John Hopkins, 1982) by Lefkowitz and Fant. The author would like 

to thank his examiner, F. Schroeder, for drawing attention to the need for this 

Appendix, and for providing a bibliography on the subject, inclusive of the above 

works, in conjunction with his colleague, A. J. Marshall. 

i 
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